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~!ew York Cloak Operators. - . 
Philadelphia Cloakmakers. . • . 
IStli St., New York fit. 
. . . 3 9 N. 10th St., Philadelphia. } \ 
9 W. 81*1 St., New York Cftj 
1532 E. Prat t St . , Baltimore, MJ. 
.330 Summit Ave., W. Uobokea, X. J, 
New York Piece Tailors 
Baltimore Cloakmakers . . . . 
Now Joncy Embroiderer*.. 
New York Embroiderer* 175 £ . Broadwoy, care of t 'niled Hebrew Tmde 
Boston Kaineoat Makers 1 Ottawa St. , Boston, Mass., care or Rosenberg 
New York Cloak and Suit Tailor* 113 K. 10th St., New York <\« 
New York Amalgamated Ladies ' Garment Cutter* 7 W. SHI St., New York City 
Brownsville, N . Y. Clmikmakcrs 359 fiockawny Ave., Brooklyn, N. \ . 
Boston, Mass. Pressor* 34 Gro*'o E t , Boston, MSM. 
Montreal, Can. Cloakmakers. 37 Prince ArtJmr, B. Montreal, Can. 
Toronto, Can. Cloakmakers 101 Spadina Ave.. Toronto, ( a t 
Philadelphia Waistmakcr* 224 Pina St., Philadelphia, P*. 
St. Louis, Mo. Ladies* Garment Worker* Fraternal Bldg., U t h and Franklin An. 
New York Reefermakcrs 36 E . Second St., Now York Cltj 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Pr<-ssen* 1815 W. Division St., Chicago, 111, 
Montreal, Can. Cloak Cutters 1366 Lawrence Bldg., Montreal, Can. | 
New York Waterproof Garment Worker* .' 122 University Place, New York CStj 
Newark, K. J . Cloak and Suitniakers 103 Montgomery ft*., Newark, N. J. 
. New Hnvsn, Conn., Ladies ' Garment Workers 5 South St. , New Haven, COBD. 
New York Skartmakar* 113 E . 10th St. , New York Oil; 
New York Waist and Brew Maker* fi R. 17th S t , New York CH-
U d , Ohio, Cloakmakers 6004 Quincy Ave., d e r e l a a d , Oh. 
Seattle, Wash., Ladies ' Garment Workers, 2706 K. Union St., Seattle, Wash 
S t Louis, Mo., Cloak Pressors 920 E . l? th St., St . Louis, Ma 
Peekukill, N . Y., Underwear Workers 118 Grant Ave., Peekskill, N. Y. 
New York Pressers 228 2nd Av*., New York Qtj 
Boston, Slaas., Ladies ' Tailors 230 Tremont St. , Boston, Maw. 
New York Lad ies ' Tailors 43 & Mod St.. » w York Ott 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 79 7. 10th St., New York City 
Chicago, I1L, Cloakmakers 1S15 W. Division St., Chicago, III 
Syracuse, N . Y,, DU-N makers 124 Benwlck Pt., Syracuse, N . V. 
Denver, Colo., Ladle* • Tailors 1530 Lowell Blvd., Denver, Colo. 
Cincinnati Garment Cuttera 171.'* Madison Koad, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Boston Waistmakera 34 Grove St. , Boston, Maw. 
New York Children Dressmakers. 79 E. 10th St.. New York City 
Montreal, Can., Custom Ladies ' Tailors .358 S t Antoine Si 
Lou Angeles Ladies Gnrment W o r k e r s . . . 1319 E. 21»t St., Los Angeles. Cat 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak Cotters r.r5 Mifflin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Chicago Haineoat Maker* 1148 Blue Islafld, Ave.. < 'hicngo, IU 
Boston Cioakmakers 230 Tremont St., Boston, 
New York Waist Buttonhole Makers 108 Forsyth S t , Boston, M M - . 
Montreal, Can., Cloak and Skirt Prowers. 37 Princo Arthur E., Montreal, C M . 
New York .White Goods Workers 88 B, 2pd St,, Now York I'ii-
Oincintiat Cmakmak.>rs 710 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
New York Buttonhole Makers 88 E . 10th 6 t , New York Citj 
Brooklyn Lad ies 'Ta i lo r* . . 106 MeKibbeo 8 t , Brooklyn, N. V. 
New York Bocnaz Embroiderers 6 E . 17th S t , New York Ci 
Toledo Cloakmakers ! 1922 Lagrange St. , Toledo, Ohio 
.(CX>NT|Nl?Elt ON' INMDE YIMH81I fVirKK.) 
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PHILADELPHIA CLOAKMAKERS WIN GREAT VICTORY 
The victory of the cloak, suit and skirt 
k.-rs in Philadelphia was by far the 
ml important event of last month. It 
iw ail the more notable and surprising 
lose we had been expecting a re-
ntal of active hostilities breaking out 
any moment 
And the victory comprises the entire 
aile, the larger as well as smaller manu-
facturers. First the Women's Garment 
(anufacturcrs' Association signed the 
•cment of Peace. A few days later 
smaller manufacturers of Philadel-
phia united us the Women's Wear 
mfacturers' Association and signed 
ii agreement in all essentials the same 
that signed by the Woman's Garment 
[Association. Thus the Union wilt now 
tal collectively with two associations. 
Although the strike of last year had 
Itwn officially called off in December 
last, after'a heroic stand of twenty-six 
keeks, yet the struggle* was not ended, 
lit was at most a sort of armed truce. 
[The Union was gathering new strength 
Uini fresh resources. Its foundations 
Wore firm.- The Cleveland convention of 
Wane last had renewed its youth by unit-
ing and harmonizing all the elements. 
The orgauized cloakmakcrs of Phifadel-
NATURK O f 
CONCESSIONS 
phia were lit and ready to plunge into 
the fray, and the International with its 
locals were fully as ready to back up 
their just demands. Indeed, it was an 
open secret that the struggle would have 
been renewed -every season until a foun-
dation for permanent peace was laid by 
substantial concessions bein 
lectively. 
The nature 
sions won will be belt 
realized by compari 
with the mediaeval system which pre-
vailed in the past. In another column 
specific details are given of the condi-
tions that rnled in the shops prior to 
the strike of 1913. Extracts from the 
agreement of peace read aide by side 
with those details show precisely the 
tremendous changes effected by the set-
tlement. Suffice it to say that these 
changes involve a regular working day; 
regulation of and payment for over-
time; adjustment of piece prices, in case 
of disagreement, by price adjusters; a 
minimum wage for cutters; sanitary 
standards of safety in the shops and fac-
tories; abolition of home work; a griev-
ance board composed of representative* 
-
ABMENT WORSES 
led over by W. D. they knew its consequences in 
Porter, pirector of Public Safety of the tosses and dislocation of trade. Thai 
of Philadelphia; -abolition of was exactly what happened in Philadel] 
nhia. The strike of last year brought 
the manufacturers nothing but erilj 
Their season was irreparably damaged-
their financial resources were taxed 
the utmost; their reputation as unfairi 
employers was being spread for mild 
for accessories; direct employ -
it of certain workers by the employ-
ore Instead of sub-contractors, and co-
operation of the Association aud the 
Union in carrying out the provisions 
agreed to. 
No time limit is set to the agreement, around- Their arguments before tbej 
which in itself is an indication that the Industrial Relations Commission faokdj 
contemplate real and lasting *° convince a large, interested public' 
peace. A n u" all this because they persistent!} 
* • refused their employees a voice in tat 
Logic aud reason settling of prices, or a signed promh*| 
as to regular hours, or any measure of) 
respect to their trade organization. 
Logic and reason were on our nide b 
cause the public knew that union shopi 
conciliation and arbitration were in er 
iateuce in the largest cloak, waist ami 
dress center in New* York and in a num-
ber of industries elsewhere; and toe 
manufacturers in those industries were 
more secure against labor troubles and 
trade dislocatiuu by adjusting grievance 
through a board of representatives of 
both sides than were any employers who 
si-tu l.i. or 
LAST TEAR were on our side all 
BBS the time. Our mem-
bers not only sought improvements of 
trade conditions; they were determined 
that any concessions won should 1M* so 
secured as to prevent their slipping 
away from them iu the slow season. 
And what better way of securing them 
officially recognized party 
side, bargaining cullectivi 
the employees of ever}' shop 
inized manner? 
During tbc strike of last year this 
important demand was consistently em-
phasized, and it was, throughout, fought 
tooth and nail by the employers. That 
their resistance to our reasonable de-
mands was not a paying proposition is 
certain. No one knows better what a 
tremendous waste of resources a pro-
bitterly-fought strike is than 
manufacturers who are sufficiently ill -
advised to go through the process . The 
waist aud dress manufacturers of New 










reacted on the entire city and caused 
widespread suffering. It affected many 
trades and thousands of workers other 1 
than the cloakmakers. Could the city 
risk another and perhaps more bitta ji 
struggle? Could the manufacturers af- 1 
ford to lose another season t Could they 
gratulato themselves on having averted afford the heavy expenses entailed by 
a long strike in 1913 by agreeing to a 
protocol of peace and granting substan-
tial concessions. They had been through 
le mill of such a strike in 1909, and 
another strike! Could they risk their 
trade slipping awsy to other centers' 
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trouble is now happily over, and 
hope for good. Bat it is well to go 
• the ground and see what lessons 
'ue to be learned from the past, in order 
is avoid preventable strife, suffering and 
Ifi-will in future. 
. Our International Union was in ac 
-pregnable position. According to the 
Hot authorities success in war is as-
hy sound strategy and an inex 
jtoutible supply of men and amrauni-
Or course, funds may be exhaust 
-
• 
l ion •• 
often develop into regular 
ever powerful the coal barons, and how-
ever unscrupulous and ruthless their 
weapons, they cannot break or even in-
jure that well organized and . biggest 
union on the American Continent. The 
reason for this is quite clear. 
In every conflict with employers the 
organized workers pay out of their wagea 
for the support of the strikers and their 
families. That furnishes the Union with 
but where there is the power of fresh resources and permanent powers 
^operation the treasury is soon re-
rienished. This is precisely the posi-
|&a of oar Union. 
last year we financed the strike at 
Philadelphia for twenty-six weeks. Cora-
f&ations arose which compelled us to 
all off the strike, but we determined to 
arise again, if necessary, at the very 
next opportunity. And when the next 
spportunity came it found us quite 
way. 
To the manufacturers this may have 
teemed incredible; hence their failure to 
be immediately convinced of the justice 
ial strength of our position. But 
a it is quite natural. The secret 
5w strength and impregnability consists 
3 the idealism,and enthusiasm of our 
people, and their readiness to supply the 
unews of war when war is the only 
seans to- faring certain-*employers 10 
reason. 
of endurance. The strike expenses are 
immensely higher to the employers than 
the worker*. And even where a struggle 
has to be suspended i t can, if the or-
ganization remains intact, as in the case 
of the United Mine "Workers and our 
own organization, be renewed again and 
again with the utmost confidence of suc-
cess. S.uch was exactly the situation at 
Philadelphia. • And at last the Women's 
Garment Manufacturer*! of that city 
have come to sec it in this light. 
I'KllM ANIENT rOWK.H 
f INION'S BNDURANCK 
This is some-
thing w h i c h 
manufacturers 
in general are loth to Realize before a 
flottly experience opens their eyes. The 
'age movements of unions in other in-
dustries teach precisely this lesson, but 
•niehow the lesson escapes a certain 
'lass of employers. Take the United 
Wne Workers of America, an organiza-
A U1.AN0* ^*0W *"* ' P 6 8 0 6 n a a °*en1 
established, we have no 
doubt it will prove last-
ing. It is so much easier to live in peace 
than to be at war, and by a slight ap-
parent sacrifice this condition may be 
attained. We say "apparent" because 
a condition of peace in industry, no less 
than among nations, ultimately proves 
far more profitable. The manufactur-
ers of New York and other cities, who 
have been dealing with the Union since 
several years, would not resort to war 
measures if the question only involved 
reasonable concessions to the workers. 
These convictions grow on people 
mostly in time of peace. And they will 
certainly grow On the Philadelphia 
manufacturers. As time advances and 
inevitable disputes are settled by eon-
filiation in the shops aud in the 
auce Board, or by arbitration through 
calling in a luird impartial party to 
decide a disagreement, they will wonder 
why they did not agree to such reason-
ethods long ago. Thoy wiU come 
to Hie conclusion that the Union is not 
bugbear which they wore led to be-
Bearing all then; considerations in 
mind, it seems to us certain that the 
'Agreement of Peace" (as it is called; 
t concluded in Philadelphia is expi 
the state of affairs that will per-
manently reign in that city, and that 
the class war will be confined to lighting 
out better conditions through reasoning 
and argument in the shops or around 
In1 conference table. 
Of course, both parties are entering 
on a new phase of shop and factory re-
lations, and much will depend on the 
spirit in which the employers will en-
deavor to carry' out their obligations. 
If they will bear in mind that the agree-
ment of peace establishes a change in 
those relations; if they will live up in 
practice to the last paragraph in the 
ent and co-operate with the 
uion in carrying out its provisions; if 
vengeful feelings lending to discrim-
ination or petty persecution will be al-
lowed to arise, friction will surely bo 
uced to a minimum. To our Inter-
lional Union these relations are not 
• ' • • • • < 
• 
dealing with each emptm 
individually they will have to deal 
associations of employers. We 
fore expect them to realize that 
they have far greater responsibilitic 
Any serious grievances or disputes ar&l 
ing under an agreement with au 
tiou are the business net only of 1 
member or the shop affected, but 
concern of the organization as a whofc! 
Where cases will not be settled betwea 
employer and employee on the spot' 
II naturally be subject to investip-l 
tion and sifting of evidence by the clerbl 
or the Grievance Board or both, ffi 
know from experience in New York that 
no case can be won unless it rests . I 
strong evidence. Petty or iniaginaivi 
grievances'often have to be dropped wl 
withdrawn, while the needless time «. 
sorted in dealing with or investigau&j 
them is a source of annoyance to boll] 
sides. 
Another grave responsibility rests 
our members in regard to stoppages «| 
shop strikes. Under the agreement of 
peace "no strikes or lockouts shall tab 
place as long BR the respective organi-
zations shall endeavor in good faith t>| 
live up to their mutual understanding.! 
and to enforce compliance with tlu* w»| 
on the part of their members." Thii 
means that before any case is invdtj-
gated and decided on, as provided fori 
in the agreement, no strike or stoppagtl 
Our leading people have been °.f work is legal and will not be rewfj 
ce several years trained in adjusting »izp(1 *>y the Union, 
nil manner sF step differences, and they T„ tho past our members in Philad* 
may be reli&r*on to bring their hard-
 phia were accustomed to force the en-
earned experiences to bear on the prob 
lems before them. 
• • • 
And also for 
members at Philadel-
phia the agreement 
of peace implies a olinnge of relations. 
WORDS OF ADV1CB 
TO O l E MEMBEB-
ploycrs* hands in the only way opentt| 
them—by a strike. And it cannot 
said that in most cases they were n*| 
justiGcd. Arbitrary proceedings on 1st 
part of the employer cannot but U*l\ 
to impulsive action on the part of tt<| 





'yally to either aide is something which from the unbending attitude the employ-
ee parties failed to consider. era evinced throughout, the general ex-
Vow that provision has been made to Dictation was a struggle keener and 
; **1 with genuine grievauc*, our peopU more determined than orer, and all 
rill lw incurring a great responsibility calmly awaited the news that the strike 
.fcoald they be tempted to resort to ^ bwn declared. That this expecta-
kssty stoppages. There is simply no t » ° °* war to the knife was turned into 
need for such action. In other words, **» white dove of peace, and peace with 
honor, is a matter for congratulation. 
• • « 
BBBBI 
rn..vnoN-. cloak m a k e r s of 
£ is now up to the Philadelphia cloak 
rakers to make good and do their level 
tet to make the agreement lasting. 
CKNERAI. OFFICERS 
CARBY OCT 
. . . 
e history 
strike at Philndcl-
)hia; its progress 
for twenty-six weeks; the heroism by 
which it was characterized; the pro-
! found union spirit it left in 
of our members; their faith and 
tipnee in the pawer of the Union; t 
•^termination to stand together, if need 
W. again and again until final victory, 
ud the readiness with which our locals 
a N-w York c»me forward to cooperato 
»;tk them—all these facts are lessons in 
: ii, courage, discipline, self-sacri-
Sce— lessons which should forever re-
stain engraved on our minds. 
A euiispiuuoun feature of tile conclu-
oon of peace iu the Philadelphia cloak 
industry is fle strenuous and untiring 
work of Mr. Morris Hilhpiit. Much 
tredit is also due to Mr. Porter, the 
Director of Public SafNyTof that city, 
who- worked for peace in the interest of 
Philadelphia o n TIUNKS 
E
 their rictory. We 
trust they will maintain their confidence 
in 'tljeir local and general officers, co-
operate with them in the arduous task 
arranging the internal administra-
n, and do their full duty to the Union 
every respect. We congratulate our 
local o.Ticprs and members on their unity 
and readiness to come forward with 
moral and financial assistance which 
they hav«. manifested on this occasion 
In this connection we desire to mention 
particularly our New York locals—the 
Cloak Operators, liOcal No. 1; the Cloak 
Tailors, Local Mo. 9; the Reefermakers, 
Local No. 17 ; the Skirt and Cloth Dress-
makers, Xjocal Mo. 23; the Clonk and 
Dress Pressors, Loeal No. 
Waist and Dress Makers. Local No. 
The victory in Philadelphia is due lo 
them BO less than those who carried on 
Motions. 
• 




t ..<• proposition of reorganizing Phila-
iVipliia was referred to the General Hi-
«tttive Board" in a terse* resolution. No. 
120, adopted ot the Cleveland Conven-
tion, and the Board proceeded to carry 
«rt its mandate without delay. For more 
than n'month the eyes of our members 
•ii Ineal officers'were being turned in 
v
- direction of Philadelphia- Judging 
now—on lo Cleveland! C 
move should be to convince the i 
land manufacturers that they 
much lo gain from an arrange! 
peace with the Union. 
SHALL c 
REMAIN VXOR<i\MZKI»r 
The victory i 
Philadelphia : 
signal to the 
eloak'ntnkers of Cleveland and our mem-
bers in general. What has just been «c-
• i H l i i H i KsytwaesA BHsnnnnHHHBB 
GARMENT WOKKKR 
eomplished in the city of brotherly love 
be accomplished in the foremost Mid-
dle Western center of cloaks and suits 
by enthusiasm,. unity, and patient ef-
fort. 
The strike at Cleveland in 1011 and 
that a t Philadelphia in 1913 were simi-
lar, in many reBpects. In both cases al-
most the same number of workers stood 
in the battle line approximately for the 
same number of weeks- The demands 
of the workers were similar, with such 
variations as are peculiar to local condi-
tions. In both cases the International 
stood by the workers and helped them 
financially even oiyond its immediate 
resources. In hatft. cases the Interna-
tional was compelled by circumstances 
to call oft the strike and await a more 
favorable opportunity. Now while in 
Philadelphia the opportunity came, and 
the wishes of the Union were realized, 
Cleveland is still lagging behind, sunk 
in the darkness of non-unionism and sub-
ject to the evils connected with 
The reason is quite clear. The Phila-
delphia cloakmakers did not lapse into 
despair; they did not abandon their 
union and the hope inherent therein. 
They suffered and were yietimutcd even 
more than the strikers at Cleveland, yet 
their faith in the Union did not shrink. 
I t is now three I N T E R N A T I O N A L * • —• — - - u i r e c y < t n f 
RRADY since the great and mm 
TO B«xr T, ,R«o r a b l e c l e v e I a Q d ^ 
gle. Have the cloakmakers of Cleveland 
improved their position by holding aloof 
from the Union t Are they earning u 
much as they should 1 Have they a voice 
in the determination of the prices paid 
ihein f Do they feel free in the sen*; • 
of protection afforded to the members of 
a powerful Union T They certainly do not. 
"We want to assure our brothers atri 
suiters at Cleveland that their case is by 
no means hopeless. 
One of nature's great bounties a the 
power of healing and recuperation in 
certain cases, physically and mentally. 
Nature stipulates, however, that tho*j 
who are broken shall bring to the task 
of healing or recuperation as much will-
power and effort as they have at their 
command. The eloakmakers of Cleveland 
have the means of recovering from their 
present condition of semi-slavery by fol-
lowing the example of their brothers in 
Philadelphia. They must respond to the 
call of our organizers and join the local 
union. The International which helped 
them before is now stronger than ever 
and will bo ready to help them again 
on condition that they endeavor to help 
themselves. 
C I . K V E L A N D ^ now a word to oar 
is NOT locals and members in gwi; 
In accordance with a sole nn promise the BKVOSD c s leral . The settlement in 
great majority of the members lifted up Philadelphia is evidence of what the In-
their eyes to the Union and anxiously tarnationul can do throughout the coun-
awaited its counsel and guidance. l r-v i f aW co-operate and put their shoul-
A„a • *i_ « -. . , dors to the wheel. But before proceed-
And smee the first cono,t»on of success
 i n g l o r f r e s h fieWa m Wfl tf 
» faith in the power ot_tbc organization ford to let Cleveland lag behind t <* 
and «njPhance with it* requirements, -
 w e e n d u w t h e | h o u g h t t h a t a n i m p o r U 
the Philadelphia, cloakmakers realized ant center of our industry should 1* be-
thefr hopes and aspiration because they y0nd our sphere of influence t 
complied with that condition. With our membership of 100,000 <m<* 
. 
OCTOBEH, 1914- f 
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high prestige, it is We call on our locals and members to 
to us to fold our ponder over the matter; to help as make 
ime that Cleveland is be-
 a 
ind it is not true either. No
 s i s t ( 
.bad but what thinking makes it so." G e n c r a l Executive Board in every effort 
Once we decide that wc can and ought t 0 b r i n 8 a b o «t t h a t desirable consuro-
lo accomplish things we shall succeed. mation. 




REGARPING THE HIGHER DUES PROPOSITION 
In course of last month some of our 
nembera in private conversation desired 
farther information on the higher dues 
proposition dealt with in the September 
issue of the Ladies'- Garment Worker. 
As there may be other members in like 
doubt and difficulty we propow return-
ag to the subject 
The feeling among officers and 
ambers so far as we have been1 able to 
gauge it, is favorable to the adoption 
of higher dues. The principle of the 
proposition sounds so good and the logic 
is BO irresistible. Who will undertake 
H dispute the fact that mor* is better 
thin Uss; that with more money in the 
treasury nirinv more things can be ac-
complished? There is little doubt that 
'he International is in need of greater 
resources, and that it would do the Joint 
Boards and locals themselves much good 
to be fortified with larger funds. "But 
"ill the masses agree "to<jtf" they ask. 
To this wc answer that from, our knowl-
edge of the nissses they are not so back-
ward as to fail to perceive a good thing 
•hen it is properly put up to them. The 
aiawes are far more alert and awake 
to their material interest than is conv 
fflonly suposed. They belong to the 
I'uion for what it can give them in the 
*a>' of fatter pay envelopes and better 
conditions. Once we can manage to edu-
catethemto the fact that ultimate! 
success of the Union, in improving 
conditions, is.ail a question of muuej, 
and this money they must furnish, they 
will pay it without question, especially 
extra. 
dues is a sound 
investment. The more capital a busi-
ness man is able to invest in his business 
the more profit he may expect therefrom 
under conditions of good management 
Wo haven't to worry about getting big 
sums of money from our mem* 
we want them to invest is a few cen 
more ever^ week. And the power of 
union and organizatioi 
these few cents will make all our tre 
uries—International, Joint Board and 
local—so full and rich that our mem-
bers will profit in better wages and easier 
conditions. 
It is rather a question of the local of-
ficers falling in line with this idea thao 
of tba willingness of the masses. Wo 
call on all our local officers to bring this 
question up at every meeting, to disc 
it in our press and in private talks wi 
our members. The masses will make 
objection to il if its significance is thor-
oughly explained to them 
.. 
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TUB -CANNOT Another argument 
•D" AKCIMI;NTwe liavc overheard 
is this: "Our mem-
bers cannot afford it. They have had 
bad seasons, their earnings have been 
small," and so forth. Kjpecially is this 
argument nplied to our women members. 
We want lo say that even though 
many of our women members do not 
earn as high pay as the men, the' claim 
that they "cannot afford i t " is exag-
gerated. Even if a higher sum were de-
manded, when it is a question of getting 
a fair return, no one sluuld grudge it. 
HAihK TUB .One good rca«n 
I 'OWKH AMI I'KtSNTlliK . „ . _ _ _ _ ™ T 
OF T « B W D > * « n » ^ IB-
INTKMNATION'AL! trOtlllCC h i g | j « r 
dues is because it is our duty to raise 
the International to the highest i«siUoc 
of power and prestige. At present tbe 
International works from hand to month.! 
The present per capita of 21-2 cent* 
gives it just a bare existence. The b>j 
tcrnational is expected to organize tbt 
workers of every branch of the ladies' 
garment industry, in every pari of thel 
country. Our members and local officm 
rightly feel that every raanufacluruwj 
But this aura is so ridiculously small that center o f ! n d i e a ' Rannents, the workers 
the argument "cannot afford i t " seems 
petty. Cannot afford 8 cents a week to 
make the Union strong and powerful T 
who is going to believe taat! 
Within the last two years our Inter-
national Union has helped to raise the 
wages of women workers from ten to, 
iu some cases, 100 per cent. It has given 
them back from six to twenty and even 
more times as much every' week as the 
dues they pay. If they siiould pay eight 
cents more they have good prospects of 
getting back twenty times as much in 
pay, and certain benefits guaranteed 
them by the Union in addition. Our 
local officers and members should think 
of what the one cent a day will eventually 
bring them than of what it means to 
every member at present. When they 
come to think of the matter in this way 
the argument of "cannot afford" will 
melt as the snow under a warm sun. 
Small as this sum is, it will help to 
make, as already said, a big, rich and 
powerful Union. As workers in our 
trade we must absolutely have a big, 
rick and powerful union to win our com-
plaints, to organize all our shops and to 
keep our organization in good, fighting 
trim. 
of whioh arc poorly organized, spells dan 
ger to the fair union conditions of on 
people in every Other center. The manu 
faeturers who are at peace with th 
Union; who pay higher prices ami grant 
other privileges arc always tempted to 
make reductions on the plea of being sub 
ject to the competition of the unfair 
employer, who pays lower prices ami 
works Ids help longer hours. 
If some of the workers in any hrancc 
of our industry aro not organized to-
gether with us our Union is by so much 
weaker. The only way to moke ant 
strike successful is to enlist every workrr 
in the trade as a soldier of the organize! 
army to fight the union battle. But whei 
some of the workers are left outside of 
the ranks they endanger even our struV 
They may act as scabs or they may do 
the strike work for aught we know. 
Where a strike is lost, or where a unioa 
is impotent, it is because of these reams 
It is the duty of the International to or 
ganize everywhere, say our active nv: 
bers and local officers. To this we wo ,'.-\ 
reply, it is the duty, of tha members t< 
make it possible for the International!' 
perform its duty. Mere preaching is w 
sufficient. Our members must folio' 









1 feels its duty 
I, every branch of trade 
center of industry. TheOa 
ivc Board is eager and anxious to or-
pnize and to do things everywhere and 
at the same time, but it is prevented by 
of funds. 
The 2 1-2 cents are not sufficient for 
tremendous work. To do the work 
which requires 8 cents a week for 21-2 
rents w.ould amount to a miracle such 
as Elijah the prophet could demonstrate 
by making a handful of flour and a little 
?il in a cruse suffice for a whole family 
I for many weeks. Such miracles do not 
happen nowadays, und 2 1-2 cents a week 
*ill never do the work of 8 cents, grudge 
and economize aa you may. 
Uli'.UKR Dt'KS 
THE 
Our Socal officers 
know this very* *cll. 
. " " » « «
CB9T10
*Then why keep silent 
about it T Why don't they agitate for 
higher dues and a higher per capita, to 
the International f Why don't they 
make.this question the paramount, burn-
ing'question of the dayt 
When we stop to think, it is the su-
preme question confronting us at all 
limes. A cheek in several figures has 
power of answering many questions 
and solving all sorts of problems. Our 
lccess in many things absolutely de-
pends on funds. The great question of 
organizing, the problem of conducting 
strikes, the efficiency of inner adminis-
tration, the soluttou-sol^our educational 
problems—we simply cannot move a flu* 
ger without adequate funds. At present 
our work is done by halfs and there is a 
great deal of delay in every step we con-
template'. We are rearing a great, exten-
sive edifice, but we 'shall never reach 
far in its construction unless we 
fully suplied with the proper ma-
'erials. And we shall never succeed in 
I 
our task, unless we contrive to make our 
Union great and extensive. But let not 
our members, like Pharaoh of old, tell 
us to make "bricks without straw." 
If we continue the old, antiquated sys-
tem of low dues and a small per capita 
much of our work must remain uncom-
pleted, and'a good deal cannot be begun 
at all. We must, therefore, ask our ac-
tive members to get busy bringing up 
this question at every meeting. Don't 
delay it until tomorrow; for every day "s 
delay retards our progress for weeks. 
• • « 
HK.II Kit DEBS A number of resolutions 
a iou^Avs w « c introduced at the 
or pRosrERiTTC i c v eiana convention 
calling for an increase in the per capita 
to the International, and the General Ex-
ecutive poard was instructed to submit 
the mutter to a vote of the members. 
A similar proposition was submitted 
to the members last year, but without 
success. The main cause of the failure 
was due to the inability of the locals to 
. give up a 'part of their local rev 
They already pay 7 cents per capita to 
their respective joint boards. An in-
crease of the per capita to the Interna-
tional would practically leave them with 
uext to no • revenue for local purposes. 
Thus it is easy to see that the solu-
tion of many of our difficult problems 
depends oil how1 soon we can raise the 
dues. We arc writing this on the eve 
of the solemn annual holt 
wishes for a happy new year cannot but 
have some connection with the groat 
work before us. Our members will have 
many happy years when they will enable 
the International to carry out this work 
successfully. Hence let the motto for 
this coming year be HIGHER DUES, 
in order to insure a HIGH WAVE OP 
PROSPERITY" AND PROGRESS for 
our International Union and all its locals. 
. 
• n ^ n H H H B M E H M f f i S U a H B & B H M B O 
Peace in the Philadelphia Cloak Industry 
Stonj of a Struggle and Us Reward. 
l ly A , KOMKIU'KV 
• 
" C u t thy bread upon the waters, for thou 
•halt find i t after many flays." This quota-
tion from Ecctcaiastes U ao apt illustration of 
how tbo cloakmakors of Philadelphia repeatedly 
triod to organise and wrest union conditions 
from their employers. They started to organiie 
the workers many years ago when the industry 
was as yot hardly developed in that city. They 
met with many failures; (hey lost strikes almost 
every season; they cast their bread upon many. 
waters, ao to any, and they have at last reached 
the consummation they so long desired. The 
agreement of peace conludcil last month insures 
thorn the possibility of unionizing every worker 
ID the trade and improves working conditious 
considerably. 
Only a fow years ago tbo cloak trado in tbo 
City of Brotherly Lovo was approximately one-
fourth of its present diroonsionai In 1010 local 
reports gave the cumber of cloak and skirt 
makers as being about 1,500. In 1913, how-
ever, the number of striken numbered close 
upon 6,000. There are now in existence two 
employers' associations, and the cloak market 
is ever expanding. Judging from the number 
and uplifting Influences which effective trade 
organization had brought in its train. Mana-
factnre.rs, however, are the last people in the 
world to read such signs of the times, and 
hence the cloak maker* in Philadelphia re-
mained in a backward condition. 
I t cannot, of coarse, be said that no bUtst 
attached to the workers. They, too, were Dot 
as advancod in organization matters as they 
might have boon. Until a tew years ago their 
methods were not all that eoold be de&lr** 
Shop strikes, with or without sanction b ; tag 
Union, were frequently rcwrtea to, until de-
feats uud failures drove them to the opposite 
extreme and made them over cautious and in-
different. When in 1910, after tho sneceaaftl 
termination of the great cloak strike.in New 
York. (Bo International attempted to prepare 
tho ground for unionizing the City of Phibv 
dolphin, the local organization opposed the at-
tempt. Gradually, however, better counsels pre 
vailed. The local strengthened its organization 
in various ways, first by amalgamating wiU> 
tho pressors oud skirt makers and then by 1B 
creasing its does and initiation fee and estab-
of workers, the trade has increased three-fold lMd**
 s
cer,ftl
1? b e M , ! t f " ' Q n * T b l a B a a r a l 
in four Year* better discipline aud gradually prepared tl* 
way for the great atnigglo of 1913. 
In that struggle the eleak makers of Phtta Have not the workers largely contributed 
to this remarkable development, and if so, were 
they not entitled to reap some little share of 
the rich harvosti They persistently thought M, 
Tho roost enlightened people of our ago think 
so with regard to the workers in every trade 
and industry. The proposition is conceded by 
all except, perhaps, by a few who imagine Uiat 
It militates against their Interests, and it can-
not be denied oven by thorn. 
Yet the cloak manufacturers strongly resisted 
every attempt made by tho Union to regulate 
hour* and wages by collective arrangement 
They apparently believed that no change was 
Deeded, because they did not desire i t The 
trade grew and increased until the number of 
workers increased fourfold. The spirit of tho 
times chauged. Trade unionism has made rapid 
strides and succeeded in enlightening public 
opinion as to the anomalous condition of the 
workers, where they havo not sense or grit 
enough to organize. It pointed to the educative 
delphia gave a general impression that tin* 
and its lessons had their effect on them. For 
twenty-six weeks they ntood on the battle 
ground. Suffering and starvation did not 
weaken their spirit; police persecution and ic 
prisonroent did not damp their ardor. Wba 
the strike was called off it was not because 
they desired It, but rather because complies 
Uons unconnected with the strike necessitated 
the step being taken. 
Instinctively they felt, both during and after 
tho strike, that by their heroism and endurance 
they were casting their bread on certain waters; 
that sooner or later they most havo most of 
their demands granted. 
( l E N B R A t . OrKICKRK AT WORK. 
As soon as the new general officers bad mas 
aged to take in the situation; as toon as tic 
new organizers had been appointed and varii;-
matters of internal organization disposed of. 
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'late given to the General Executive sented the Union, while such distinguished etti 
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tbe mam 
p,ard by the Cleveland Convention in regard to 
ftilittk'lpnia began to engage their attention. 
Cautiously and in a business like mannor they 
^waited and conferred with the local officers 
active mombers, and when thoy were mire 
their ground they endeavored to open nego-
-tions with tho Philadelphia manufacturers. 
Tie (otter accompanying the statement of 
ting conditions submitted to the maoufae-
for their acceptance has the following 
iio characteristic paragraphs whieh amply il-
ite'tho methods pursued. 
l e u as John Wanamaker, Cyrus Adlor. Judge 
Mayer Snlsberger, Jacob D. Lit, Nathan h. 
Folwell, William Silverman and A. J . Margolin 
interested themselves on behalf of peace. Ma-
ally Mr. D. Portor, Director of Public Safety, 
was called in to arbitrate the differenced and 
tho result was tbe Agreement of Peace given 
below. 
Excepting wages for cutters and trimmers 
and hours, tho points conceded are almost word 
for word the same as thow desired. Of coarse, 
It was not to be expected that the maaufac-
"We have carefully weighed each provision 
and wo "have made no demands that are not 
entirely fair and reasonable. The conditions 
formulated by us still „f&ll below the stand-
ards prevailing in other centers of our in-
dustry, and represent the minimum upon 
which we can exist with some, degree of de-
cency. 
"We sincerely hope that you will 
requirements acceptable to you, and that 
will meet us generously, in our ©(Torts to bring 
about a lasting understanding between em-
ployees and employees ia the industry, which 
*<tl guarantee to both sides a long and un-
interrupted period of prosperity and Indus-
trial peace, such as our trade has beea 
enjoying in other cities for years. 
Negotiations followed. Several conferences 
**ra held, at which Mr. Morris Hillquit repre-
CONOITIONK B E I O K B A N D 
HfcTTLKMENT. 
BBBBBJ 
Contrast the conditions before and ai 
settlement, and the improvements gained bc-
eomo apparent 
The following extracts from the 
the United Businessmen's Committee 0" the 
strike of hut year, whieh was Issued on Peeem-
ber 4, 1013, gives a clear impression of the 
conditions before the strike: 
"Tut i ! the time of the strike there teemed 
to bo no uniform systsea U the business of 
cloak and skirt making n* to hours of em-
ployment; some factories starting work as 
early at -U in the morning and continuing 
until iiiin- at night and even later; Mill other* 
beginning nt seven and stopping at six at 
night. During tho bony season all the fac-
tories worked overtime, very late into tho 
night, and in some instance* continuing all 
day Sunday. In addition to the extra work 
in the factory, the employees were given work 
to do at home, 
" I n the majority of the 
an hour to an hour for lunch was given at 
noon, but where overtime was continued until 
nine or ten in the evening no time for supper 
was allowed. In tho majority of cases they 
were paid for this overwork only at the rato 
of time only. In the busy season most fac-
tories wer» working night and day regardless 
of the welfare of the employees. Then in 
the dull season i t was the custom to lay off 
many wook workers and require the pieco 
workers to report daily to tht, factories and 
wait idly by on the chnnco tliat some work 
I eon* in. For many weeks in the year 
the majority of the week workers would re-
port for work, being paid only for the actual 
e tb»y worked, 
"There seemed to be some injustice in many 
the factories in the method of calculating 
the extra time, even on the basis of time 
only, and also regarding the work of the piece 
workers, the employers taking advantage of 
those employees who were uuable to ealcu-
WtiKKKR 
late the amount themselves. Then also fr* 
quent differences arose l* tw«n employers u& 
employee* 
" A numlwr of shops ar* unsanitary, airly 
' unfit to work in. 
The roport also referred to other evik
 rWl. 
plained of by the employee*, such as helpers 
and finishers not being directly employed bj 
the employer, but by the operator nod tailw. 
and otbor forms of sab-contracting. Thii 
gave rise to disputes between tho employee* 
themselves over the amount of pay, and lo 
under-pay and unfnir treatment. The em-
ployers thus escaped liability for injuries to 
• employees by having them employed in-
directly instead of diroetly. The employers, 
moreover, forced the tailors and operator* to 
work for lowor prices, and keep up 'the evil 
syetera by threatening to give and giving the 
work out to contractors, who oppress lh* 
workers still more. Thus a regular sweat-
shop system was maintained in the trade. 
IMI'HOVRMKNTS OAINKD AS DESCRIBED IN 
TUK FOM.OW1NO llOCUNENT: 
AGREEMENT OF" PEACE IN THE 
CLOAK, SUIT AND SKIRT INDUSTRY, 
entered into this tenth day of September. 1914, 
between tho WOMEN'S GARMENT MAM 
FACTtJREHS' ASSOCIATION of Philadel 
phin, lioroiiinfter called the Association, nti-1 
the'JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK, SUIT AND 
SKIRT MAKERS' UNIONS of Philadclphis. 
composed of Locals 2, 53 and 69 of the IN-
TERNATIONAL LADIES' G A R M E N T 
WORKERS' UNION, hereinafter called tb* 
I'nion witncsHCtli: 
WHEREAS, The said Association is com 
posed of a large number of manufacturers en-
gaged in the Cloak. Salt and Skirt industry of 
the City of Philadelphia, and the Union » 
composed of employees engaged in the vnrioit* 
branches of the said industry; and, 
WHEREAS, Both parties are desirous of per-
manently regulating the relations between tbe 
employers and employees on 
able basts, 
NOW, THEREFORE, The 
The regular working week shall consist «' 
fifty two hours: namely, from 7:30 a. m. t» 1-
aoon and froso 1 to 6 p# m. on week da;**! 
and from 7:30 a. ru- until noou on Saturday*-
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the wage* of •Keek workers for voluntary ab- 3. Sanitary Condition*. 
Overtime shall not exceed * hour, per
 T l x , ^ ^ ^ ^ m - o p - f m | r g ^ 
SmMftn - , 
or a representative KfaeM by the. , to 
adjustment. Disputes bo-
employers that cannot be 
ikes, shall' be submitted 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ b » o Chief Clerk* of bath 
o r a t i o n - or deputies appointed by » e la* 
tar. If.such grievances are not thus adjusted, 
„ the rate of t.rne-nad-ooo-half so far a . w e * ^ 
wrkcrs are concerned. No overtime shall be ,.r . . , „ , , , . * 
tfm. on B M i r i m except for the purpose t^^^TilT^'t PV^ l^  
rf fmUhing and completingemergeuey order,. J g « " * » * * » * • G * °< P-Uadorphi. 
Abuses of the last mentioned privilege on the " W t U C O n t r o 1 , 
jart of the employer shall be subject to eona- H q w o r k g B f t U *» «***• *• enaployees to U 
paint and adjustment in the manner herein. , n a d e a t h o r a o -
after set forth. 4. JfWafioiu Befrom 
t IFAOW. Pfoy««: 
All prices for piece work afanll be nude in All grievance* of employee* arising in the 
Uranc© by (ho etnployor. If tlie price on any factory or shop sliaH bo submitted by the em 
irtieular garment" tl not wt tp tomj r to 
employees, tht) question of such price shall ho 
ukcfi up between the employer and his em-
ployees, through a committeo appointed 
kcted by them for that specific 
If no adjustment shall be arrifad-
j-jslion in dispute shall be submitted to tiro 
Handing prieo adjusters, one selected by the 
Association and one by the Union, and tin- de-
cision of such adjusters shall be binding and 
foter all work dono on such garments from 
Ac time of the complaint 
All wage adjustments shall be made wi' 
tlclny, and no stoppage of work 
tewed during such adjustment*. 
Wages of Cuttora shall be i 
. bans of weekly payments ranging 
to $26.00, according to 
Wages of Trimmers 
Second year apprentices 
Third year apprentices, 11.00 per 
Fourth year apprenU 
After an apprenticeship of four years, 
roers shall receive wages ranging from #1 
to 810.00 por week, according to efficiency. 
The classification of Cutters and Trimmers with 
DM to their respective degree of efficiency 
«h»U be determined in the first instance by the 
employer, subject to adjustment of any com-
plaints, that may siise^fcopi such classification 
in t!io manner hereinafter provided. ; 
No reductions shall be made io the pay 
OuHeu and Trimmers now receiving higher 
"ages than above provided. 
A duplicate of a sampls shall bo mndo by 
the piece and shall bo paid for at the rate of 
fifty per cant, above thfc stock garment. 
Wages shall be paid in cash, weekly, and on 
m 
they shall be decided by a Board of Gr 
to bo eompoBv'd of three representatives fff 
Association and three representatives of 
Onion, under the chairmanship of George D. 
Porter, the Director of Public Safety of the 
City of Philadelphia, or in case of his absence 
or inability to act, of a person designated by 
him. A quorum of the said board shall consist 
of au equal number of representatives on awh 
aide.. Decision* of the said Board of Grievances 
11' be rendered by ft majority of the members 
and shall be binding upon both parties-
of a tie, the chairman shall east the tie-
^ be exacted from 
•loycee, except the sum of One Dollar 
for the return -of machine parts 
.to the employer, for whfch a 
in "srriting shall be given to the cmplo, 
No charges 
needles, or belts. 
IB dull eeaad 
among all employoes as equally as po 
All Pressors and Coder-Pressers shall 
Uy by thi* employer 
No di-M-rimination shall be made against era 
ployew by reason of membership or activity in 
The Association and the Colon shall cooper-
ate with each other in carrying out the above 
provisions, and DO strikes or lock-outs shall take 
place so long as the respective organizations 






TUB LADIES' GARMENT 
;' 
shall endeavor in good faitii to live up to their 
mutual understanding, atid to enforce compli-
ance with tho noio on the part of their mem-
ber*. 
In WITNESS WHEREOF this agreement 
baa been executed in duplicate by the respect-
ive parties hereto through their respective of-
fleers authorised thereto. 
FOB THE W0MEN8' GABMENT 
FACTUBKBS' ASSOCIATION 
• • 
Morris Bernstein, President 
William A. Kelly, Secretary 
• 
FOB THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES-
GARMENT WOBKEBS' UNION 
B. Scblesingor, President 
FOB THE JOINT BOABD OF CLOAK, 8UIT 
AND SKIBT MAKERS' UNION 
M. Amdur, President 
The story is one depicting a slrvggle a«4 it, 
reward which may well bo copied by other 
unions. I t shows that no effort for better-
meat, if persisted in, is erer lost The PhUidti. 
phia Cloak inakerH may well congratulate them-
selves on their victory. 
How We Are Advancing 
LOCAt. M. N.VT i r o * * LADUW TAILoitt 
FolloVing an agreement reached between the 
members of the Merchants' Society of Ladies' 
Tailors and Dressmakers, and our Local 38, La-
dies' Tailors and Dressmakers, the possibility 
58 
of a strike in their shops has boon definitely re-
The new agreement was reached after con-
tinuous conferences between the officers of the 
Association and the Union. The contract has 
numerous advantage* over any previous agree-
ment!* in that it provides for the promotion of 
helpers to full grade tailors or operators with 
a gradual increase of salary. Under old eon-
tracts the difference betwoen a helper's and a 
tailor's salary was $8.00, and It was the pre-
vailing 
promote his helpers 
limited salaries. 
The new contract also eha.igcs the Board of 
Arbitration and provides for three referees, to 
be known as impartial chairmen. Any one of 
tho three may be called upon to act u -chair-
man at any time. Tho agreement provides for 
immediate hearing of grievances, as under 
old agreement it often lappened that the 
lie chairman would have duties elsewhere, 
and could not be secured to act immediately. 
The impartial cliairotnn must render a decision 
the conclusion of any hairing and is not 
ask for briefs or data for consid-
eration, as heretofore. The Union is also re 
quired to submit ita evidence upon any matter 
in dispulo within twouty-four hours after a 
complaint has been filed. 
Tho new agreement is continual, or automat 
ieally renewable on Septonrocr 16th of esc! 
year. If at .any time either party desires any 
modifieation it must advise so in writing. If 
the difference remains unadjusted by Juno 1st 
the matter must bo submitted to the Beard of 
Arbitration, and if the Board is unable to rente 
a decision it must be left over to conference* 
between tho Union and the Association. 
There are, however, in the trade a number of 
shops located up In Harlem and down on the 
East Side, which have not signed up yet acJ. 
very likely, will cause some trouble. Toe Har-
lem employers are forming an association of 
their own, and are putting up quite a bold 
front The union is, however, determined to 
have the trade uniformly organised in all 
parts of the city. Two mass meetings have 
been arranged to take up this problem with 
the membership and decide on whatever Meas-
ures it may bo nccossary to bring these em-
ployers into lino. 
MEETING OF KKJOICINO AT PHir-ADELFHlA 
Peace in tho Philadelphia cloak industry i* 
finally at hand. With the settlements accom-
plished last month between the Union and the 
wmmsmm 
f • 
Oq'rortKR, 1014 is 
| . i manufacturers ' associations the spectre of 
$trike and unrest has been definitely removed. 
The local officers are sow busy with internal 
organization, determined that the fruits of their 
victory shall be of a lasting and productive 
nature. 
A mammoth mn."» meeting was called by the 
Union on Monday, September IStb, for the pur* 
pone of votlug on the terms of the settlement. 
Both the Academy of Music and the Horticul-
tural Hal l had been engaged to accommodate 
toe big crowd. The expectations of the officials 
of the Union were folly justified. Ten thousand 
men and women gathered in the halls and the 
huge assemblage was converted into a meeting 
of rejoicing. 
The principal speaker was Samuel Gompers, 
President of tho American Federation of Labor, 
who brought the audience to i ts feet repeatedly 
with enthusiastic demonstrations. President 
Campers told the workers that their success 
was only a n incident of the great movement 
a^iinst t h e injustice and oppression heaped 
upon tho working people of the world, and 
urged them to lend their aid in every struggle 
of labor until victory in won throughout the 
country. Tho greatest responsibility upon the 
ihoulders of a victorious union,. He said, was 
, ;:a hours of victory. 
Director of Public Safety Porter , the man 
whoso influence was so strongly Instrumental 
in aver t ing the strike in Philadelphia, and 
who is the prospective impartial chairman of 
the trade, congratulated the workers upon their 
victory. He s ta ted that while rejoicing with 
them he nlso represented the manufacturers. 
Ho was glad to say tha t th» conferences be-
tween tho two bodies; were, conducted in a fair-
minded manner a n l that future differences 
would doubtless bo adjusted satisfactorily. 
Among the other speaker* wore President 
Schlesinger of the International Union, B . Via-
deck, manager of the Philadelphia branch of 
the Daily Forward; James A. Mnurer, presi-
dent of t i e Pennsylvania S ta to Federation of 
Labor; H. Weinberg and Max Am-lur, presi-
dnnt of t h e Jo in t Board of the local unions. 
l Ml'OKM STANDARDS ASKEI> OF KMRROIII-
KRVMANirACTI KKHS 
The following letter was submitted to manu-
facturers of embroideries in New York and 
New'Jersey, by the International Union. 
" T o tho American Embroidery Mnrjufacturers' 
Association, and to all Employers in the L*co 
and Embroidery Indust ry in the Sta tes of 
New York and New J e r s e y : 
• 'Gent lemen:—The/ organised embroidery 
workers of the Sta tes or New York and New 
Jersey, af ter a careful canvass of the situa-
tion, have reached tho conclusion tha t the in-
terests of all parties concerned require a speedy 
adjustment of the relat ions between the em-
ployers and employees, on a basis of a fair and 
uniform arrangement for l e e entire industry in 
both Sta tes . 
" A t present conditions wi th reference t o 
hours of labor, scale of wages and sanitary 
surroundings, differ material ly within the va-
rious shops In New York and even more radi-
cally between tho chops in New York and 
those in New Jersey . 
" T h e s e conditions have a very deplorable ef-
fect on the trade generally and on the condi-
tion* of tiio workers part icularly. The em-
ployer who pays s tarvat ion wages to his em-
ployee*, who works t h e m unreasonably long 
hours and conducts his business in a cheap and 
nusanitary shop, forces t h e fairer-employer to 
lower s tandards of work. As a result, the em-
ployers are engaged in unfair and demoralieini 
competition and t h e condition of the workers 
has fnllen far Iwlow tho poin t of endurance. 
" T h o only way to remedy this Intolerable sit-
uation is to introduce uniform, definite and 
reasonable s tandards of work throughout the 
trade. We propose to establish snch s tandards 
on the basis of a reasonable reduction of work-
ing hours, n reasonable increase of wages based 
on a uniform method of determining tbetn, a 
provision for a minimum standard of safety 
and sanitation in the shops and a provision 
for payment of five logs! holidays for the week 
workers. 
" W p shall t>e glad to discuss our proposition 
with representatives of your association and 
to enter into a formal agreement along these 
lines with your association collectively or with 
employers individually and will thank you if 
YOU will signify your intentions t o us on 
before October l . " 
? 
s x i n i c i N n ACTIVITY I S UORTOy 
CESTKK 
The early part of last month saw quite 
st irr ing activity in Boston. An Association 
shop composed of 90 workers stopped work 
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p a r t ot a foreman which was in dirsot viola-
tion of the Protocol. ThoroU|>oii the clerk of 
the Association refused to go out on eases 
with the representative of the Union. A spec-
in! meeting of the Association had been called 
a t which the manager of the Boston Jo in t 
Board. Brother Ab. Ho«H*nb\,Tg, * M invited to 
meet t h e executive committee of the associa-
tion gild lav the claim* of the workers of that 
•dm. i>«fi.r.. iimni 3 ^ workers were found shop before- them. 
r ight i n a l l of their contentions and the incident 
created a very favorable i 
10 in Boston. 
Another eaw» was that of a n employer 
discharged his shop chairman claiming that the 
latter had insulted him. The workers of the 
shop refused t o work without their shop chair-
man. Again the clerk of the Association re-
fused to go oot on eases, but when tae Union 
protested strongly t h e clerk was once more in -
structed to resume his work. Shortly afterward 
all trace* of friction were wiped out nod both 
sides a r e a t present working i n good accord. 
Too Boston Jo in t Board ha* decided to ap-
point another busioes* agent, so as to make 
' h o p controlling more effect w e than hereto-
fore. 
Brother Kuriand, Vico President of the In-
ternational, i s doing his boa*, to revive the Bos-
ton Ladies Tailors, No. 36. Local 49, the 
Waist Makers of Boston, have appointed an or-
ganization committee which i s to call a maw 
meeting in the near future. 
I-ucal 73, of Worcester, has lately started 
an agi ta t ion among the girU of tha t town 
who work in the numerous white goods and 
waist shops. A scries of meetings was ar-
ranged for the end of last month which p rowl 
a success. Miss Pauline Newman of New York 
has spent a few days in Worcester i n connec-
with th i s ogitatioii . 
*TO»ED IX CINCINNATI 
F o r t h e last few weeks reports have beta 
reaching this office of- internal difficulties ia 
our Cincinnati local. The trouble came large!; 
a s a result of t h e unorganiied cut t ing depart-
ment of the DiggAKt placo ID tha t etty—the 
Bishop, firm. This firm has employed a' lot of 
g i r l s o n the " t e a m * ' system a n d none of them 
belonged to the Union, Cincinnati has a fe» 
large cloak firms and a goodly number of small 
.houses- The workers ia the b igger shops tune, 
steadier work and other minor advantage* 
LL ' • -
feyi-wyi1 
• . 
fin* !'.•• people of the email shops. The Jo in t 
!|nrd of the Cincinnati locals ban f*at an oM-
i..to the Bishop Ann anent this matter, 
in DO uncertain terms, but the ultima-
i strongly opposed by the people of the 
shop, who did not think the time was 
propitious for threats and deiuonstm-
I tin* 
Uiahop worttro were awuMd by the 
nt of the people of lack of loyalty to the 
teion and of a desire to dilly-dally and dodge 
the question of the organising of the ent-
They replied railing attention to their 
lent standing as union people heretofore 
i:i pointed to a elean and deserving record. 
Brother Martin, our organizer in the Middle 
(Test, linppeucd arouud Cincinnati that time 
tried to take a haod in the matter, but 
trtkout sneeeas. After all, the pivotal question 
the organization of the big cut ters ' room 
Ifaat house-. Either side might have been 
r;\\ or wrong, but the Ana is refusing to allow 
lie unionisation of their cutters was certainly 
Win the right. 
Of course, the organization has meanwhile 
lered. Brother Samuel Classman, Viee 
President and orgauizor fur, Chicago was or-
from the general office to proceed to 
IWiaaati and investigate the situation. He 
v ''• a few days and after several attempts 
!'|wrted tha t the presence of .ouc of the gen-
'-•»! officers was necessary to restore the for-
*»r good feeling and peace in the locals, and 
th*t meanwhile, a t tiro request of too Cutter? ' 
the Jo in t Board liad com-onted to delay 
Ktioo on the ultimatum. 
Thereupon Secretary Signion proceeded to 
'iiifiunati and in conjunction with Organizers 
Virtin and Glassmau succeeded in bringing 
two factions together. All were anxious 
lutve the Union, intact, and tt-e understand-
n i " B 5 that the cutters of Wat shop must be 
isioaized and the-feeling of spite and reprisal 
between brother nnd brother be once for all 
flimiiinted. Brother SamuePoiassinan was or-
to remain there until normal conditions 
restored, while the task of organizing in 
Cincinnati wan left to the International, 
• 
UBIBT TAlLOKS OF DKNVKK. LOCAL « 
Thin local is a compact^ small body of men, 
*t of them department--don- workers, and 
•
lV
«l» troubles are not rare. There are shops 
sre the tailors, though members 
"""" ' ? 
of the Union, do not yet work, on the week 
work system which is the requirement of Union 
conditions in the town. By working piece-work 
they earn much less, while working longer 
hours. Naturally the system is fraught with 
danger to the better shops. The union con-
templates a campaign for equalizing conditions 
in the trade, which may mean a strike in a 
few placed. I t is to be hoped the employers 
will court n peaceful solution of the problem 
for their own sake. The Denver Ladiex tailors 
are determined to achieve in their town what 
other workers have achieved in other place*; 
namely, equal conditions for equal work m all 
' 
LADIES' TAILOR*. LOCAL NO. M, LOS AN 
CBLBS, CAL, 
Los Angeles b strictly speaking, not a cen-
ter of cloaks and suits. But there are shops 
there employing a couple of hundred! people 
and wherever our workers are employed,, and, as 
a rule, exploited, the irresistible demand for a 
union follows quickly. 
What U interesting about this local is that 
today, only after a short campaign, it has the 
trade organised almost fully 100 per cent. The 
last shop to sign was the Whit marsh Company 
and that practically completes the list of union 
shops in that city. 
I t was but .recently that the union had start-
ed on a -campaign of organizing. The mem-
bership was small and the treasury* of the or-
ganization still smaller. This made their con-
tinued success all the more praiseworthy. 
To Samuel Tauber, business agent o f the or-
ganization,' a good deal of the credit is due. 
His first task was to endeavor to enlist the 
support of the Central Labor Council. Organ-
izer Feider of the A* P . of I*, srtio is also 
national organizer for the Barbers, happened 
to visit the town and immediately interested 
himself in the work and. assisted Brother Tau-
ber in lining op a couple of the shops which 
wore apparently about ready to sign. The of-
ficers of the Central Labor Council gave what 
aksistauce they could, and one by one the cloak 
and suit manufacturers of the city agreed to 
unionize their shops. Under the agreementa 
made the workers have secured vastly improve! 
conditions; piece work has been abolished and 
the npht-hour diiy cstuMisfu'd. When work is 
slack it is agreed to divide it evenly among 
tbo employees of the shop, Sunday work is not 
» 
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permitted and good Biinitary conditions nr»> pro-
vided for. 
This in a record for an ; local to bo proud 
of, aod we hopo tbat all oar organizations, cap* 
rial IT thoso located fur away from the big cen-
ter* of tbe trade, will take heart from thl* 
granted and now the local ha* started a tiu»-
ough canvass of the town, determined to htxA 
every women's garment worker enrolled is tit| 
union. 
record and try to emulate it in every way. 
, 
Ot:R REJUVENATED LOCAL. NO. 1« 
Sometiino ngo, about a year or so, wo ha*! 
a local in Richmond, Virginia, Ladies' Tailor*, 
No. 101. An in often the ease with small coun-
try locals, this one, consisting of a few dozer 
men, suddenly began to diminish in number* 
and finally became silent. We did not hear 
from tbe local for a long while, until last month 
when a communication reached na from tbat 
town that tbe small bnt loyal membership of 
Local, No. 101, which, through lack of work 
had been scattered from Bichmond for about 
a year. Is again working at the shops and 
they want to be permitted to meet and do 
business as old local, No. 101. The request was 
A LINK ADOCT P O B T L A N U . MIL 
New England has for the last few years be-
come a center of the ladies garment woikiag] 
industries. We always knew that there were! 
a number of such shops in Connecticut ardi 
Massachusetts. Now Maine. comes to the line-
light with a big waist factory In Portland, thel 
Coronet Waist Company, with New York OSUM | 
as well. 
But as the old proverb has it, " i f the well7 
will not come to the prophet, the prophet *i3i 
eome to the well." You need not be surprise! 
if you hear ono of these days of a \Y*i*t-
makers' local in Portland, Maine. Our *.':..•-
fortunately, has no section fcounaariett aM 
wherever ladies' garments are being nudt 
whether in Texas or Maine, there is room f« 
a local of onr International 
Organizing Activity In New Jersey. 
B7 HAHKV D t B I N S K Y 
Those who hare not had 
in organising work in New Jersey can hardly 
have an adequate idea of tho difficulties thai 
lie in the way of an organizer out in that ter-
ritory. 
Most of the eloakniakers who work at present 
in the various towns of Hudson County, such 
:L* Jer •«•>• City, Hofaotea, Went Bobokan, talon 
Hill, West New York, North Bergen, Morion 
and Greenville, live in Greater New York. A 
Urge number of these workers are in good 
standing with the union. Some of them, how-
have done some scabbing on the strlkei 
that tbe International Union has conducted for 
the last four years. A few have ©*«n bees 
closely associated with the scab agency, and 
a few belong to the elan of those irresponsible* 
who do not feel quite comfortable under ths 
discipline of the Union. . -
Tho local employers likewise belong to tho 
worst element In the cloak trade. Not so lonf 
ago these fellows held sway as contractors Is 
Brownsville, Brooklyn, Harlrni and on the East 
Side. They have begun to invade New Jersey 
in large numbers after the sub-manufaeturm 
strike of a year ago, with their select crew 
of workers, and found Now Jersey a veritable 
paradise for their enterprise. No doubt, they : 
have struck a most desirable spot for tbrit 
activity, particularly in Jersey City and Ho 
boken. 
Not so long ago Jersey City was a prosperoa 
nnd very busy town. Tho Pennsylvania rsilros'i 
gave tho city a good deal of its life and bui-
neas. After the Pennsylvania passenger, ea-
ter was removed from Jersey City to S3ri 
Strart, New York, tho elty tear* a good d**l *' 
business. Real estate began to slump den 
in values to an alarming degree. There i* » 
rich' banker in Jersoy City, who owns a k«r 
of real estate, most of which was unoccupied of 
late. He is one of tho largest taxpayers it 
the city. With the advent of the clonk sob-
mnnufacturers his properties began to All up-
Naturally enough, he is able to line up for Li*' 
tenants considerable political influence. . 
The laws of New Jersey are none too friend!; 
to unions as they are. But the right to orgs*-
OCTOBEB, 1914 iy 
& as«l to picket during strixea Is written on 
•it Jersey statutes as well as in most of tho 
;:icr Ma to?, However, thtt ingenuity of the 
)>al authorities is never baffled. When they 
auot arrest you on the charge of picketing 
.fcf gather you in on the ground of loitering, 
ifordcrly conduct, vagrancy, highway obstrue-
n t etc • Of course, they may never convict 
IBC, but that is not important What is im-
portant for them is to got you out of their 
n ; temporarily at least and have you waste 
jour fund* in litigation and linos. 
la sj'ite of all this our work in Jersey goes 
on weecssfully and our office In Jersey City is 
«itg a big business. Workers are coming 
fitk complaints nnd they are being attended to, 
stops are being organized and what ia most 
asportaat, prices for garments have been in-
creased everywhere through the activity of our 
cStce. Many of the employers, in order to 
nrd off the possibility of their workers going 
W the Union, raise prices without much ado, 
•iieh is 80 far satisfactory. This will cease 
U aake New Jersey the place for cheap labor. 
Within the last few weeks nix of these con-
riors moved back to New York and a goodly 
limber are on tho way to move. It seems to 
U- iticir opinion now that if they are bound 
u have union shops thoy might as well have 
ilwm in Now York. Ouo thing is certain—Now 
lany is becoming a more favorable place for 
rgsniiipg work at present. It was very hard 
to approach the isolated places in tho villages at 
1m, but once the number of shops grow larger 
iw presence and'influence of the unions must 
li'f.'i itself. 
Betides the cloak shops there arc in Hudson 
'*aaty a hurnber of unimportant waist, white 
E»ds and' kimono shops. A largo number of 
(»oe factories are also found in Newark cm-
frying from 8,000 to 10,000 people, most of 
taw American girls. For three weeks we nave 
fWricd on among them an agitation, by means 
ti circulars and personal persuasion. But sinco 
Isif little was done there, as most of our ef-
forts were concentrated in Hudson County, 
Bet tho summer agitation has after all 
bought good results. The shops ore beginning 
to talk unionism, and tho discontent of the girls 
r
*£ their working conditions is becoming more 
"d more pronounced. When wo shall have-
permanent organizers in Newark wo are posi-
•** that the great majority of these girls will 
l»> organized. After all, to expect too much 
of New Jersey now, after a few months of 
organising, is prematura. A section which is 
so permeated with scabbcry like this part of 
Jersey does not yield to organising as quickly 
as other more favorable places. We should 
like to po>at out the following instance: 
A waist shop went down oa strike in New 
York OUy. Tho employer shortly after opened 
a shop in a town near Elisabeth. A committee 
of three girls and one man went out to try to 
organize the shop. No sooner did thoy have 
a chooce to say a few words to the shop people 
than thoy were all arrested. The judge freed 
them on condition that they never set foqj again 
in that city. 
However, now this part of the work is made 
a good dead easier. The union has engaged a 
prominent attorney, State Senator Egan, as its 
lawyer, and we expect that our rights under the 
laws of New Jersey will henceforth be more 
respected' The general feeling in our sphere 
of activity ia New Jersey is quite optimistic, 
and we>*espect that our International will make 
New Jersey much less of a paradise for those 
employer*, largo and petty, whose solo aim in 
life seems to be to crash and exploit the 
workers. 
What vfe need, however, is the strengthening 
of our forces hero and devoting more attention 
to the work than heretofore. 
The Situation in the Embroidery 
Trade. 
There is no question. that the embroidery 
trade, is in a deplorable condition, regardless) 
of the art and skill that is attached to i t Hence 
the unions now affiliated wtih tho I. L. G. W. 
I', as Locals No. 5 and 6 are determined, with 
the aid of the parent body, to bring order ia 
Ibis trade and standardise the prices. 
The prices for stitchers vary from 18 cents 
lo 50 eenta, and sometimes one can find two 
mechanics of the same ability; one is working 
at the rate of 12,000 stitches a day, while the 
other runs as high as 28,000 and 30,000 stitches 
a day for the some pay. There is no under-
standing as to piece or week work. This 
entirely io the hands of the employer. 
And In regard to the auxiliary workers there 
j * more 'chaos yet. The wages of a watcher, who 
most bt) r«ry careful and handy, vary from *5 
• 
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18 to 15 yards, there and back, carefully wat<b.| 
ing tlifi machine iu hundreds of plae«. ft, 
work of the present day is hard and stnssDu, 
A system of perfect exploitation has bteti 
brought in by astute maunfaclurers. Dig :••.. 
lories employing hundreds of people are now it I 
existence in the United States. Importatw 
has been reduced to a half. The tendency u 
concentrate tho entire embroidery trade in] 
America is very strong. 
I t remains for a strong labor organization; u I 
improve conditions, to regulate the hour* ti\ 
work, to standardize wagon and to bring tie1 
embroidery workera of America to a 60 
nesa that they are not absolute slaves of u* 
needle. 
8 . BEIDEU 
Manager of Locals No. 5 and S. 
to #12. Tho shuttlo boy or girl, though tliey 
work very hard and long hours, are not consid-
ered at all, and sometimes 93 a week is enough 
for these children. Even tho menders who 
sometimes havo to make full designs on a plain 
machine are poorly paid, from $0 up . 
The hours arc likewise unsatisfactory. Sixty-
five hours is not considered by wmo employers 
excessive as the day ' s work. 
These a re tho miserable conditions t ha t Lo-
cals 5 and 6 with tho aid of tho I . L. O. W. U. 
desire to change. Failing a settlement with the 
manufacturers a general strike to improve con-
ditions may be resorted to. 
Wo want SO hours a week; a s tandard of 
prices for stitchers and helpers; abolishment 
of night work; no Saturday afternoon and Sun-
day work; five paid Legal holidays and the full 
recognition of our union. 
EABI.Y BRU1KN1NUS OF THE TR.1DX. 
Some ten or twelve yearn ago emigrants 
from Germany and SwitKorland brought tho em-
broidery t rade to this country. Prior to that 
titan embroidery had been an entirely imported 
article. The machine was then very small and 
gavo poor results. Six or seveu yards of goods 
could bo stitched a t the rate of 7 
stitches per day-
There was no question of exploitation a t that 
time, it was purely a family occupation. * The 
father used to stitch aad tho rest of the fumlly 
helped him along. But gradually, with the hi-
creasing immigration from countries referred 
to, tho trade quickly doveloped. The hand-ma-
chine industry could not supply the demand 
of the domestic embroidery manufacturer. 
Gradually a now 12 and 15 yard machine was ~.~7"T 
* . . . . . . - Msted us in many ways. 
imported, with 18 hundred needles working a t 
one lime, "»Nth a speed of orcr n hundred -volts. 
A stitcher can not divert his attention for a 
• o m e o t ; bo most absorb himself entirely in the 
work. Ho most strain all bis ability to drag 
the long machine with tho hundreds of needles 
over the designs. Tb« helper has to run from 
ts* Union Give Thanks 
RESOLUTION adopted nt the installation 
mooting of tho Setting-Machine Mechanic*' Al-
liance, Lodge A'o. 725, ZnlcmationaJ Associate 
of Machinists, hold at Clinton Ball, No. 131-
CUntoa Street, Now York City, on September 
Sri ; 1014. 
WHEREAS, tho organising of the 8ewiog M»-
chinists in New York was acecomplisliod sue 
cemfully with tho aid of the following new*-
papftni Neue Zei(, New Post, Gleichheit, Dailj 
Forward, New York Call.. Volkszeitung, Ladiri' 
Garment Worker, Ladies ' Garment-Cutler. Gar-
ment Worker and Prcie Arbelter Stimruc, which 
willingly published articles and news item*, aad 
whereas tho organisations publishing tlicnt is 
addition adopted favorable resolutions, and at-
TiiEREronE, he it resolved that We exjire* 
our thanks and gratitude and send a copy of 
this resolution, to each of tho aboTe-meatloael 
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Ottr Women WbrKers 
CONPl'CTEH HV 
WAIST AND DBES8MAKERS \ M n \ . NO. 1A 
Ar>i»arently it is not quite an easy matter to 
fad an impartial ponton these day* when most 
ticryone is taking sides an>l forming strong 
convictions for one or the other side. We 
•rf referring to the efforts of the organised 
•lift imluHlrv to Sod an ideal umpire for their 
trade troubles, efforts which nave a* yet not 
been rewarded with success. Of course, the 
DUD will be found to ault both aide* eventually, 
tat that merely goes to show; that the wooda 
ire sot quite full of big men of an " I m p a r t i a l " 
.•a I i h re-
The Protocol division of the Uniou ia now 
kept busy with the cleaning u p of ita calendar 
of a lot of old eases that have been accumu-
luting for a year or so. According to Brother 
I'olafcoff, manager of this division, there are 
M « about 182 soeb la idoser cases, nod be 
«pectB to have them all off his hand* in about 
two weeks. There ' s over $2,100 In back pay 
which manufacturers owe to the Union, aside 
fren various complaints relating t o unjustifi-
able dischargee, settling of prices and discipli-
nary action against mauiifacturcra who have not 
•hoyeu1 the decisions of the Grievance Board. 
Is view of the coming into existence of the 
*ew committee of Immediate Action, the clear* 
mg of the decks is quite an important matter, 
a* the Union does not propose to have any 
*»re eases left over in the future. 
The qiiMtion of a alek twnofit fund hap again 
hwn taken up. The Executive Hoard was iu-
'traded to work out n plan and have i t mib-
•itted to a meeting of shop representatives of 
**ery factory in the city to pass upon and give 
their sanction. 
Vice PreeJdeut Ab. Unroot, manager of the 
-'dependent division of Local, No. 25, baa a 
kg story to tell about too organization cam-
paign now being carried on in his division. At 
M V M M : P E S J U M 
the last general meeting of the local a 
mittee of 40 girl-- and men was organised, 
gauisers Silver and Yudel were detailed to 
supervise -their work. Tbi* committee, all of 
whom up*'working during trte day in their fac-
tories, have adopted energetic methods of cam-
paigning. Tbey work in groups of lfl or SO. 
They usually get to the non-union shop a t 
7:30 a. m.-^and invite the people to come to the 
office of the union. Then tbey meet them ou 
mmmm mmm smmar 
, and the fall season is not what >t would 
been under ordinary conditions. 
and Ale do not feel disheartened. 
Mia Bessie Switaky, one of the old mem 
of the Waist & Dress Makers' Union, has a 
career of union activity behind bar that man; 
a "mere m a n " might well enryr. In the first 
place, ehe was a member of the strike com-
mittee of the memorable struggle of waist-
makers of 1809, which attracted world-wide at-
tention. Jr'rom that time until 1913 she con-
be a member of the local exccutlvo 
B In the strike of 19X3, which rcauitod 
protocol for the waist and drew indus-
try, Miss Switsky wis a member of the settlo-
ment committee. She was one of the twelve 
delegates of Local, No. 25, to the International 
convention held In Clevelaud last June. A t 
pnssnt she is a trustee of the local and the 
record to be 
• 
urally enough, the income of the local hat is-
creased proportionately. 
her interesting feature Is tli' fuct thai 
ber of contractors who went aw«y ftoa 
Union last year into nearby small towBt 
are coming back to Brownsville. The Union 
is planning two mass meetings, one for Brown 
villo and unotbpr for New Tork for.the near 
future. A couplo of months longer and the big 
season in this line Will commonce. The giro 
arc determined to have every man onl woman la 




account of doings in the Kimono Workers 
local for this month than for a long time in 
the past The setback that this particular trade 
has bad in the last year has caused a great deal 
of suffering among the membership and scat-
tered many shops, but in spite of all the girl* 
of thin organitatior have weathered the storm 
and are now on a fair road to recovery. 
Particularly the inside shops in Now Tork, 
which havo not pale their dues in a long while, 
are waking up. Tae fact that practically all 
of the employers iu tho inside shops have paid 
the girls for Labor Day has had * salutary ef-
fect on the local. I t reminded them again 
that they have an organization end that they 
owe It a great deal more than they hare given 
to it lately. 
An Important piece of news ror the Kimono 
workers is the fact that the general office bns 
granted them tho services of An or(cauizer. 
T h e man will be selected from the field staff 
of the International Union and put to work 
very shortly. This promise has put a lot of 
life into tho more active girls of the Union. 
The Executive Committee has decided to con-
stitute itself into an organization committee 
and Is now oo band every evening at shop 
meetings, boosting the local at i ts weakest 
points; namly, Brownsville and Brooklyn. Nat-
C H l L D B K X t D B U I MAKEBS LOCAL, NO. M 
September was a month of good work ami 
encouragement in the Children's Drvss Makers' 
Union. Apparently, tho decision of the bet-
tor members of the local to put tba Union o« 
its feet, and do i t quick, la being carried out 
by them in oarnost, and suroly tksy dosem 
these good words for it. 
Brownsville shops, with the exception of 
a few that are being tackled at present, have 
been all reorganized. There the good old spirit * 
is back again and this branch, the "cradle of 
the union," is again becoming th> backbone 
of the workers in the trade. The New Yort 
shops are picking up as well and many shops 
which were neglected are coming to life. Ef-
forts al&o have been directed at tho Italian 
shops in Brooklyn. The general office has for 
tho last few weeks employed Charles Rizxoto 
to agitate among the Italian girls »l that sec-
tion and it is beginning to bring molts. 
Tho local had two mart meetings fcvt month 
aud both were very successful from the at-
tendance point of view as well as fcr the spirit 
that prevailed. One was a t tho Brownsville 
Labor Lyceum at which Miss Pauline Newman 
and-Sol. Met* were tho principal upoaken. 
The otbor was at the Forward Hall, on Sep-
tember 25th. I t was addressed by President 
Schloslnger, B. Woiratcin and Stul Eletein, 
who formerly bad been manager of the local. 
The local bad called a meeting of ehelriadie* 
in Now York at which over 20 girls reported. 
I t looked like old times again. They dlscwess ^ 
plans for farther organization work. The is- ' 
come of the local h.is materially Increased in 
the last month. 
Tbo local has also had a strike on hand. 
The firm of Marvin and Abramson, member* 





Horkert right and left- ; When complained 
ibout they withdrew from trie Association and 
defied tho Union to act whichever way they 
pleased. So about thirty girts went down, in-
dudiag the cutter*. After a strike of two 
weeks the firm dismantled its plant and quit 
X«TT York. But the Union is not at all satis-
fied with merely having chased this employer 
out of town. They are hot on his trail and 
•ben they locate him it is questionable whether 
cut of town girls will bo found so very willing 
and ready to scab on their New York sisters. 
WHITE GOODS W O R K E R S 0V3ON, J OCAL 
NO. Ct 
The white goods trade is becoming active. 
According to Samuel Shore, manager of the 
local, many shops which were almost " d e a d " 
for months because of the slack times have 
teen coming up to the offices of the Union 
is a body. Every one of the officers is kept 
busy with this work of reorganization and nu-
cirrous shop meetings are bela every night 
The girls are dissatisfied with sonic of their 
conditions and are determined to have them 
modified. Tba question of the shops where tho 
workers are divided, as it were. Into two camps, 
union and non-union, havo to bo settled, so that 
a dean unionization of those factories should 
follow. This dissatisfaction has stimulated in-
terest in tho union to a great, extent. A big 
mass-meeting at Cooper Union has been ar-
ranged for November 5th, at wiilch prominent 
speakers will voice the demands of the girls 
st the approaching expiration of their contract 
with the Association. This meeting is expected 
to bring out the entire strength of tho White 
Goods Workers' Union, and will be of great 
importance to the local in more than ono way. 
The union has at present a strike in Newark, 
X. J., in tho shop of Alsersou and Company. 
This .firm has a union shop in New York, but 
choose to operate one with non-union condi-
tions in New Jersey. When the girls in -New-
ark found-out tho differemSTbetween a union 
stop and so open ono they hesitated very little 
and went down. With the assistance of tho 
New Jersey office of the International tho 
girls are holding out firmly. Strike benefits 
/ 
SS 
gularly by the local, and if are being paid regi 
it is an endurance fight between the 
and the firm, the local is ready to stand the 
situation, especially now that the local has as-
surance from the New Jersey attorneys of the 
International that their members wiQ be ac-
corded legal protection of their rights before 
the police and the courts. 
An interesting case has occurred in tho shop 
of Apt and Zuckortnan last month. The girls 
have taken a certain garment at a price which 
WHS loner than what is easily paid in that 
factory. When they found oat their error they 
had to bear the loss, as the firm stated that if 
the girls bad told them at the outset that they 
were not willing to take the garment, they 
would have rejected the order. When, however, 
the garments were offered to them again at 
this price tho girls refused to do the work. 
This refusal was construed as a stoppage by 
the Association who advised the firm to dis-
charge the girls. Tho controversy was finally 
brought up before tho Grievance Board at which 
Brother Secretary Bigraan of the International 
was present. The girls wore all ordered rein-
stated, and they havo won their point on the 
question of their right to refuse to work in 
such cases of lowering of price*. 
LOCAL IS, W A I S T M A K E R S 
mtiA 
OF r U l L A K K L -
Local, No. 15, has been in a state of inactiv-
ity for a considerable time With the livening 
up of things in the cloak and suit unions in 
Philadelphia, a ray of hope has finally stolen 
into the waist shops of that city. Of course, 
it is hard phiggipg and a long, weary way. But 
an unorganized waist trade ia Philadelphia 
now would bo an anomaly. The workers there 
feel that no matter how difficult the road may 
bo, tho girls in the waist trade must be or-
ganized. On Friday, September 11th, a masa 
meeting of the members-of Local, No. 15, was 
called and tho foundation for aggressive or-
ganising work was laid. We expect to hear 
more of that local in the future. The cloak-
makers of that city, Hushed with recent vie-
tory, are expected to give the girls a helping 
hand in building up their Union. 
mtamammammmmusM 
amazoo Corset Co. Breaks on Union Wheel 
VniM 
1 • J'] 
• 
On the morning t_ 
of the employees of the Kalnmazoo Corset Com-
pany came out of the offieo with a disappointed. 
expression on her face. When asked to explain 
cause by hor coworkers, she replied that 
was another cut in wages. This unpleasant 
information spread like wildfire among the thou-
sand employees of the corset factory. Tho de-
ficit between what they have earned at the shop 
and the cost of living was big enough as it WAS, 
and tho ordinary corset girl had to look to some 
one in their famines, who was locky to earn a 
llttlo more, to have it covered. The indignation 
that followed the announcement of the now* 
was intense, and in a spasmodic outburst they 
stopped work and marched hut of the factory. 
A few of tho girls, who had beard something 
of trade unions from their friends and folk*, 
began, as if Instinctively, to grope for an or-
ganizer who could take core of their spontan-
eous strike. Several of tho labor leaders of {he 
town came to their help and they gathered the 
strikers in for their first meeting. Bight then* 
the nucleus of an organisation was formed and 
temporary officers elected. 
The sympathy of the people and even of the 
newspapers were on tho side of tho girla from 
the start. The papers published strike editions 
and donated them to tho strikers and within two 
hours after the strike the girls were selling these 
papers on tho street and the money was"turned 
over into the treasury. 
The strike was a remarkable success. Within 
a day (be obstinate manager of the big factory 
waff brought to terms and tho workers went 
back to work under a contract signed in the 
presence of two of the most influential labor 
leaders of the city. Shortly- after that, Jose-
phine Casey, camo to Kataruatoo and organised 
the girls on a permanent basis as Local 82, 
Corset" Workers of Kalamazoo of the Intorfla-
t tonal Union J 
T U B »KCo?*n WALKOVt 
The month of March of the following year, 
1912, saw some stirring event* in Kolauuuoo. 
The contract of the Corset Workers with the 
Company was expiring and negotiations for its 
renewal were being carried on. The girls rjre-
Vnion—A 
H With Hemarkable Effect. 
seated very modest domands, and both the union 
peoplo and the general public believed that a 
strike could be easily prevented through Ma* 
sonable concessions. 
The main demands were a reduction of hour* 
from C9 to 54 per woek, adjustment of prit'M 
by price committees, oa a basis of 30 cents |«r 
hoar and fixing the minimum wage for women 
workers at $7.00 a week. But, as it appeared, 
the big corset company, which bad been com-
pelled to'recede from its position only a TOST 
ago and capitulate to the workers, failed to 
profit by that experience. It went back on iti 
stand of 1011 and refused to recognize the 
Union which its own stubbornness had created. 
Of course, tho corset workora went down. 
Tho employers threatened to move tbo factory 
out of Kalamazoo. But the workers having 
tasted the fruits of unionism and having real-
ized that common action alono can save them 
from the whim* and fancies of the employer* 
hung together in defense of their rights. The 
company maintained a despotic attitude and 
Hatfield, the President of the factory, summed 
up his position in tho now historic phrase of 
some of our industrial barone—"nothing to ar-
bitrate." Moreover, just as soon as the <ie 
mands of the workers were made known to the 
manager of the company ho proceeded to single 
out and discharge tho most prominent among 
tho union people, many of whom had been in it* 
employ for years. 
J •>: M l - i t V*. ISJl-NCTIO?* 
To M* off the effect that tho rcmftrkably of 
flcieot system of peaceful picketing by th* 
strikers had ou tho fight, tho employer* asked 
for and got a sweeping Injunction restraining 
the workers from picketing the place—-quit* 
a'usual capitalistic weapon in the annals ot 
Labor'n struggles. This uncalled for mean* of 
combat had the opposite effect; It strengthened 
the sympathy and the support which the work-
ers of Katsmasoo and of the entire state of 
Michigan were giving the girls. The strikers 
then adopted a very novel method of fighting 
the order which enjoined them from pkantiag. 
They congregated in front of tho factory every 







•nil conducting religious servicca, 
ja occupation which baffled even the f a r reach-
ar limits of the court injunction. The origin-
nor of the idea i tn i Miss Josephine Casey, who, 
« organiser for too International Union, had 
uien ehargo of the striko from i ts very be-
riuinfp The effect of this prayer wan enor-
mia »»d lout n strong spiritual color to the 
tattle that tho corset workers carried on against 
ttar employers. 
The OcDcrol Executive Board of the Inter-
oiionnl had meanwhile donated 91,500 to tho 
tinker* to conduct their fight. The public-was 
rrsdnally becoming educated as t o Uie condi-
Uwf against which tho workers were op in 
urn*. One of the primary demands of the 
ankers was for a clean shop in a sani tary and 
• moral sense, a place where women can work 
•iisout being subjected to danger o f insults, 
:ifmhelming temptations or loathsome dis-
atasjL 
TMI- m i . - i M i . N ' i s 
high and every fair minded man and woman in 
Kalamazoo, let alone all the union men in town 
were rallying to the support of the striking 
women in every way ami manner. Miss Ger-
trude Itanium and I 'anlinc Newman, then or-
ganixer* for tho International Union, were 
called into tho situation to help conduct the 
tight. 
TIIK COMPANY'S FKBFII>Y 
In Jiiuo the strikers were still out of the fac-
tory. The number of scabs inside, coupled with 
drastic measures of the police and t o e courts, 
bad done n good deal towards the postponing 
of tho day of reckoning for tbe company ' s 
greed and avarice. Early in Ju ly a conciliation 
board formed by a committee of citizens aoc-
eeeded in effecting a tcttloment with the com-
pany which provided for taking back of all 
their strikers by Ju ly 17th and establishment 
of clean shops and harmony between tbe em-
ployees and tbe firm. . However, tbe assertion 
of tbe union people that the company had not 
When the " t e m p o r a r y " injunction was six been sincere in i ts promisee was fully borne out 
•teki old, too l eaden of the strike decided to 
Win picketing anew, na it was becoming clear 
that the further curtailment of their r ights to 
sstk thu sidewnlks of Kalamazoo was too much 
»( a contradiction with their r ights a s citizens. 
But the police nnd ' tho authorit ies were relent-
less. A group of women was arrested and were 
asnteuccd to ja i l forms ranging from five to 
iMrty daysi These ecntefte»#7 were brought 
itout largely through Miss Casey's scathing 
revelations of tho disgraceful conditions a t the 
fvtery, which have so exasperated the em-
sfeyers and shocked the fine sensibilities of 
tWr backers, the guardians of tbe law. Among 
tie incarcerated women were three elderly per-
uas, and, of coarse, the resourceful Josephine 
Oney herself. 
Meanwhihvthw strike went on unabated. Tho 
jail sentences did not seem to cow t h e valiant 
spirit of tho women. Some well meaning pcr-
wu* in town ' t r i ed to intervene, aud effect a 
"".llerncnt But the proposed terms did not 
RSB as much ns approach the primary demands 
of tho strikers, who contended for a living wage 
»> the Unit cssenlial in the establishment of 
moral conditions for tho girl and women workers^ 
At the (-aim* time a proffer was madta by tho 
Minorities to hare Mil* Casey and t h e others 
t lmiyed to bail , but , although palo «nd worn 
set, they atoutly refused to accept i t . Excite-
•cat and indignation in the city r a n pretty 
several dayn. later* A few strikers wont up to 
their machine", but llicv were mistreated ant) 
abused and finally discharged at tbe direction 
of the officers of tho company. Thereupon the 
Union met again and decided to renew tb 
strike put t ing twenty-four girls on the road to 
advert) w tbe strike and to«ol ic i t funds to carry 
on the work. The main idea of tbe s t r ikers was 
to' conduct an educational campaign among 
customer* and buyers against tbe perfidious 
action of the company which had solemnly 
agreed to reinstate all its former employees 
and failed to do so in a most cynical way, in 
asking the returned strikers to sign a pape r 
to agree not to belonfj to any industrial organ-
ization. 
Plan* were laid out to inform t h e 
chants of tho Middle West and other pa 
the eotintry, where the products of t h e Kala-
mazoo Corset Company, the " A m e r i c a n 
B e a u t y ' ' and ' ' Madame G r a c e ' ' corsets, were in 
vogue, of tho workiug conditions in tho factory, 
of the strike, and the way in which the com-
pany treated the workers who weu t back to 
work. I t wa« intended to create a s trong ad-
verse public sentiment which would tell in 
action, much plainer than mere words, what 
tho comet sellers and tbe corset, buyers of the 
country thought of Mich methods of t reat ing 
women, as the K a 
found gui l t r ot 
IK BEGINNING OK T U B K?JI>. , 
ic crusade of publicity had boon Blurted 
Bnrt by Miss Gertrude Baruum, and when she 
was called away to do other work la the big 
womon strikes in New York in tho winter of 
J0I3, a committee of strikers armed with facts 
and an inexhaustible amount of seal nnd energy 
started out on a long tour throughout tho land, 
The committee went from town to town, speak-
ing at meetings arranged by unions, addressing 
congregations from pulpits, visiting nowspapor 
offices and working incessantly for the cause 
which had started them on their mission. They 
visited hundreds of merchants, big and small, 
and' met Invariably with responsive attention 
everywhere. The appearance of those girls, 
;rs themselves, in the cause of the corset 
srs of Kalnmnroo, bespoke sympathy and 
support for them. I t was a tardy, wearing 
work, but it brought wonderful results. The 
barons at Kalamazoo began feeling tho effect 
of this propaganda in a rcmarkablo way and 
spasmodic efforts were mado by them to offset 
result of the widespread publicity nnd agi-
itlon. The product of their factory became 
article that was very little desired on the 
THE LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
shelves of tho merchants. Orders were heiep 
cancelled dally and together with the canceila- "1 
lions tho company was bogieoing to lay off >•;-. 
dreds of their strikebreaker^. After a year nr.< 
a half of publicity a group of a fow girl* «*. 
ceeded in driving tho big Kalamazoo Company 
oat of business. These girls succeeded bccuM 
they went out for a right and true cause and 
the masses of the people lent thorn an eager and 
attentive ear. 
ELKCTION Ott APPOINTMENT. 
"Ladies aanneot Worker"—Wiio 
delight I have read your oneouraging invito-
Letters To The Editor 
When the indefatigable committee—Mira 
Hollo Yount, Miss Eva La Porto and Hiss Clara 
Picrson—finally reached New-York in Aognu 
of this year they found that their effoeUTs 
labors wcro at an end and that little was now 
left of that organisation of greed and obstinate 
injustice, the Kalamazoo Corset Company. 
T H E s m , i | . | 
On September 14th, there appeared is the 
daily press of New York the following notice: 
"United States Judge Clarence W. Sessions, 
late Saturday afternoon appointed receirers for 
the Kalamazoo Corset Company, following the 
filing of a bill In equity against the company 
by Its creditors." 
tion to tho members to participate in the dis-
cussion OD the question, whether i t is belter 
that the business agents of the Coak and Skirt 
Makers' Union and other local unions should 
be elected by the members of their respective 
locals or bo appointed by the Joint Board or 
the District Managers. Although I read the 
editorial pertaining to this question over and 
over again, I couldn't Sod your arguments sub-
stantial enough to shake my opinion about the 
present system of electing business agents. 
Some of the candidates for business agents 
might have a better chance to get in if your 
proposed system, the appointment of business 
agents, were installed. But we all know that 
real Democracy isn't for the purpose of profit-
ing some individuals. The present system of 
electing business agents has some defects or 
demerits; nevertheless I don't think tho "ap -
pointing" system would be advisable under 
the present conditions. I eome in close cos-
tact with the membership of our organisation 
and I can say that there is much dissatisfac-
tion with tho officers of the unions. We « ' 
porionced it only six or seven months ago. 
We shouldn't givo dissatisfied members a 
chance to say that they are deprived of their 
rights for the benefit of eome individuals. The 
present democratic system of electing business 
agents with all its defects might, with our eo-
operation and assistance, develop into a good 
one. Let us devise ways and means by which 
wo should abolish the eviU of tho present s.w 
tern. Even under the present system of dec 
tion tho Joint Board lias some control over 
the elected business agents and may remove 
those who don't comply witn its demands sa>l 
wishes. The resignation signed by the candi-
date for business agents enables the Joint 
Board to punish those who aro guilty of la' 
efficiency or incompetence". 
The small percentage of members partlei-
27 
rating ID tbo last election can't be used as 
u argument against the present system of 
(fettton; It cannot bo attributed solely to the 
lack of interest in tbo organization; but, partly 
to tbo fact that tho members having been ont 
sf work for the last few seasons were in ar-
rears with -.heir dues in time of election- Most 
of the members wore not allowed to vote for 
•Lis reason. We should extend the limit of 
now declaring a member to bo not in good 
standing when our people are most 
oot of work. 
SAN KOE 
local yo , 35. 
K s m s ' s NOT*: If our correspondent has 
cat been convinced it is possibly due to his 
inability to free himself from tbo habit of 
Minting that ELECTING is democratic and 
APPOINTING is not. In order to bo con-
vinced it is necessary to appre '* 
with sympathy. 
Brother Boson's strongest argument is that 
discontented members will have a chanco to 
say that by a system of appointment they will 
be deprived of their righto. True, one can 
never satisfy a certain sort of discontented 
people. The majority of tbo members, how-
ever, are not so stubborn and they can be made 
to seo that a system of appointment U for 
their benefit and for the good and welfare of 
the organization. 
Brother Bosea is of the opinion that 
pointing business agents will benefit jndivi 
mils. How bo come* to that conclusion he d 
not make dear. But in order that our mem-
bers may not be misled by nis error we should 
ray that when a competent man is appointed 
for an office i t is for tho benefit of the organ-
ization rather tbnn for his benefit. Experience 
has shown that competent people can derivo 
better advantages in other callings " 
holding an office in a union. 
, . . .-.——.——.. 
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Named shoes are frequently 
factories 
i 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNIO 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIS. / W . CHAS. L BAJNE, Sec'/-Treat. 
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iyE iv iy2Bn B»^K oyn IB'3^ ' i iimiPD 
•»'K»DBODH **iw ta's iPDpy^BP |y>ia8n 
-'DB I»B P'HDD lyannB'KiKB im nan-
.lyaspvjn jyt>vy^  tyiBiiya iwvwaaB ft** 
-ya C"i5yn i»3«? oiyp^itaD n »8 cjn:i*: 
OBH ,33B& jy^B" 26 y»5B csn n»w JP;BOS' 
PK Dy .eanjyya o»a B^fSBP i n iy2B i'1 
n .i3Btatp^ocayBB» DIB* « WW* **&* 
y?BiB^ y e n s jy^aBi o^Biiva nvn IB'31' 
-.;vK DB^ P^IUD iy i .nina y^y,v;B3,E r* 
.t32Kiaya c a iyiBe* cir j"P 























Philadelphia Cloak Finisher* 
Toronto Skirt and Dressmaker* 
Chicago Ladies f Tailors 
. Boston Amalgamated Cutters 
Worcester, Ma*k, Cloakmakers . . 
Toledo Cloak and Suit C u t l e r s . . . 
St . Louis Cloak Operator! 
Bridgeport l-ndies Ta i lo r s . . 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cut 
Kalamazoo, Mich., Comet Wo 
Toronto C u t t e r * . . . . . 
Cin.-innati Skirtmakem 
Kuftiilo C.arnieiit Worker*. . 
Torouto, Can., Clonk Pr< 
Cincinnati Ski 
f i t l sburg LudlM1 
Providence Ladies ' Ta i lo r s , . 
Montreal Raincoat M a k e r s . . , 
8 t i bu l s -Uu i lM * Ta i lo r s . . . 
Stockton, Cnl., Ladies" T a i l o r s . . . 
Fa l l Biver Lad ies ' Garment Worker*, 
Omaha, Neb. , Lad ies ' Tailors 
!. 10th St., Philadelphia, 
SadtviUe S t , Toronto. 
.1145 Blue Inland A M . . Oricago, III. 
. . . . 8 Loveriog Place, Boston, Maw. 
. . 5 0 Wavprly St., Worcester, Manx. 
.1922 Lagrange St . . Toledo, 
Bldg., 11th and Franklin AN 
Bridgeport , Conn. 
N. l lomaa Ave, 
f Ni'winaior St . , Kalamazoo, Mich, 
Toronto. Ca 
Nncinnati, 01 
Buffalo St., Buffalo, N K 
IU1 SpadMna Ave,, Toronto, Can, 
.. I ' ineinnati, Ohio 
Pi t tsburg, P v 
ividcncc, R. L 
20 St . Cecil.' B t , Montreal, 
•ma! Bldg., 11th and Franklin Ave, 
507 K. Miner Ave., Stockton, CaL 
.160 S t a t e St . , Kail Biver, Mass. 
.8609 N. 15ih St., Omaha. N.-i.. 
. 
Cleveland Itnlncoat Makers \ ' . : i i !H l iurwdi A v e , Cleveland, Ohio 
Montreal. Can., Ladiea ' Waist Maker* » N Da la Itoche St., Montreal, Can. 
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•lyyip 
| y u - l i 1'H 
-BJJD 25 pfo 1KB t«ow: 
} 
. 
DDSIS lyrnB j s a i .im -S 
Dpmya px cvyty: tnjm tttmc-T iyiyn wiv 
?B"DN3^ ]1K D")y»r"IS 
T . l . 6951-6952 O c t h « d 
. . 
OIKtt 0DV3W \m,*$a Dimivoi 
\yyy0 T » 0 iB g£p$j DO p K tfl ]V\V~t 
» ! iyo DBTI isDnyn m T.^JPO .oy3ioi 
IW*»t TO 18 IPJ^VnU '^K B3PPW o o TO niK 
-I*3TVI DTyum 3*D3yo »R osyrya *R jpnpa 
"83 V383 8 D8T PK Ml* TKB TP2$ .|in,"PD 
; D 2 8 D ' T P 1 3 1 R pB T1D TPT .^«l P3»W0 
IPJPMP3 DO T31K IPP 1PD D1T811 P-BIHK H 
DtBM)riD3P pR Dt^BPTR DPT pK DTIP0B'»3 
TP"T pR PK ,TPD"3TK PT?J31K {ID 
.jP^O'D DBBD8P H JP^PDB'UIV D"P 
'npa^K DO DTPTIB'OPPBOKD n tpp |po 
» TBt 8 PK DKT 
• 
lp :» ' i Dj(t' 
: 
PPDI:KO esnpj op 
•,v D"V P338^ 8 DTjn 
DDlp DP TO ,1PB""1JP2 
-pa *i pc , I 5 M »3T you i 
D3*ov DKII nn»av jnp3pn 
1PD IPP jynDPVU'R jnp-i:B pK i n n ' s 
TP3« .J8DDP!> |ya$pt DPT nnpDpja'K jyaTy? 
"DP? Tin 0280 DPD83 DT.8J IVD'W) 8 V1H 
PJ .DO pmJ»H J"P I8D 
DRT .KP'TyDR IK DTypTtfll |"D UW*W 1 
—Dp"TOD PinjpDl? DTiTD DR11 180t* 8 1*8 
18 5.T8DODW 1P2HP3 DK11 DP" 
DP J*D2PD *« .niDn^D P'DUI'fi llfi TPO 
T>KOPD31K «« ,IP083380 IP^ MP H ]P3"t 
.IPBBopp »r ps^jm o»o lycsn n |M«l DP 
TPT IPTBC Tin* IP3P13 DO r>8 «i iP3pp 
18'3\» PDPPTJ H *'R DK1) ,WOV DTP3"D 
1-383 T»R pBTPT P38IT1K 'T .RP'TPDR pK 
DPDR3 p-D 'T 0*0 1B0BP JPTP- pR ' 
-P"l PB ,1PD"31R DR11 DTP3DPO T IJtfntfY 
-"TDD H IPD^Rn^VD'lR D1R ,DpB*n,,ll JH 
_,13 *11 338^ MIR IV^'ORB PTP"t pR DTPP 
TPT " 3 8^« ¥ * I&W*' IP^OO-tfM *T J 'D 
IPnPDS" ]PP »» ITR D»1R BO $n803»P \$'}V 
IPDD8P P 'noo ffl J3B5 ipnn*» tposp l»R 
>» DPD83 H 1RD 1P3PH 5p»B IVD&'K |P3"t 
H-\8T IVD IJH\ 183»I PR -1PP"31R n TRB 
.IP&PDP38 »"V 8 1*18 P,B28P DPT ^HBCB 
n»3 DTIPDC t«*X8l*3Wl¥ *1 3*'K— I«T 
- n o w * ; 
-PPBURD -,P>B'3pnR^B S w ^ ^ ' « W 
osv^v D8n onriicD ' , w 
"383 1P1 rj^ lR BP1M1W ? ' * 
D'13 ftPD D38H1K1PB D8" J1R Dn«DU' 1PV 
nyi»i»io p« o i " n o PTP*UR .tyi"? ;•.« 
-p« DO IVD^M iP38H TPO"318 Pljn3»( 
ipnya t'R DKT .np38D-PtR5p n MI TPS'3 
- W W R'Br>P1R5'B D5811 ;0 .iinn^'Kiw: 
PR 818 IV38t>3in D3PPP3 TJT1M1 Tn»» DPJ 
n jyD^Rii ?HBDRP unp3ip JR ^83 IPBK 
"IVD vt iyn8BR D3PPP3 onyiiK'DpyEijio 
-pa »T 1PD58" ? |RI*D iPD^nx 8 IPTP'J 
PB IPDD8P mpllS? n IPnPDCD'18 DJPP 
"PDB* D3PPP3 «U IP3BH ? P»1DD JPD'MIY K 
PP11R $W 1"*\Q n IB PP'in i n p R TI l»5 
IP38H , n » ? nyoiy yipi ;8 pn 
iv ono 'Rn lynscB 
1P1 t'R P'^3 D1X 
DO ^O '«R ^U DP11 IP »8 IPB8H VD pK 
H IP3801PT IV *R13 t'R ^81 .IJPinypplK 
ty3PP D»TIX y i»3 DRII jynpi p« IPCPBC 
-1PB IX D1R ,D"n3P3383nPD "TJH PB IP3T0 
.DB31P1X nin pR |ITT»5 PK "TPD'»T jyT'D 
-3'R ny?3iR j y o ^ " oipmcoppBDRD n . 
3 3H3PDP?8B P3Ppy3 DO r>K38t-MP3"lPP 
npoo'R ~i)e Tjn.no OD>RIIP3 »M .IPIP*! 
3P3PTy3DMR D^T DR11 HDn$0 pR [p;'" 
PR iyD8T^8D " " n o DJPOPll pR TP3P?9 
DO Vi niM VI iWW IPDB811 PB IP3MB3B2 
PR IPD1P VT1P >n«08 |PP I»OV 8 .D'18 
•3^3PO 8 IRTRB t'R DP 3'1R TP38 .VVi 
iPDDprp n j y o p s pR ^n IP58"TP W D " ? 
-TPB TPT1> D1TR 0"V 8 pK PD8P H DTP" 
TPT \mm v5D3ya»R J'R DRT DR .O^'O 
.5838!?P3TyD3'R TPT31R PR T38DC« 
-ID DPT Byi&pyj T O iy3«n iprn8'KT8B 
J38? ]P38» 26 T5p3 D^ D p«TDD TP'B^y-lK^ 
PK IPD^pan*!!^ jy380BT33y I8T IP3"t DP 
"28 P"TDD DPT jy331»01VP3 1PJ1P3 IPS^t TO 
lPDR/toM T^a Ty38 ty28^ T*D .IPB\TV 
moup ojn ip'oya T*D IP?8» J'D'U 3*IR IB 
DV'R ,D»n3y3itfy3 TPDDP3 .Tpouny TTJ ?*3-
->»t D^nsyjpJps n DSBOPJ ^>r D«n DP IB 
.HBn8P DW B»T3 JPJ1P3 T^ O IV3 
^ • • V 1 1 " • ' " * " 
,-y33SP 8 "&vi mym? PR mna Jy»imi p o * 
Iff^ VOC* " I 2MR 38 'MDDRP p"10D n»"l»0»2 
.;y-iyn DO ^«i i»p pD jy^n p« v a r -M 
a m PR BO«H n ,.» J .v ,aany3 BR 
-*^DB"U " t .PIS* lO pE DiyTCBpyDORa 
PK CRM D?RB cm D*D i»c(j DVR v* jm 
IS QO P'MDD IWtttf.B IV "1 IMRn 1913 
;tK jura 55'D oiijBcnyc tvn^n "I .BTR y^s 
WW |W383H:3»K jy;*'T »*i DRU B'D-im "tfya 
•in lyayawaRj PK ^RPRORIB oy iyncK 
-ys DKnya pip jyaRn *M .;yj:nmsD y r 
no P*HDD ayn PR -tfyj *3i you Djnsv 
P"1DD 818 pK IS DDiRiiya jyaRn pK 1909 
aif ."i"TO *K -i>yj >K iiny^iVB is bnytte 
PIK^P n pa«n i5y: on DIRT R:R DPSIB 
.iptfmR^B pR ctfriRYy: D-iyniCDpyEORr: 
•ya n» DR* P«TDD nwnnn'RiRD tin 
iyj38ay> r« IRPD T»«I .pt'ri I^RJ B38*>a 
.iW*>» PI«UC DRD *RB>BRP ly'M .DIBKP 
]IK B*MI imRiiyj c?"OiyinK ;y:"i «i 
w PJID 8 PR o»na '5ya a?8 B"ia 
lyaayao™ iny"i .a^pa^aajnya 
DRII ,"IRC"-8P o;yc"^n ^mDDtp3U4M 
-•c pR yjH-io H 03iiiyc:iR 03yosyf> BRH 
-iya»R DO cyj"p tvagn ,KDO RM^yiR* 
aiwa |yaBn «t &*MI iRonm r5$ .w«x 
lya^anR »i t8 lyayaiv a^Riiya DO ICIK 
TOR. ,I»P»M jy5aya J»K nyt 8 [yasn ]y5$i 
TOR ,iroioi? y^yam |jm"aiH IV>RI «i TR 
PR DjjrpTOR linyp **t IROI» np«t TR 
.DTtawiom 
PR E»JJR* 'Uiiya o"v ys3B3 »i |W"i T B 
r - ' -T • ::•. .-y:vN =;my px aayTO 
lynayx iwama om PK T8 oonmya asn 
' io pR—oycomi PR DBD"H ,DPIR*P pB 
u n w i p y nyoiy mm3« PR PR—PIR* 
-"1D'3-!8 |1R Dn^ RR3 D«n^T3 ,1»B»» JROV 
jyayii " 3 DimirDpyBORO n t8 PR ,iRa' 
!i^ n>D Dir)iDy33>»R lys^ H lyast yaMRi n 
inyiSR p» DP"IDD jyjys ijn»3M V^*D T»I 
DR» oiy^ ii^ DpyDORD y3y^  »n D^yario 
-'3i8 ia ij'naRs,, : | ' n»a ]»« pi !»b?8n 
.(tinnoortR iv CRW DO jw«n va) "D^ID 
^iyii« ; 3RD D0»3Ht lyroya^yam R : jyj 
P w n ; D?nRSy3 pR avMam anyii D^D . 
omy^Eis 8 <pw a^yapDya imyii jyt'na 
-iR PR e r a *^ y3 3»TR ; IDIR imay^ycc 
V38*ID n D"y*,i ;yio"R DO T' \swi> iyD"3 
'DR^HR t " i5 , y^ysyfiD ft ]y2ya.y:-iy3*K 
J"t ayii oy; (iyt-na pe Tya"53D'm) "oya 
m"3 pD lUDmoiyc ps T1RR2 D3y*,vn3 R 
moijwa iyr*R"Di8s;iR iyi pn ,amv 
-pr in , iy" pyoiRB .na p't ?"ii*yn ojm 
OIR DRM ;«a nyn ,H 'DD^D P^SRB HR m e 
aiRap-n DTTum anjm ano'iR pn iyc 
-yn iya"3iR n ; u ^ n n J ' B V* u i a m » 
2"io Dipnopyf-y IRD iy5nRs jycnR*i DO jjtf 
-3RD ; irnRi rnmaR PR "JP5T$3 ,5'\R ,DEirw 
-RDCR H 1W. ,aD8C'y338 B iy i l 33^DpRnD38P 
*\m lyo^yn is v ' apaa^myu IRC'R'D 
am-PB irap3i» jr?R im?i*C3*«i |ROI» 
jsayenw 
-rs'orya ivp ^ ' ^ W ^ " oayanss ->m 
m"3 TR'lD'D 8 PR P^K DRl pR D»S VD 
o« .pyn iny^s "*m *8 ivoiRiny D*TW 
.D"S y338^ R jyohtn 
• * * 
,D»1 TyniK PD ,VD _ . ^ ^ 
-yj o^s yS38J H ]»"^ 
yi\yoiR .B3jny3 imi 
-HHRJ'E |*K onyaaya 
onya oo^aiR mycya D338 i^yc JBSRH R*C 
D^nya cnmJR ao lyavn "1 lyas ,]p3m 
onyayanya iviyits vi cam iya w n TR nu 
«» ami ira t8 aiya^nyo i«i m iy?«t iya 
H jiR -B'-s py!>D n )*R pms iya<iy33R ao 
.IROr *T TR iyiiy3 T*R jjnya'nyo ya*s3"R 
iy^yac3"R T I >«t ,ns iyo"iw *im D^R 
-U?D jn.TR T » " ^8» P8 iya"3-iR n IRC 
!« TWWOD^aiK.H a*a Vt lyjJ^-Tirame 
iyaTi»3R3i* ,iye»TRnaya 8 TIR BRC lyiy^ 
•T T^ R ins ' jyusy? JIB p*neo oyn nys?3 
O*D3MI >t pc y3"K jynya sinmuB ya»iip 
n ' n o c p y noipi cna »?ya *T vaR ,yoD 
iy"t »R TOM t'K oy .in*R lyjya DBBsypyj 
iy3«p .erspya l y n a " i DRM no^py 
• ' • . , 
TBI ipin't 
ivvriwn pol20 n 
IRT1B IPnVt 1JIMO 0"! TM HO "«D»DP1K$P 
8 DPObM *1P«M pn*"K) pM O3**0B 1P»T 




a oijn DRB .P '^IOD 
; iPa«Bx 26 ony*n 
-••-ao n po 33io58n ycnSpn (tit jmirtf *i 
pK osn ny ORB t)D"a IH*JB nm pK onyp 
gMSa ip'M ; IPBJSWIM'H nyvipn inyn 
jjHUP npn iio Bass iyn pK jynoiY p» 
y*»3 pnri'B *.* B'Tisyo^troay iy*n 
H iPD^uy Pa 03'3"Kiyc ipnyoL" pit 
KPR? "WIR* 1*3 ynyuiK m tapso iyi 
nina y^8 o*o jyo^yn iv o*na jynya po«t 
in aaicnys H »aiR oainy!* oy?R DRI— 
.T1D10 pD 33tQ"ty3 H | | » W ya'DDPO 8 
-"no 8 VR DKT j;nyoQ«D*iK .P^B'JTDH 
-"xnyo jya'^3 a*3"R oyn DRII JRDP^ nyiy 
.]yp3«nya snytaw PR uaps 
-*wa po o^anK ya^voiyaiR
 fynim»* n 
•ma nyinyaaiR 18 tsvhya o«n o»np^n D*"I 
.oai^yoyD lys^nyio o n w * Htpvn yo 
.no iKD DIKB oia 8 iya«t v w <0H1 iv= 
*bo"D P'JORB *IK iKopyin nyn .lyoiKB 
jsooya v> e*n ipa^yii ,R'o$y-!R!?*B pK 
•pyoiaKs n po naio iyT *IKC ipipno IKB 
0180J? JTC3W H pM i.po**2iR n .DTjTBCO 
.#32 
•>yiH>>B n ipwasanw >v aas^yo iyn 
8 PK iin»ny3 ofttarw T*K vno-piK^p "WO 
-38P -iy:3y?>B*5p D"3 i8*vtfRtyi yvnp r:83 
-aKjK^Rtjn n own jKrayiURp n -i»r;yn 
ftrawrn iyi w lyayjyaiya'K ps jyoiaw 
Ipl D«n T1K83 «| pK ,TIMV3 ivoipytpy 
.tmrpDwmvi prvtfKTjn n jyoiapa V'fr 
Ippasiya n iya**i o'»v 083RO » *n nnyo 
•jn PDOKpa y^ KpB5 PK Dipstays ynytaw po 
anayoMi .R*B5ynK^ *o «IMK oyosnya jyn 
",3K3 y;*Di8i n OKII 33i?yec' y&<>tav n 
. -yao^nR t3"x PV383 H iy38<i Mjnitropyo 
. pnyciKC 8 ojrtaismy yf-8 lyavn ,cr*v 
s 
Dyevy? nyT j « o ¥ ^ ; y - ^ p n --op 
.IB'iwaKaiij nysaw iri 
lytas^s? ta*a oyD^P yo^iya jyp iyo SMK 
lie DPTI^P n iyonsi .BKC p« ,DII* ;'--K 
*iyn« ,-nK«3 D3ynn3 H lyny .o'mv pr»3 
TIKIP H iyn3»a pK 0P")*^ P *T Tyn"ffl 
.yt»iiy3 PK nny pnyno'iK .Bwnyoaw 
18 n^o ipD»n pis* va pK wnniany pc 
PK *i jyr*o ,iya*nya ta*j D»'P p'p jyp jyc 
•'03*ii &*3 .yi»*»y3 ntsoyB n'W Biwuya 
ipo »nin opiivip yom^3ya3"K iyiK p) 
PR .jyO'l^  jyi^ *1P18 IPH'VP'IW TflBO 0E« 
nyo «n«i iyo iyn 3'Dirmyo rasa PK CP 
-aiR iv D j m w y3*y*8 D**Y ^D K tinyj 
•psirwD 
,-'*nv R T*I "I*IK iponys oiysoyo jnpiiii* 
*v yaia3 B*'p3*5on8iio3K,iyB yo»ru po 
nyoam .op'noo BKS? "iyi8 "oy^nysMOD. 
p*P p*t o*a "iip„ D3yc*na8 D3jnyi2 =r 
yi"3 *11 338^  *1»R .OIR-pRi' "lytB P'nDD 
oyT iyo*nw3R ooapny i>i lynRoo O*T« 
oisaoyo yny i 18 jyD8DD*iK pK ,'it^::s 
OKT .".'yepaiD pi"t p5» tvoipa^: JP^J 
•;IK *i:ya onyn 0"p R "IPVR 18 ,oc-n 
oiyii oy *n OM9 .opos'^cya IIK osmyo 
IP-IP' I'R ,D3P0'138 DPT 1'R (lWHSVanifB 
PR i^xytyaaiK p'noo •witf "tmMHeo. 
-jyaypipaK 0*3 on*K oyn ]8*3i> *i 
pK Diysoyo yiyiaiR iya"r nynK p3 
w oanynya iynpa Snss ocv H'fiSjnKJ'fi 
P**noo « Yi" DnyniB'tapyoiaKo lyaaMiv 
-8n y5yo y^yo pK .aaninso 8 tpapaiv:*; 
•38 w osnya o>3 pR oay-i D8ny3 **J ipa 
IP^npa DTJTBtWPWJWtti jyn .m*i3 ijn 
tK ipoiRiny iv VK .O'-.T'IO ^yoiv *'t 
"3BV3 P't 0*3 jy^yil 1P0'*31K *". !K 
.lyaai&iasn my*t p« oayainyao'is cipi 
PR o*D3 *^ ya n jyi^ Biv |P33lri*»P3 n jpv 
i s i'*p jyp
 fipa'«yajR ivj"t i p a - r h -
o*"ir yDf"'Ry3 w iy3y3inD*iK o*3 ta^nayi 
.0*3 op3"p inwoyay: 
B «I*IR oa'3"8ya ^u own |yo ts DVK 
pTPtaiR jy^yii .cpnnnp ;yo3*$c iv *B ;.*•*" 
"t n?R3 *B 'i^ f'xytyaiiR ip?i38n c-ip:":v-
."DyrnyESoo^ 1P380 iv t»5»H T I IP^"" 
ox'K iitfim I P D ' - D I K ' T .yoiKB inaxaic 
-yr' n PR tPHiMnja m^DP^ IKD IUDBODP 
p«Ni0 p« pmjyomK i nn ,D'nan »*ya 
.mayo 
1»K ivnjrat? tW'K jy^yn D^TW ITPU 
jy^yu Tjm«a*iK n .|y)3irpxy3 p«j n w 
-TK JPW»I IV aivya pK njn K jya«i ]y:yp 
1W» 1P2K V* DTJini Dy -iyJ3U3Hy2 DD"3 
ffvrnvwvtwei n DD"3 iy3?yn D»D !>y*E 
iny»i iinivBwaivi tyiKOD v* wtfjm 
»K iwpmya i8*p lyf-yu *»l a>m . I P M ^ D B 
IK MKoya 08n oayonaK oyajnynB iyn 
•ym tyfri i «l 3MK ;yjs^ i j n p« aanmay 
cn.pB Dpais tVDvy* ojn jyajtf p« jy-vrB 
i» ly-t D'D jyDKnx |yo"3TK JIK oawuK 
3MK jiyopaie yj»r y5« linn'fiixain i$*a 
JJJ5.TBW O*D iwipoonH D»J'V? jy$yii «t 
-DH i y i8 lyj^Diya IX pan p* nop: JIB 
oyii t 8 i — W 3 I K yo'itys wm i inu'snp 
•BDDK njn jycMw "Tyo""! lya^yn DRH p*i 
-)'K lyniK 1KB .I«>J\» *iin pK IKB»'K'D 
•»IW |»uwsfya Doaytyya jyj^i 5*o»cynye 
'PPB13KO y»-|>P38318 «i pK iipji* i m [ye* 
-aiiys yiyuiK .^BI y ; p»p D*a oiimcD 
"K t)Bnya oyi pK>iy3«n Tyino pK yo 
ya IV M I [yo"« pit asvwKDny jinns' 
jyo .fiKti- pK |jto"pj»tjD»nx « ^ J K ]yo 
«! wtfyn »*» »tt IVT^IVB B^R VI !»P 
«m« fyxiaya aannnoTy 
* * * 
-jya myt3i« IKE 
^
M K
 ?m i — 
,8'BJynH^B PK enya 
"38 D3yiPHB 1JT1 B3KD 
pK aamruy i« wjnan 
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DKII .n-iina jnpan 8 ip^iasna^K 'ii D?3IB 
TaSDK'P'R PK iNT2DP3P3 K K^D'BKp IHpS 
Tnpa r>8 ^cprp3 pn v« pfnoiv^nw 
n 1P38Q IV ,W11 8 t33PD 8 IPT18BK D»J }P3 T83 3MK ,!PD18mP pBTPl IP 1PP O'B I^B 
nfi }Vo tap ".i ?3»D3pa PR P-IKCE* w*3i' T D w^rpapcpa Dia oipii ocpppa DRn 
? tps'tfa }^8t 818 -31R pa -tfya ;POID poms D»3 8i iP3385iro 
iyi3iR 08n inij' «iw POVP5 n PK iPaas^Pfi T O DRII r$* JTU»3DHD ript 
•»ii n irwapn '^Rnpa >P3RV-P3"IVOJ*R uayo jryfep i«no3»iR IPJRI »t TSC --S 
10 , fib ,TPO"31« ftr»viD n i » owm iw nnnK pu DSB= H PK . W I pip- inpo 
J^JPX8TB 100 ,P^ VC P33BO PR ,P3 03PV»1B "OP PIPn TR DM13 ",JR PR f8*V8Pa8ai 
nctpio P3"*i tP3pa t:iR ivH'ii bspo i'3-^ 
t^nnrpmorH TPI Dnwtjpio pa*n 
pR—B9MP9* n PR DTIRS- 03'8E*n » 
•iv "t *» 08n |p5n8V "i DKII om n I«D 
PD 5p»B *!»« ?KO DPPT pD IP3K1PP3 P^ 
2»IK -.inpo ^«3 ipiR
 f5p*D 'iiR &n8o 20 
m -iny? ^ifii K ouro-8 iy5n«v iy?y" " i 
"O'IR pooya n "i ipasn ,OVK ip?n8v »M 
>y-B Mm JHRO 20.tP3'Tp \v pmv IPt»»i 
•y;p3 yD'iip3 ,DPT pn ,p,K openT'ii PR 
•3iR. .]yT038n8a turn \wx* n DKII DD»E 
IPDIRT Diyacira iw pooRpa V$»P& P"1?' 
K1DDPP Tpn DRll ,DP1 IP3P11 IPP3P*I TP3*3^  
,!P»"13)"K U"V "Ipl O'D Oyil 380 8 D3PD 
^8\1 8 03PD 8 Dy 0D"H OV'K 18 
PTP03"> pR DPfflT'll PTPDP3 JP33»,T33^ R 
-ipaa'aanya 
jyo'^ya D1PD*D8 P^BP8^  n i»j tP?»l 
,]piyn oiivopaain po ^RI n IR TT '•: 
.(P3*^ 11J"K K '^OO pit? D1P20PO 1 B 
DIPD'CK Pf-KP8^  PiyiJ'K 1MK JPnp1**B TO 
.SJ'O'o ipiy "2 p a w n iponya^ciK 
PR :»>c-^«c DPI iproipon iv 
ya^yi y n y n WDM* ,I* Dy lyays y*s 
my"i msotriv oinnya oy DKI jypsyn 
ov \vw " t IVBB PR .iyomyoj'K yjya»K 
.iyjyp"^a« b*j 
iy"! oirnewwuBo h i»a«n w 
nav iyn po ^inya imy1 oeaoypya PIBBC 
H IIK iyi3iDs^ DO"aiK n iyv*un iv 
>'TIB lyivopy^BP 8 iwi oyB't 
•nm ivo OBI Dpjyiya ,T>3"BnnBii ,tya 
»"ii ,iya«D DO yjs* nyn pn wvunw p'p 
\jfiwvi tw jjnmjy pip (ya»n «i 
Ml imwiwa PR I"TO n lyau 
ro vi ovn "jyo^aiK n^tjn n ,B$yp')iD3y 
i .lyo^ayi yi oyn t3"v n IIK .inyDyu 
n jyopKiiyj yV'inm PR jjuynya I*»JI» 
)Biiy3 i'K_Dip*tafi Dip pR ,tyii"n «PIK 
(ID -uttoirre ovi jyayn »iny5py3D*iR 
»o p'p DBnya D>3 jyaBn JoSjhi /iyt>"3-w 
p^am own .im'pjww n v< &3» im* 
•o:y «»*wi""m IB ,M"inya»K DVR I»R 
-BD35y! JIB DD"3 B w « » * «| pK iy»w 
D"P3'nyD~D:R>VKT>3B31B PH D"P3-njyt3B» 
.niaio yo'na D»VIK " j DOIP oy ya5yu pn 
.T^jnynya ,nya« jy3"i DimwopyBUKO 
"iyo yaSyii ,o5yu iy i pn lyaoyo yoxvJ n 
p« ,B"V nyi pn ojya"V ya^ym lynyotc 
•BO PW5P ny'DftriK^D *i ypBB jyj"! DHBT 
I V ly3nJyDt '^p,- B pw jyay^anyc nya 
DD3^ yi iyD"3iK n iva iy3yp ,T*TOK3 
ny»» lyssn «i .UIPBII pn D»J jyv3B3 PR 
-»n PR lyjBDinys -intfp t3*3 y3R5 y3ya"R 
D3SIVRP3K3-IR yi'Dsn »i ba'mys Bp jya 
.imsnoyo 
own- iyo 'V DP"IDD imri'B jysy^ D "! 
Wi "3 jyijnuwaB jntj ,D*3 im* BDiRnys 
op»noD imB^iycoDB >•.!».iyaHn IIK ,IB*3V 
J W r m c iv iinmiys nynass iy3"t " i IB 
.ttfBP pK 
— T^tjy nvay ^BDBp iya;»^ B 
DDyn n ,iyBRii I'IMR o»na p»i niwi. 
PR P1BB' B I'K ,wiy3,Dy3 D"Y im B'5 OS 
•K5*D n »I?K 'ii y^»BC»*a lyows p« n ^ 
•y33B BDK v t !«<n iyaK»a PIK>P ny*B r^ 
pK i"-D nyn iyTi»383iR iv o3;"iop 
^R my"! PC iy33133,"iy3"IB*3l» lyD'nOMIK 
-'3B31K jy33KDy33B iya«n " i ."lyayjw: 
iyn ,pnw imn»» y^yo nyt3"aiR n jri'i 
jyiwa ovp ^«3 Blip t'R noonj'R PIK5P n 
-imyu >5yo »Bny3 tyavn "t .ofrPMwa 
•y tsya: Dp"nDD imv^yD tvay^c .OWB^  
nyn OI«D ^»5i3y tyavn «l l»a ,IKT*D pn 
o3yo i^3B ojyiynD i m .^yv ny*i oa'ni 
-Bo lyoxy^ lyiBiiyJ jyotf^yj PK -tya^ 
po nyc"3nK iyny DBT ts^ya'nyD ,ow 
PK ,w»3i» lyn pR iy^3D*D B pn oyn 1"10 
-nye ^3yo"^pa jy3"t !y3:u}nva_D»*'3iK *i 
.imBnya BIVDV: 
-ID pK !'R pmx nnB' ya^oy ti's r^a 
po Syoiy'B B 'ii inya oo lynys K'E-V-K' 
,1910 pR .nyascpiR^P 5n«x jys'Dvy cm 
,"IVIDB nynna po canya iy$y>x*DB IB i'tt 
nyaBDpw^p po ^nsv n jy3y3y33B oiim 
1913 pR ;1500 TW 1« D^B K^ynR^n |»n 
.5000 yaB3P D^nyyyi myp"ioD n tyatjn 
•ii?DpyD'3Bo "iiv BI o^»•| iyj*'i w r 
DypIRD P1R» i m ]1R ,D3RB",R'D«DK D?P 
^n«v n t*R in«» nyo PR .lyoyns r^ R Biyn 
5nno "in Iy^Blly3 bnyoy^iyo lyta^aix 
.^ y'D MIB 
-»ny» ]yairiDyj»»3 D*J nyo"3nR w iya«n 
^Bl R'D^yiR '^D pR 1"1B PIR5P H IB ,*W 
"tfBa'n IIR ? imyn u^ypnioay PIBDC '"B 
•ya w 03'D3my3 ijniya o»3 » | ]y3"t — r 
iw Dy»n"ii mysyn pR "3Tyn im o^'DW 
? iwaiaa^iya jnycw 
niK ->yo3'K ypRt? jyaRn iyaK*a PIR^P »T 
po iyc3yo ye"iny^py3D^K n -DPJinyj 
•«3iK y?B iv y3i3a 'UB jypjyi o"v nyiw 
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11 
an JBO "uny 5***,i .lyanso *,*IK DB o*a DKT r JS3 DOT 
TJJU1K 38 D?8H ,DB"n83 0*0 pyilK tWM ,*1IK T5W 
.33K5 isoim D r u r w ? " I |»3"W OI-IKU JOT 
* * * Din m»3J»n TKD 0*3 " I iyTD*3B 011**1 
iwpxtfBnn 5ni$x B -^ -ynporK i n n «o*Byp iya n w w » P R 
SI 03813M1BJ1 I M « I D5' „ I 7 B^D WHtfl n 0^3 »T JF3B3 D11R11 ¥ 5*0*1? 
•jn»5tv5p o**3 jmB" S L r w t e r i S WK"1D JJDD31"13^*n3 ,ycD3*D3*n n THD n 
p i p DK» . I K T O I U B P , p n r P3> p ' a • » » u r n « oyaso i y > v w 
lytiJ'K Tyn is BD'Byp nys n is mjB^yc ^ b a n ^»i n jyo38-ioy3 v » pni ,$**u 
•jvn n fin.,prom oTyaynya 5B* $W*OTU J»OTB yoDinjyMra n OT*B n8"i cy T*K 
•E'iRy3 i m v w r « T H U P u*oipyipy 5OTya iy-iyEoainyD jyp ;inyB*x ys*5oy | » pyt?o B 
jysy .^vnBC oaRio -3OTB **5"iy5B' jyty5 ]IK m5wr ysnsn ^D B 
oaa**n i»3Bt ID B pB ^BQiy W J M -tyoy5 
"BnD D38*XB1*3B31B yD*l*13 H .B13BB pB 3 * 
;IK you ,Dp*noo imn*B po ysBie n .ya 
—y3B"io oaan5*3 n ,:3io58inPC ya'os-o 
-B*IR o*3 nyi3*B p*p OI:?B is"* lyayp T O 
**no OX*K .013*0 JH3y3*3ya in* i»*m 
liny* *»3 JJ»*3TB »3?Bn B *1*1R 1*3 1*0 
ims^yD ony: lyonya iy5*u T O DHU one* 
.11/0*0 ^  oix Diys 
vis* oyosy5 T*« aB5en*s Tj35yt Tin 
| im ,DTy3Dyo n ix r r t*nw jyaysyanya'B 
•m yssniK OBnn n .lypKpyann r « iy 
n J**M ,iB«y3 t'K jy^BDyasin I*'K -iy e n 
la 5**no B jyayapyiiK o*a. jyiyp D^BPB^ 
•x oayo 7 ly^nyx »» Jioaan y^BPB^ iny**r 
7n ^wt |yo jyn pK ,oniHB3 03'B2*tn y n y i 
cifoa ;y3**&a « | ]p5yn Bo*ayp nvs *T jy-iya -ya ypiBOP ,yDnii K ip*u 1*0 .0"V ^B*D 
.jvpyiix y^BPB^ nBB ito jycBia B JHB 
3MB is ,iynynx3**K os**5 B'^K I»H oy 
,]yoy>3KiB jnyt3iK i»ti»^ (y^ii T O 
-DI*T *T tunyayn ny3*a DKII T O 
. J p« iy^"X piyn iy3*nr T O • 
c^naoyo jnyiaiK i»>w T O .C»KT.3 D*O* 
* iy3B oyn DKT .VII#* iy3*^p*^3 B iyt?3*n 
.•>W I31K 03'^ DK11 D**31K l y i IX ni3**E-
•p^a ^b B iyai*n 'y^yirbiyaoyo mytaiH 
-iyoa*K TJT jyaya |y5irn *u jyn i jnnv ya*> 
"IB WR fyijTDlX3B o**p3*^3yo *T y^3KB"y3 
5D2SO DKn B'^K 5*1 .a^BBiy 0*D 0**3 
fflft ynyayn :p*t -in«* oy**3 cyn IKD 
TPH PB 5B;Bcya*iyo3*K *T iya*vny ix H3 
onaBiB pa" nJBoc [piysyn B IX D^KPB^ n 
0*3 0**11 ^BO3»*P ?y>yii T O nys* 
o*o iyanB'y3 0*3 taiB oy» jyo iirn ,t - 1 
oyn ^Bt "iyiaiB pK .ly^nyoKo ya*o*i3 *T 
T O iyr*D .l»3Bn 0*3 35BET/ p»p 5n$o;"p 
pw o'H3 lyaBo yi*»3y3 W*JV iy»>K ;y^yn 
0*3 oiyaoyo yiyiaiw nya* IP^B* J n 
-ya o$n *ly^^yll ,onxo t*« nynB *n 
DKII ,*no» ihij 5ya*x-{y3Bo p r w *1 
.D**p3*^3yo3iB ny"i i s r B jyiiya 
•5B o n «a lyefen T * iv5P» T O 3*W 
Din ya**5p PD Dyoo*o iPo5yo*triyD ,iyo 
pB ID B Oyil ,BD'Byp "lyB V3"$P B t w 
PB
 /Da*iayyi 0*3 jy3**53 o**3iK nyiaw 
.jya»w3* fyayp o*a iKa** T O jy^yn oy>y*c 
ya*oyno ynyiaiK pc ni*un lyaas^yo T O 
pK D**3iR nyi ix iyony3 ix r t onya^yo 
IB ,131'DHB ecu 1051 SV?B op 030ipj» ' ' " 
033253 s*3 1*t i?3»n ijmua'W PK OJfO 
*5s-i= K P»i 071 3S*$M =J5*B op pR 15="*3 !»ny« 
HWitjusn* i n n ipen 
133*133 3i&a'38D n |y3"i i3B3» ID B 1*K 
IP? c»» reany p« jn»i>a)b» n 15115* 
•Umw t>*3 iynnn PK > w 
1VD"3->K-p*DC pfi DJ»»l1»W H 
2 opals pK lya yn^y 3*»KE MI ei5=r;-« 
put W D tipjie nyiyn .oayo'UN cm p* 
?w»ii WOPV??*P i n IPMH po n w w vi 
•onpe eaeaiyi v i * =*n C'KBSI i n 
onnitya s*n ipa pjV»m jyfawfcyi*n>M 
iJCVSnS'llH ; 33'0p81=3Hp-310 IpiB /'DDJID^ 
. »3W DJH po B'*31H33 HERO myvtiii p * 
IKD 08n cpa i n PK ,i:nn C'IRE'ITBR 151* 
Bi!pai*riB»=38i56 oiff |«p -,3B"3iH 5* 
BBJJ njrao'K =KH CB3 ijn ;=tjns3 
Bioijn pR .OIREPHIBIHP i* ijrayjwomK ="3 
IKB ija»aiK is i j n » » cm lywtmwyj, 13 EBH , 
| j» =»n DinapRiEiBp n "a ; pji»*a jnysmP 
o j n i«3 
T»iio w s a ' i K 151133 t'H cs r a i r i 
,03= 
,15305=133 13=10 031 |)TS«Vvyj) UTOI-UJJ 
-1T=P3E13(J3 E37D1H3 B3JSJU1 »1 pTff'll* 1914 
»1 J1D 11883 BS'IBTT H PH H)2mH'CHC8 Dlpl 
,K'B*51»**D lie Diypna evipo pR BID ,piK*p 
ijn p i 69 PH 53 ,2 I3**?«^ '1 ! « i^npacya 
— TH 0103*313 ,HJ*SI» , 
wn 151 t«K 55 C8i ,E:j*ic7=:t 
i* JBIR 15=35133 <j «I*IK P?"EI*B jnna 
t pit D«na 1*53 *i nrv<m 15331m 
•u I30»B» ipa'iyi
 fijra« 
: lysvonsHp 3IJ33*HB 
" » 1811 5*5*51 B t?D»n **l 15131==* 52 
Tiri P K tjj35«! ^ 2*en p t BBMn cr i 
T i-a B3»K po pM /WW i^yiix t 'a h'-w 
III nsr PK ,35a ?3'i5=Bii vn ci353« nnw 
c*ii .npenai* inn .J»MJ ;Ha»D 113 1535'? iws 
15^ 511 1501353^ 5=31 IK i?t> ,"135l5li3(f |»»? 15*51> 
.oysnvm 513**1 c*i!* E"X 15**? p'e 
WpO 'PIS" 0"3"«I53 0'3 tyl D'*E13nM,, 
"11» '11 VIPD pH ^(JH B 15131Bff D?5» ' " 
1ffO»31K ^B» »1 53*511 1(JB ,3BB K 1513iar 
»H ?p»B "Up *»3 173*Kni513(t 1501P53 15*KT 
.I5i3iaa- y*53jn l i e 
8BJJ3 tV^ii::1"!*;: 1 
1i*a pH nKD iy33W3nya n nu DD"^TVD 
-3nyoy2"iyD VOMTJ H P K t33yo^n;yD en 
.TTIK^P 1**53 i n m IK 
ps onijBin DPT pa SIXDMK IS VX D» 
o'lyooysra iyt3"3v n po yio'cspiri 
D^yn ,p*n&D lys'-ms'BiKD nyi pum 
^y3r^ylfy^ ivc>4 cjyn pnypys iyaysys^B in 
> » n » a pnnifTiJ K D»J 3IVD",K *«»n 0913 
^KE Denynya jyasn OKH iyajusnya *T ri 
: D3KT oiKBin nyn OKII T*K Q « .p^noc c r 
15»B*P1B*'B pH 150 E*n pmtffl Dl* P3 
1515* .DPEO'O Die K ins a*»3iK53 i»ia pirj 1 
1-B51T 5^3*0 pK .1*1 1KB ri3C C=B=53 B»,1 IfT ! 
pM n*iB 151 PH m w 6 !50iP533"iK ira i'i 
pit ; 15B51C 1<J3 1518 ,B:()3»3 9 t '3 =" : -K: 
1*3 B»31H53 ]1K 7 153*in533K 150 B1J.1 J17BI 
D5'1K=?5B 5*8 l'K 150 SBH ,I«»'0 M'3 1'K .6 
• -"
 ti.i<wesw i n P - = 5 i r , . 3 BnB i5»K=»=^ 
PH 3H=*'3 ='131K53 15D BHO I5BI5 ?-*= V 
K 3H=3it VW — 15*5=" *"na if p« pH ,=:*:": 
IHC Bi*a i5on33 151s 15:53 pB .JH= I5«p 
313315 '1 l'K 150 CHH ,131*0 131* " ^ 
E«n 0»'B1311K 1KB .B'Dl*n'3J =«J 1?3 "51 
t ' l 33'*3n3»53 1KB *11 1H3 E?n«i;J = T 
pK 1301p3niR 13D"n34 15B,,aiB-p'Bff '1 l'« 
3'i» .iKa-n 8 i3=8B i ' i 0311 T3DKD ,\prm 
-Bprpa i3E,,3iiri33Bii *i inn ffi-ij} =K«I 130 
T'-n J131BP 131 0*08153 183 *»t I70 C8<1 ,5J': 
•53 15S"318 53380 18P0 *l'3 PR 13C\=f1 " 
.0"nK B'*31K 1""; 
1501P53 t»8 D3 IP" 
•3*» ,0"B15118 1KB 1518 ,E"318 ipl " « 'J' 
PR 13n31H3B 13="318 '1 D5083 5-?- "i 








j ivnun »t ptfjm Pivnn i p i ^ o«n Mravsvnrern H IPII ,1910 , . . 
I D'o IPOBnv oiyiiPopyciasc n ivopnr -ya piR' v ; J*K p*ieo PIR^P ponv, pin 
nbap a»n ,;pa3iiyi8B *1 I * DJPOB"»D 
-0 ys»BD>iP0P8i83 »ntt Pi3P3^»B jpo 
;pi8noyo jDftm JPI»MIP3 o«n ,OBRI3RI 
.opi3ynpa:8 \v24n pocRys ^npappn 
I038» RJP13 I P I 
•avtynn 73"? sfts=«73 bo tpa*n 1*0 p.* aa** 
7; JIB iittutnya =SP'W ='s iy=M< i r t fn I?J 
arn'UjBO'H *n ija'«»n iyj2(j?ipc i<o .oajfi 
><i .jrsun CITSB" pi?"»(* lie -,7=";IK n Dtfii 
•ft jppp v o ys?7» s»a popjifani c«n jjam 
:* ija'ipn iyi* inj-o K'P?:HD y,n tjrveD't 
•1P3P* !3JH:r=3-
B&PI y i mm "W» >K ,i?e)jn gAm v o , 
;•« ,;jronj3i«H IPMIIPIHB j,*iy»in "Taurtrta'w 
::?? VPK DBH jmcjjs DIJT HJTO 171*== V* a?" 
;:-;n:yrsnjrc psB»myMi * « ITO'P '* en* 
TH iyi ]*M iy8"31(l ^H O'fC >^ J3 »1 17=»11T 
•JtfW D»T» pl»»3 1KB BpM 1»?8 CHI JJlTBOVi 
•:»it IIK »BiTjier» Tie md'Va 7 - ^ * tm'5 
•71:? pi* oTccMp? i7=>p» ,eite jj^yieDn 
".utf ipn«« i*jrci7B? 71 
I380P338 ipt jjqipi ^ i : p 
ITHpwa iPo58npa38 jp3«t DP .Htotfnaijn 
cn*o ."it) JOPWI " 3 jpvapiPBJ*P J » O " K 
•>II« PK t^ji* n IPORIOIPE C3i«n omp5»a 
*"083Rii t n i w i MI ipav3 papnprpa:** v: 
•*5ID i j " o w i ^ c n , I P ? I R o i v o n , IPP 
.? |»no"3 ,o»5 . i 3»jp"irn /wripa 
-is? *nm n« inoijm^D DK*5MI ,?yn 
.DV>B» 1KB 0TDyiVB3Mt ^ 1 iP3«n p$$3 
,IPOIRB , io jynK?yii"K t*n o»n ;vo 
PR D^tJB) 'OD"D P'75l*E JIB *l»(OPinn CJH 
TPtt* ' i |^n,10,3^8 iv (KMPseiKBin iV"D 
."ID iyT t'K 08t5?l?yTTin im ,[yo"pa>D 
. (BTI"B yoosyj criyt) . o a a m u D:yi 
Diyoosp T D oyriTMi H "IPDMH 
w«ys n |H»'T .unJioc n ]i« .oiyocno 
•^ yi n 01811 *IHD 011*11 epos IJJOPJIB ywa 
Mpl ,1»PV083 .»:38V^B D8H IV3 Ml y3 
•H3 ^yn n D8i .jpoiKiiiy ojypya o»3 jyo 
' .DV?8 iy2V33it3.3'i:yor?ijB ipiyn 
iyo"3iR n ]w»n nivae* H yai33 
-?JH8^B r « I^PC C4"l I»D«1P31«C 0^8M 
•8> H ipaip ,i^3v n iyj»BDycy3 PK ,*-z 
.\9>B cm iP3ya ^M cjyos-y; yssKira y^8P 
•«D TK ?8P8i> TP1 T'K T"l«y?D'a 1P28 
yatipi lis iypi80t? pn^iiy: M'B^insf' 
-JHB ,D183"1B8 I'B D^8p»? »1 .TBOOWn 
-"N-iya i n jyaip lyaso OTMPD
 pjw DT»D 
•^M o-\P3yny3153»n «i .>«p»? p-n pK oa»3 
"3'>8 |V3l>n pK "^PJTW,T03"K pK 01H JHP 
8 P3 0871 D8"I .DO^BViyi 50*1153 Dirt'Dl'S 
118 p7BMf6H ' i cpi«a*J"iyD ~-\HM jyoMiya 
.1913 11B tlS^SP CIV "? SPD"-y318B 
-80 Pi8?P vi ;p2»n p"Tt)B- jy-yn p K 
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D"im pR DCjm *1 PR MUVHW R IPJJRD 
-DT*1D D113 
o»>v nyn TKD 
•JJJ DIRT 3Rfl V* -WD W&DV nRD D<R1$ 
n .eTT^R"iRojn snJwwa WR5 n jyaiB 
a»D>»i3"5a imRiiva j w n lycsoyp yaymwa 
ytaeny n |y?yBP DnmewyDiaRD n PR 
?KP*VP'K tuto tavy tavDonpy oy .5jn*n 
-y*y TinyDya nvn .DTyaoyo ya*5oy D'D 
yaftm prayo PB lmrpDiRD Y> tatR? taayo 
-.OD «i nRD lynvov R lywa Tyo»K po«i 
.nyaRD PIR5P iyD>Rtf 
-a'D pR timya Y R pa ODWIK iyo20 cm 
-ipya .ajR^iyo D'IKOW nyina v w naya'D 
lyvoyrm « pyi>v Din o»o YK pa' jyo 
-R5 n pR IBD esip DRii jnyi PR » W S R 
Y* P " lyiRiiya Y * pa eo'itatny .D?RP 
lynniRD PR aa'ta^o nm IR jnyrun asn 
-B-IB ya>yt n pa J w w r a R D^R wwm 
.yaSyi DRT -PD y*R |yo"D ya$yii umRoyS 
D'BRca : oyvpRiD "iiv iy:iDya atp YK 
yjyny^cnyD PD w a i K PR ,iyD"2iK BRC* 
•DMIR 5»r YR 0"R>nyB lyayn »i '/ways* 
.oan B«n »i pD -iyi» Dtiwo p'o lyay: 
,3j»D'o VIKB3 o;^t?n R D-jmsya 3sn YR 
iyt:"ii jyo can QIRI .BRC \VW I*.D «rat 
OI5I? jyaRQ « DIR .mayta n mySysnRD 
pD yD"i> iRRB R TR .ovuysRpjn YR 3*n 
y$R .VR5B oyn pnR^nyD jy^sr BRE* D'DRG»3 
,TIR«3 oa'tppn n .jyiynBiv iv>\pa p»«i 
-RPin pna O'ta jynynDiv jywyj PR n nan 
inp'iaya R oaaR^ye iyaij can ,tMe"nays 
linmtm iyDB5e»ya PM tavy i^v .aawmybaiR 
tynya a i n j ' K ptanMD Tinna 'ii »im tR 
-iy D>a ^sa PR ^ loaD i n PR ,TO itfcya 
t TR jyaaR^ya nnRRa o a ^ e n n ?R» ,oan»^ 
i x .yooRya ^Riyaycn »nx *i pa " W R 
B^OR l^«3 |y5Rt YR pR pDIRD O'O lyDRI 
iyiaw PK IIJ^YRIO'D yvaKa H i^ y3^y3'R 
.3*t3 a^nay i"t JRI aan"»Day 
-a^o »i IR ,33i3C»n iy5iD D»O ]*a YR 
nyo«n ty^y" iyaRo PIR^P lytiya^o 
jypnBtacnyD PR ta^aiR i n iv jysnya 
^ pD y3"R imiPa nyo*R !»R y3$yn .ppav 
ny3« .onyD'anyo |y«»w PR jy3«( \\x ^?» 
-1R.T nnys taxy* esnyn lysanyDc y5x r»rc 
PR oy pR oyuo'D jnyoya 5yo R ,V:?C 
.jyiw '» TyJ'bi- ^
 x 
o»3 DayriR3 raR3 ovy tyioip onyoKp n 
W |yDR3yf>m my»n -Dyt?D3yn3 minjK n 
yaysyaya-iys^ R jya^t TiRija w a r n iyi 
-D«n o»na D'D pa YR .bnyaoyo yau ]ix 
jy^yu nysRo PIR^P lywRp^r >i m ,wy 
"iyn .|B'ai» ypnRoc R jyasn iya'3 PR nsa 
-'3R31B PR D^RHBR iyt3Dina TTl PK #»« 
.py^ D n — o"aiR D;S*VKI 
5RPR^ R ,71 ^RPR^ DIR^ 'D DH"? n 
ya'taan VD DCBoypya lyo'R asn ww 
"lis yovy$ 1 T D oijn . l y a ^ i s JB'3I*" 
t*M)Bv$D|a .taRnya t)»a IRPD p*p iip *vnp 
.onyoo^o *T pR |ypai»ya ^»^D ^y^ o p 
D^O linta iv lyaan ttfRIW D^ a lyaipi ya^ im 
-ys jya3iRmy3 jya«» .nRta i^BR oy3pr:Rp K 
iyn ,Dvy> .ornta jnyi3R w pys w imi 
Yt D3"Y .o^yoyoys p w tya^t D5"DD *T 
.nyoBsyp ya'5«aR n jyciiV jyay> w m 
-ay ly i .iytR»ya lyo^RnyaaR PR 33'D'ta K 
*ya iv e*3 t*R tstinynya t3Rn DBH DIRMW 
IW3R3y3onR iya"i «t ^i Dy^ 3B3 .lya*'^ 
iyn tapymy Y' DBH any> |yoR3Ba w-^ 
yiptapR y3ytyiiya n .ODI^DEBDRP Tya^«58 
.lyeBn w PR Dy .IVDPR jyiyii cnyacw 
ypiRtac R pn TTPW jya>a pR om oy w 
pK r n o 33»"IIJ5»D on«5 n pR IB'"' 
.R3KT't 
•33R* l^ DR PR lyaRO DlRpa^ JTl H "3 
- " R taRnya ivaip »t .Y5»'n raw iyatj ,c«t 
-1SD ^83 PR yiR2 *T »» pR ,BP'n30 JJ'3 
onytacya DRn T n o R PR ,DP"1»B yar»'»5 
-D^py^ys D»n3 '5ya n lya^n ,200 ens lio 
DBH ?RPR5 ^l^ .oiysoyo ynyoys n *iR3 
y3"5p R O'D can .DVt'aRaiRyT pmx TI 
Yt eyn Dy MI 5yat* *im .Diyaova JUBV 
•^w p'p oyn n*no PR |pay^ oRiioy |ya"S 
ya*Tya»K ^ iypP3R3nB iv pM o^ a iya"?a,'> 
.TyD"3*lK 
ojm pR DD"» 5RPR^ fcyayiyiiya Din tu> 
•ya i " i o n .Rb*a iM p'p PR Dtyp"2 




-Typ-HW dypisa &vb njn 
an j'K oenpn DP pR t3"s *P'B pynR lyapa 
jaia'Dis- papa'inpa « ?KPB* c y a 
orijcn K B V P ; W I B T « a tp opnasa 
DiSDjnB .DIKD'HBR : D^KPB^ 3 pB T1RB3 
T W O Dim TiR«a D3'«cm "1 .DIPDRP pR 
iRMlKtftt P3^aBRB>3"OPa Itf-JKiTtPD V? 
•3T.K plC DP11 DKT -D^RPR^ «Y1 '1 VD 
•WD- PDSp-ta ninp'„ pc- p3Rnya oyn i w ^ c 
[»JRM* ]P*P« 1UDH30VT *1 3'1R ."v» 
"IKIJB yocnp n " 3 »n HVTPDD^MD np"t 
i'K a^RBip jpssn *ip3't v o jytyii 033'D'o 
ptt 0*3 5PD"1W VK .3J1Cnua"iPD3'K "1PI31K 
-DMK i»3'n pDDa'npD n ORU -iKDijn ,oin 
,cn ipn IKD iPDiupftn pnKvpa aJnjmpi 
,T|Wp 
•WOUND V3"^p VI |IB 2"a voojna n 
•ya pnw "int*' p3'$op a*o iP3"t D I P T C D 
"'Ml «t pK DTPDinB ,01KD"1EK p'?N 1P11 
0*0 a5p-i3Kn jyo Ml -wan lPD>m »n .npa 
•K;-IB | JB«I w a i K n IPII .-ysRo aiN^p 
lira *03KO jDpyBDin 183 »i imsn av t ' 3 
H pN TP38 ,IP3P^ > iP3*i3yat?3K IN PPKO 
m p i m npcn R DTipfl OK IKII TBBW 
•un ,TJU»?»3 D » 3 I K n lira D3KD opaa'p 
cm v w pinm «i jim DBI ,»»« OKoi»ittri 
cm tpo'niv opi ipa"N D T W DPP-.NO 
-KTDPPDMMD n V B $pD'D lyoeya npi 
•ayoenyB R IV jpaip is t'K RaRp'r pN o*iyn 
•ya jynpa D^KII DBI ,|8'3i» w n D'Q atari 
IP1»DTPB 0^811 pK T' l t f DPI YE iPD31t 
0'3 ir31* H t'R OXPO*D » W DP'nDD 
0811 IKEnpt ,P"1DD K TO TtolKUDJKiPO 
a im ,-m»u a » : j^BoaK p'p ipaip' oyosa n 
;?3"t -.yo»3i« n BV*KID3KP w a r n IKII 
.KD'3 DP"1DD p'P pp«D 
KiKp'i? pK KT D'BK IK pC 331JBinP H 
|y2Kn ps^pii ,oip3Dyo . D P T I W ?P»B esn 
""".K v i ipaip ju'a^ ip" t n«c DPPBDJH 
PTpD>3 'T 3P»MV .D"3W TPT pK |PB1Kllpa 
.WRP't? pK P^>XPBD »^ 3K^  DPT 1P3»K PP^ D 
ny &*j IPD jpp ,jp"ipD»i papipiip3 i i PK 
.^tjaa^K D^D oirvano IPDM-U i"p iPDnKii 
«U'a |P3vn P3*pn i p n p w n " ? I*T ipi»i DP 
\"t> DSP'TlPD E3*3 13K3K3H3 (yOK3BD DPPT 
pK b$TV£ 'p i^s tanpnyao-iK 3«n T « 
•paD'pK VK 3KH ]PEPD E33K3 PV3W K ^»3 
op3i»3 ipayipiipa iprt TK oi^pya K jyapa 
p n DBDCJK -W5IJI 75 ipanp 5^t oapcn^K 
IPD3*5B' *Kt DK1 PK ,1K?KT 150 ,33K -^JD 
oan. "nRsa ivoipptpp n . ipa^pa 'cnasr n 
- » K 0P3t*3 Tin iH3 .jpsi3pa:K Di^rpa c m 
*WH ,*P«TD DP"3 K DSaK^ TPB DKH DapPtT 
•3po wnniffn»«« yrm ^n ipa'Bpa DP ni 
11D I P ! JM'S»1W3 D8T D.TH JW WP .?PC 
p"3 jyaiEpao'iK ^*t ;y:sn op t» jpiipa T'K 
•IPaKippa D^: T83 aa-i np pK DP3**p 
DBH ip .nKn i"t o^orpa D»j a»n DKT 
ipnpa p3*yii .ipaapnaK pa^op rpaKippa 
-3"K TP"t .14*311 >~, jyTQ»TjnpD»T pK DT1K 
p.D K0*3 inpo t'K op iw .fiianpaK t'K DI^E 
,JP1"1 IV D811 
IP11P3 1P2'K jy3»t 031^31' TPWHp»C • ! 
TPip^aora 5nav PDDITU H .03^3 ' ' IHfD 
1KBB K- D>nKlfP33"K JKt'D 3;XC;« iP3*n 
D8H O'DTpn pK JPT"1B Di»pOpCp3SK ,1K^«1 
IPD'Miv c m f a Dtwpav nyi oa'tappa v* 
•P3 JPO DK.T [Kt'D |PD"11X CP^ V « .JKl'D 
08.1 DRT .P"3 Dip pE IPTfaWlS DE1KT 
-Ivan IPPVH oaypw a-a ?^o p'p V^wwa 
pK D;KP'13KP D I R I » O O T'i 'o ; ' S ;ya?Rn 
-I»'3?' 1 IPPIBCnRD D3PPP3 D'3 D»H Dy 
*'K JP3"t 0TP33P3 Pll'DPK pK DTpD'ER H 
jya'M ya^pn po"^ n B 's *t'3 ]pnpa ipo 
DSn IPO PK ]S'31' P^*1 pB D'IIK p« p'lK 
imu'3R3iR ipapn [ppayi is jyopaiRB v i 
pK ipnpDc PD^PII np3"3iK poTpi^n n 
-ppiw lyvaRs 
Wi| 
' l JIB DSIP apii pN aaiipur po«iW R 
•3"iK an^Riipa t'K l y n o c s i p i .oyaR^p 
-pa R t'3 Dtp DKT Jimio n pK ipuvnpa 
-3pop^p myopa n IPCIDCIPB IHM IPD'II 
!P3"t op'inytpa s^n v « -Ja'av ip t JIB IPD 
.jpvDinpba'R i n iy?'it PS^PH IPWPD B I 
3sn .D"3iK isna jy-"M pR is'av I P T D'o 
K IP38H JP^Kt DiyDjnB H tR IP0BW3 VK 
p"3 ip5p'iiD3P >y ipfwi
 ( > R P 0 ipnpiaitpa 
-piB pa'3"R pB po^'fi Mn u'D ,D"pa'apna 
1PT PR 5RP8? K DTI*:K31H TR 3IP DTPD 
DIPD'BR H .D3Pa"XPiDMK D"31K ^RPK? 
. 
IS W0UBtiBKKBBBk 
—.Biy^Tya p ? jyp jyiKa n y t y w w D njjn m — .pM IS^ID p« 33ita"x T M D K 
T K .wyoffnyiyo — .D^RpR^ yto JID c t f m t u g p IPVVi jyp 33ID«* n vn 
.tot? I'D^'.K -p* D;V^ DRII jRto K — .0^8" 
•nUTKI .R pD 
""3B» 11H pD MIR *n iv^o^o iinamuK pR 
yeojnpy pR yonya n lyanpixomR *nyn 
3B- 1PD13 R„ : PH »11KT RDDRO I"I JUW 
.*JRD IR>3t' TjWD .1VD13 R pK "1JH 
nyDDa'na^Rmy JIK nyoDya ijn 
yoDjru 1*** 3R t»,a own ijn PR jRDDDpyt!' 
H%i |VD«n3DMK pK imyoysonR v w o"v 
-ynnyo.D'D V osnyjnyu *iy a»m .oiwa 
ny urn D"x i m pR jyaRt jnin:K yjjn 
DKT ny oyii ,oyar3 »PIR ipORBDnK *DRT 




!W»n lycapo ya^anjmys ,y»D»o n 
yomp3 R pR ny? nyo pR nyp 24 tn$a 
•RI n lyajmanyo »t anR .yanyay DRRO 
•»i yjinyunyn »PIR y*j*wv pR D^V yan 
,jrow -inyt pu m jyayo DRH .jybRt ya'ta 
ona no«B» yopyvn p»p DO jya«n TMR 
D"* aww jya"^a DO «t ojm gloria ijhn 
.roans D*D i n isniRnpn iv «pw yoiyay pR 
5RT ny»^3 nynp DIR onya DRII eoyo R jyn 
Dyay-tfna R D»D DDRs^ yiya pR ippnwa m 
n WR jyaan yoyEaayon pR D"p pR w n 
:R taaRiya jyeoyo yan^ae* lyotau nyaa'D 
5"tt .laBOEnyc imn«5p D"a DO PR iy 
D'D jyaiRtya DOTR-VS v* ->y OR* 5a DTP 
..aivjR jpanjyeiMR [R 
DRU ,a:ny*v R »« I»R aan^a yj«Dya5R 
,t'R oy -lysy^ DRT DBjnnyo P"R Danycya-
DT» y^ RT^  : D3Rt DayiaKBDjnijp lytaiR m 
*5R DR.I T H O R PD iy»"aTK IRQ ."C^^D 
noiyii R D«MI n»R HMR 1R3 san^a ya"oya 
Tntj oyi po |yjy»ipD»viR w Da5yn oy '11 
D"« nw "inn isa ; iP3»5 jyanayDc^R JR 
nyo pH DnM'3R3i« p<t pM DD?yn oy MI 
R Da^Bny D31?RP >'3Vn3RBDyiKp n pK 
yaRis iyn iy'a»R coniRBnya .0 p.o «ana 
-»IB» iyn ."D^RPR^ y?R IRD jRaiR | «R, pe 
tya^ D^ RD R i n IRD |yny» iv imya PR ip; 
PR .ijtfVDWjnynDix iwoy^ R ^RT DRii'i«?a 
]yo .JR^B R luspaya oiyn ^yp'DiR jyinn 
IR a^ nyn IR imyannys DO cy3»p ny:R IVP 
PR i«» RIR .ly^yDPaynynD^v lycy^K Dyn 
R pic [po «nRT -RD'3 D5yn njn «mR iiy 
_ ,n iysyiiDDinaiD ,iR$amp ni i»t yiynn 
nyoya jya"^ DRM jy^yo ID R tji |»: 
"PR^^  R pn ^RI IR^B iyn m t»R npy TJH 
,33ID»X njn po lyDDRp n pR ^D .nyca 
J3l5yDS?3y!3RtW pR D^ RH3'R 1.TR pR »'D 
nyoDya iyn .IVDRP^RO D*3 PR |R?B p'p 
yoniya lypmomR D"y nyn D^D no [K^B 
iiny jyp iyo IR "iya« TR n^yo »n .|pny5nye 
• -lyoamyp tmjtfnya PR imPDyaonR IR^S 
.|3n |J)^D p« 331D"S 1«1D 8 
PR IPD^ Rfl lyDlRT TO DR11 yDEiy D8T 
ny3'V3"R *iyi m ,PR IR^B iinp> pR .ia*' 
^yaRcyanytas'R nyn po iRaiR ny^yvcs 
. | jv IV^IB PK 33iD«s n"nn K |«» ra 
imyii lysyayaaR jpna oyctT'B JWD*^ *T 
lyoany nm .jyaRna T»ID y3iny'cnyc IKE 
•oyo jnyniR ys^pn t»R aannp^ponR D*W 
|y:yn aanny^picw t'R in lyanana oiya 
.HTXHT*38r^ y iy"T pR l " n a ny^n 
rv~:R !*R T»W T^i'DRa in jya'D'13 »i 
nyi"3B' jyii Dia 'RtnR tn< oy-jjnnyfesnK 
|ya»n pR »h5Q ya^oya^R ?yo'3R pnntm 
imi iy3R .(yaRt D*yvt PR n y r y3"Dpa?K |K 
«Tm«3o po nai»n |«i on*v lyo^aiR IK 
. l y v a c "WDW R pn tyny; ijmnD iy «ITRI 




n pR IVD 
Pitfp jnyuiR YRIOR31R PC2JT2 
DO i n n itf>im »r .aojm -an p * -WSRD 
lyo'onR iWJKD-'W -URTMI ovy gr&n p a p 
iyD"ii " i .iy:«^H3KP KttftfOK n "w»r.R 
PR i*OV R DR11 DO r:KJ 
TR 
,JHODK73 -C 
.laHWDIR-pR KJKP'C pC ' 
,50 7«pB7 ,Diyp"D 
•ten Dipaapo IROP run* 
nuiif 'IRHDJU ii»Byc po 
;« JD13 TKD 00KB DU Ml ,0"3"1R D3R'YRP3 
•1 IJrttfKIl |KT .TJJQ-'aiS yDD1Rliy33yDR5>p 
•gn pR l»D*5tMR D11DP3 V* I » " 5 J R O V D O 
•K11W DW33R 3'03'1 ^D^Rll Dtf pK jROV 
•n)K ^RPRORTB Dyi PD IVJtf^VnjKP n p n 
jptya iVa* iw'M-Diyaopo IROP n .osyo 
pn |jmw 1VDV2 jy7Mi CKH ,DIRD nyi pc 
aw IMR TJJT'K pin Snumm .i»*5>a K 
pam. irwroin i n IPP pra .urn ,033*0*0 
•sjn . I»TD pa fyD'vtfyv3"R ya'D3Mi y?« 
-im lyByp yftpc IR , P R pcnyi ORoMiyi 
,imyn DTTOR)IR *o PRI pc t?vr ijro 
win o»i p * PB D?«D jiciin -iMv n ~ ^ O-3TK'OB"II W O M *ts 
J"n .onyaoyo IROP yiyoiR HMR v*3W' 
lie .jyoa^CB jny»t o^Biy 0*3 israRn «i 
j»»ru K D7*B B«T;-unjr»R i n ' 
•Ml DD3?yt JROP -llri 1MK T7W mn 
J'D p*P 11W3W3R. DO IV 33KD3K pB DRrt' 
•J03W iy3»Ctf3 VI |3#R> TPBPP y*R 
tt OT "iy3R PR Cy .5KTD38P jy l^D liPR 




DR11 pR ,|y3RI VDDV03M*. n pC P3**R 
•y3 pisop oimanya v i DRH npJr IJWIK 
,p"ioo Jmwjron O»T W -tf«3 D3*DMJ 
oy .yo:oi(p 03V*VMT«3K3-I« IR pniya T'K 
VMWWD PB PD'oap R DTynnsys ^1 DIP 
"IODI#DK H «IMK jyiyii ojn3jniy3:K ooiio 
: DKii -IKD OIJ pK .nyayp i«p 
iynniiy: onny^pnji PK oy MI y5a 
'1ID13KO n SMn P""10D 
pR 7KPR0RTB cyi iy3yns'yaiyo:iR IRC 
m po vtfnyB PR ^M tvavn "iyo"3iR 
njn iv [yinypoiR ociRnya D"V ayo -lye 
Tf3 »IR t*R o"Y lyviip nyn TRD .0"31R 
~ipi 60 MVtfiyo 0*3 iyony3iX3"iR tyastf 
. -, .„
 V i osn o s r iiR DO »ra jyp IPIR» ^ a i | l n i n j o , W R JTUW»TDD n ps u n 
iyi3iR o'o DToynyoj'Kiyc ?y3Rcy3iyD3»R 
N (nyiy33"R os?i |«o 
:jyii3Rp njn, »3 iyoa^t?y3 o«n PR .^ tcpij^  
Ml 50 *KPR* jyX^DP IV T3R?1P7P pR JRC* 
DXI" IR v i 'enjwipo oy ,v?aw D«n 
PK I»?D»D y3yiy'Bn»Br7ijn3yii3« |yo <nRi 
*K^  nyn IR D'OIR DS '^VKtoKaiij yoia viR 
Diyp«o ov)~\ ivn^,BT> pR oyo'o H PD ?RP 
>HKV jJDMia inyMnyaiiN R T ^ D oyoyn ps 
•yocpyiiR v> ^Kt
 (03»oDyi?y3 ptt«i I»MIB 
.iifWiORJiR y3*o3yo pR ypiBoc R iy^ 
i'R ovy« JR ,»o 5yc«Miv p'p PR oy 
~R yt?'OpRna PR yoia j«no iv 3H3yiiDM3 
-*D iyt3yoip DIV PR ' IROP nyniR pR D"3 
D\3 ,WRTB P'R jy3"53 I31R "3 ?>RI JlJI 
IP^ RI TO "IB3 ,D"3W 0;«'VRP3RanS (IB 
".K yDviORn* iny»3iR VB mnRD jysyp 
•sn oiyiiB-opyciaRo n DRM ,DRT iyo»3 
*«n pR tyaya iv DSRWUY 3JR> pc p w ;p3 
.iyo^Rriy3 DO lysyiBinya nipn jya 
•KBKTO RJJT(5»n 
^ • i s a n 
-"3*IR yiayp^Too *t pc o:yv»iB 40 yan 
IV2V'-iE'ya:"R DO roy^^R pc iya"t nyo 
DHT ,IROP *un PB oiyaoyo D^R pnRiiya 
H "2 c a n BRi iwiawMHw DO own nyai* 
ly-inypivoiR oiyaoyo y3y3ynsrya3"RT:o 
IR .tyJBOKnRS DR.1 IITO .D"31R Ijn IV V* 
PB lyajnyof l"P jyawn DO cyn IBOP H 
iyV!OR31* IV JRC"*R*DlfOR iyi pc D-T *iyi 
PR p'-iiv PM pw jy^y\i »T jyn 1yD"3^R n 
jynya ny3« PR IROP H .lyayp jnjpn 
- R I B T » I D ya*D3Mi D»O jyoinyB ^yo,aR 
.D3»Dy^ 3R3Tj'B 5yD*3R tP'yiR *T M DRH ,jy3 
IR ptfoio jyoiayajR jynya WD^RII v o iyn 
jyiyn iP^Ri iyo*»3"iR p3yay,iB'y3j"» DO n 
[«>3P DRi-iya ^MtR I*D jyo^Rii D"> IROI* 
fyo MI MIR Jrm po PM ty i^B PR "iy»yc 
;y:'-r «run jysoyaaR DO jy^D'o p v o«n 
lyo^aiR iROPTSo n y35yn pR ,nytyp n 
-R-sy-! PMi3l^ O*3 .Dj'bflfpjra pnipa |y;»i 
jimya DO D^RM niv n -iinRiiys OVPJKI 
ftUKBWttWK it IRtt 01K0C T»35»»1iTl 
p fc iyw PR ,iyttfKny33K &Tjm JKCJUMJIJP 
.D1V3DVD "11 PP yO'DRP JynKO'Tp (K 
iyi i'.D nyojnpyo PK wyrtmB IVT (5 
-pyo pK OJin»*riB p<t jy^ RT 5yjwyrwD3'K 
po |IK |R;?"R'D«DK oy-iB nyn pp lycm 
-ny H oyn ivsKny JWOKP frnHD'ip Tjri 
oyo IJ'D tip inyoppa yo'DH? ?ynip 
: jynyp ttfnyiny TIK |y?Ki oyn nn 6 
pp yo'DHP ojyafnyjyo nriK W*U*D R (K 
-RP D&JP3 R (3 JP1B' lO pK DTlOOyO '1 
« m DjyoDr:yii jysRn 5RI PKU yo's 
w KT PK oy inn oiKDf any* ps lyoino 
PK >BJWP DP»n»OH l y i K V1K83 OJ' t tct l 
.DiyDtc pK lyoihoiyD p'M b3yoDa>;yii 
y3KjD*m H .tap*? J"« ii*3 KT PK oy wn 
nin PK jyo^yn w pn SRT yti^ DRp nyryn pp 
.oi*of ijny» PK 33io»v i]n pp o«? DWTO 
-p'oiimiR ivanp ix v ^ y o "lnyt PK Dy) 
3iu3»» *»j«"5«y iin IRB coaim 
.(bnyoBf nwiKP 
•Pin tyayp *m !**B KIK "wypyaaw |yn 
"v -un D^D T O lyo^Kii .jynyii mmnm 
•pno |yoi3 .ojunjn? K jystfn oaypya 
jypK^ ayo comRmya i inna 
L mib PKU |y3#n myi;R o»3 pK iy DO 
•lyban 
DStnow wnjni jyosnya J£IPIPPK n (1 
rtf*l» K jyaya »t ?»m p w w m y t D^R 
DKDWK .D*KPK5 n pp lysy* DKT Tya'K 
•\y3*xs"K ^yn oy" [ypmnyojiR ra »t 
-anya MMKI n jyaRo jfoiy ijfrjpjnpB 
T*VDIU ."nii?t)>P, nftPW*o K IKB jyp 
oyup iypm *nwi JJ?O t« DO DKT DD^H 
y w P»5K TM«IK» H nK3 ly^'ii CKI .OIKH 
Kt^ K iy5y" oyt^n^B Anns PP»WJ K JSO 
iyosnps y5yx»EK n nnp |jnyn iy3y3yj3K 
'-';«3-.lJ ftHKWlBDJiK P« D^ KPK^  »1 |1P 
j'D»u pn oyii oy m en* ,oiyr 
— o-iysoyo pp *iyu w pjwa (2 
o^K^yj *I?K oiyacyo mywiK nw {yo^ K» 
»t O5MH P»VPKIJH n ni aWttna iP5*nP'J 
-p»nR iy?«t ^y?iiH3 H jyii IKSBT ; opnys 
pK iK'XKpaww VOOVD K IV lysmot? P?K 
1^ 3 jyp OKT PK ,yoKp y3>'oy35K y3^n
 K 
oyn ynooni'w nm PK ^KD mny» imi t"i 
D^KPK^ y5w ^KT jyj-n nKBiyn yp«o OK 
_,3 H3 ,^ y3«u,y3nyo3,K nyn pit W»3«KTJS 
\v\\ .pynv JW^IKI njn (KP>pl*mPD iv iy: 
IKT .tyBjtfc w Kfcts ynyiif K KT PK OJ 
1VP iy3'3 r?K ,\yny>* oy jywyo inya DK« 
oyn VIK iy33,in3 pK jysynya RIPO H IVO 
•K> y>K pK Dnyaoyo J^K .pns IVD^MIW 
ODK* D:B'VKP;K31K H jynyx iyno DSR? 
5KPK? ny iy \m D>; PK ,33103*1 p»R pn 
-U)D3>1 yiyi3itya K PK jynyv n ^ i 
iya»iiUK »iw jy^yii oiysoyo n jyn 
KiiE3 y i y lynaMianyp K^OD oy\\ lySi'E 
"'oo'ipy oy inn DIRT .MRTiyp ny-iy IIK 
"yB"DKnDKB„ y3y3y*iDiy3^R ya^ ytK tin 
jya^n oiysoyo H IR ,IDD R PR jySn-wj 
iyt?nyi3'p ,iyn»n R pp o»npya 0*3 ^«3 ^1 
eOKn n„ ,yp'D»n 0"IB» ,*VDKSV .5n*fi» 
..."K^MO ynyoina R |yp'no5»» jyayjjij 
-jyoiraiR y*R lyojiR jyo |yp osyo^nv 
jyawn 5«i ^KPK^ ^y^yl IK
 f|jrpB»MKYiR IVT 
jyo J3«3"x im pa PKTDJKP nyn pK run K 
: IB1R Km n*i« !«nD DKi jy? 
"3"K 3'D1KE p«| iy>jm D?RPR^  H IJM1 (1 
mip »l iy?Ht lyay^ PK IK^B Djh jynn'Div 
yj'iKT n .IK2»"R*DKCK DJHP R ijnana 3^ 
-»nK oy3"R pp iny»fya 5«t JKC'K'DIJC!* 
-»3jm ORii ,?KPH5 iyny* pp tnysoya »w» 
PR 1RE"'R'C»DK nyT JIB DTJODIW V| (2 
TiHtfa o j 'wn yny> pp IJHK .DnKoc •uny 
ojns n pn lyjRr ,5'DJIRP upnoon v* 
iyiK .DnRtac W I K I ny*i IRP yo*oip 
-OH iyiK TIR»3 Q3'«i?n iy3nRT nyi IKE 
-R» |«e»"R'D»DR ivi \\s oiyaoyo n (3 
-5yt D»3 ,nn«' »MW V^K ttfnimyViyw \fi 
•Kirfri &nwm iJnmi oy |im 33-»p»o jva 
D«T .|RtP3yii3Rp iya»5nny»""iw DIV iro * 
iyoH3y5yT *i IIP " i « iyiR " w i * ,t»"n 
.^^"R'DBDK nyi JIB Diyaayo 1 I»T !y?S' 
tPttfKnaR ?R» IRI?'*K*DKBR DJHB »T (4 
: - ; / : . • • 
M' 
jrini • e^o^ya Dim aaio^RiviyD Doayr 
TO Uni .»n»3 iy$y»V3R3*D ,l»TP3n K **1R 
^V3Kry3*lVD3'K n .D'V'Djn R pU V^l'B 
K 1K>IO U11H3in R Tl» I« OV»K 0*13*60 
."IppTRII D3yonR3 DH"5„ EJH ItfM ^Bll 
iWK"iow"3 IW»5MW"R n oyu V ^ ' P V R H 
-Em ojn jvpjn iv w i K ymo yoMVi R 
j?no" D5RDR* n jyjyp, yina'K Dip .o^v 
»» .DTyaoyo &IRV tinn o*tf IWRIC"3 
-*$DJP3]») JPD'VU K VW »V»R W jyaipD 
•»03»3' |tD"RT 1RT »t I»*mi ; D'SPain t»3 
jny» IBD yoio yo'iiya R ,D"pau"5p R \vi 
,03R)W pw »fl /IMB" .Dny3oyo 1»P1D 
itfp pR nyay^p tinyii o*v>Ejn lyiyn oyn 
•IinJMlEnPD jyV3R3 pR D"V 1V1 0'!: PR TM 
pT "IIR! 33«9>R»T»D DDCJf£'P3 POO TPDaiR 
D'DlpB R p»t DPU D» 3'1R pK ".O'StpE R 
n JI»3RD «pwt iruihvwD D.VR tira ey*i 
. W W pR npojna lyaiio 
.D^ MpK> 5#K JIB 
iv 5RI DRII IR^B »„ lysyn oiyn .a .o iy« 
-ayoy^y y^ R PR D5RPR5> y$R jy5yoE*3piyiB 
-j'K DVT jyan pR D3yt3D"aiy OBn ":yo 
-j»te DR» ysRTD »1 .aato^v "«n po O'RH 
oy m m*n : PR paRnya I«i p« 1*1 oiyo 
yamyenyB ynoona'R Tin pR RT IPJ"J 
oa^en 'Tym >RPB> nyny pR Dys?D3jn3 
TITIR » « i IIR y i pa "i»3 ^RT OSRTO TWRS 
.oiysoyb y33Ro ipftro .jyDmyoa'R inn<R 
•RB„ jyans'R IR o*o ocopaya n««t OKII 
H IR ipa"o IPDD'R .Srvopi "iPtr'ORno 
linyn:«ya *u»n IKD aupa B*a oino aawv 
K-»O OBH ny *Ro^ n ^RHIR y^^ 3R |«p .^RP«^ 
.pn O'J R^T |yP D^ RH3'R Oyi R^E 
SaPtM^ Q? .3*D3'T ^ 1M? PR DM1 lyss 
o*a D»& i«*av y»no pR yoia jyc-si 
-Bui* - D*3 y35ym CD y t lyasiDQ'iR 
^yaRpyaiyoa'R isn p»t .iyp»TP3 ys-D^'a 
DO >RPR5 jysJyii JIB ,DTy3oyo y^ R ww 
"iRn "i .lyomyorK y3?ytn pR W"K ,t'R 
•3>K nyn pa J r v n y r t R ,iy?n'D jyc 
lyvaRa iin po ,eo"n ORT fivittvvroto 
linM»3RaiR iv anayb^RD i'R .s-mys^yo 
iyoiRT «| .ynODna'R im pR ^RD jyiy 
-is >T IWUD'IR *n DB^ yn oy *fl ; Da>;-*R 
,DD"H DRT ,PimV OB'W Djn.TUB 1«^VRP.*B3 
lis oanu Tin pe ^ny» DRII tyaipys ix 
J3"31R -ur*n 
yau R inyt RI^K i'R aan^a ya^oys^K 
"(PI31K I'R ^RIDB'in H DO *iy3R PR Dy ."RT 
Si njn »tt DpaiB JIR .D^S-.R DaR'VRioR^s 
D«X yooina p»i jy3ya3R no iR-:DDByr 
-ya pn lycno ' iR pR unyoyao'iR «I'IR 
D»3 -a5RDny p*P iy ;PP tnmaR *"ii ,DBW 
-oyo jnn*R IIR IROT n jyciRi vrs .jyasn 
yaiysy PR D'*V yoD^o n iy3yasR DTPS 
PR jyaaiaanys DD'-SIR n jyiyDysovR ^",R 
TyT PD D17B3"R )1R D3RD H jyD'nSD'lR 
5s DTIP RT^R T I jya'D'ia v a -is^ VRPaRaiR 
DRT pR ,T»W Dyi jyayn 33nny^pE'iR 
pc JR31R Ty^yvDR nya'V3"R i n DRII i'R 
tyaton wxov *nxi ^yaRcyaTyas^ R TJH 
> I R i*R 
.33^«s njn po lyeDBp *i 
»njm iy;j<aTR y?RpRf» n po ]yoDRp n 
onyaaya turn D>aaya *i p& acinya DVR 
D^RPB^ wtev i'R ri^3 nysR .iySisv 
«nRn jya DRII .ooays ya^ RT n jya ofnsv 
-KtWiyo^R. iin JID oiysays JT5R m
 rp« 
TR i n s ,D»33yB RnoDpy n jy^ nRV jy>Ri 5ya 
IV RD'Byp iyB pR Di>RPR^  n I'R DVT >T 
,jjny« eiysynpa jy^Ri ?y3RK,y3"\yDa,R iyr 
pBiy3R3D»lR n «P1K iy*RDD R^ 'DO plP CUV. 
m r r Tins jyaaiD^v ys^oaysim ^roia <*w 
-33y 
- » D .lyrPTHin 
«pl? in pr&oMp *iiHn M»yin ynjnaR pM 3:^ 
swn R IR^RT naynio T>3 Dijnain DSR :ID 
-3iO"v H jyo^R" oayappiyjya you lycaiR 
|-.R .jyaoRp n pB 5"& yo'na R DPinya jya 
•D>IR PR unyoynaTyD osypya **\ DfWiflfe 
.t5"V IV D"V I'D 
D*RD3y!>R PR I1HR3 iy^ yV3R3»D 
["IR bOW R^11 R IR^RT 600 Yiy IR .RT ]' 
TyE iyp nD33n yiyn .Doaps Rioopy n pa 
.*W^i 750 nyiR 700 P3 lynyii oiyoiria 
^R'VRlORaiR Ijn pO DplRll D1H 0*0 pR 
.iyom3 V>R iy*yii no33n n ow 
-ya *i nyi^R ,jyo"v yotny n 
pR Dy3"R PR fc"VK pR oys^R .jy^ts 
ypm .s,,3y>?RO,R PR c ^ 
SI'' > ^ § & % ^ 
- -. 
PR IWDD^BP'13'D nV&JJJO PD P*J8^3'DB 
~DBB yoaBPiyo ijnyii iinvJtpvtfBiim w n 
^TiyDfcU,, VJyOB^ W ^D3>D»0W |W ,1VDB'1 
,tye»3B5 D"D in ipttf&n jy^ BDnRT nya 
ono nn 033*n2 nonfo ts ,p38ty3 ly'nsB 
-psyi yoDpviRnc n v w HioonnyD pR 
• « » V D pR vat 
lyas^ BS^ DB n iv jyiB^iyan* $mi i 
-nip nyn ps [ynyv jyp jyo DBM DI 
•jnyoi'M I*D *wi .aau"eny nyayo^yt nya 
i'K nyafcm ,I5B:BIPVO MDJTI PR ip DVD 
~IR lyn IID ny-inm iyn .aas* tvin$» jynya 
-»n .oayoB^KB ]w^av PR "D^BB lyo^a 
Tt'K iyT pa «B:DMB cyn ivv« lyoanaR- ya 
•linyii IX OTO** noiim i w n nonSs IJH'D 
-Day ,B"t3D>!0'Dy9 pn iv ]y3"P «t Dan JIB 
.noB DPJ'H p^ Diy B T I « -was- »» tyo^Bn 
5ip3"p i^BJBnpya PB nypnyDD'n p-p 
•ya ,|yo5»p cyi po B»D B im ny .iP»ya o'a 
nyo"3iK pB .iyi;yh3y iyc"3B* .lyoayayi 
Ton nn*K iyn oay^ D n:»?aay pR iyi"ip 
D^BH D«n ]»D iya'V3"8 opn IKD jpD^Bn 
8 pB inyo'iR pa lytaoo'D tin pn taaypya 
.D\nyDD»3<o IPCDD^B'YBO 
T» ^Baijnpyo DPJ»H 5a DIIP 
38TP3 JIB .y'DBCB^BH yp*f> 
nyo Dpy-in own ,'ina mmny p'n yoBn 
n w n y |yn .nortfo ya-os'K n DSBHW 
EBP cm nas^aay bnprnKD D*3 ohjn 'J^a 
pB na«5Dn D»D i3ia tyan'naicts- 8 O'D 
•V3 paBJ taaypya DVR ^n n DB»I .VHpamc 
"KDIP^n P* nw"« pc jpnyos» "pftwna 
IV BBBT'B Dip »jna .5«1D' 
-yoj'K h pB PB .isnyaitf yoapDBiwa «i» 
nyc iy o«n 5BD»B8P PB I«TD pB iyojn 
-oitftrw ,!PE"D8Bom I'D^O •n&w yoin 
*ya IIB i3B5on DyaiiBB'nyiBQBD .oyaiiB^ 
pM D"n"iB lypnnyoaiB IBV DPI \yofyn 
jpiiya »*B DBT T8 .WllBnjri38 PR IIMDIM 
ajn3*a^ys 5i»n r38a ou .ya'^TDBasw JB 
nBJ ,IPOD*58»X¥O n D38»ya *>B^  D*3 p»«n 
-*nrt n ni !P33iD"v y?Biy2*f« ya^yiB I ^ R 
m DV»R . "DM »5i»i„ PR "^yp^RiP *> 
IR pn D'o /ma -nRinu i« '.oniB n*i 
« ipnya jyonR ip t»R ,P^D^BB yc*H3P^ 
pR lyiaymo IPEBCPJ "UTIPB lyapuaicj 
•PDB JIB 138^ 33P pB JPOD B^'YBD npi:pi».D 
•^^IDBB yc*5a3y ijnsiipa jy3"j "i ~ g -^, 
-ysonR ottn nonfo »n iyi*'B iinnic IK: 
->D»3B p'R i*R jyo^Bnys jyasn *M .jyayu 
jy^Bn »n ."inBoya y w i , n ipayj jin 
-i?D"T D^BB D8 .08 ' " jpnytys ansyor 
\w%$3w iyonjnsuyaaB DJn C,>*1K l« ";*> 
D»V IV D"V pc i»3ip »? Spirit 
PR JP331D"V PC'DD^BD'BBP »1 pB t-p^j 
noio aanyom "iyT jyayaysiv ^ D D \n$\ 
PR iyn*iTD3ynp y a tyn3 iv CIBIIP JIK 
D^V nys^yi njn pR .ip^B;yDiK n iy^c:» 
lyoayo^BCBP vv 5 B ^ " P HWU1^ ow 
PR ty'i5B38ipyo .I'n-iBn i»»p DSBoya oi3 
»n jw«t 33ia"D pn on* .iya3"njK ITIVM 
•pniv IP38H D»n ya»ap> n lynya lyccn 
jyoD^B'VBD n pa oyiasiB cyn jyta^yj 
-B-ipyo ,Hi8n TIT'P (W"l ov'R .naB a^ip i'K 
-P30>IB n onan TV"* po J^yc pB i*»; 
-y:^vi5Biiin pR i»?Bpnm yooayDijiBr 
lya'oan QVI PinR ^>t "» jy^pDtj' DVB .;pn 
.DpaiBn3BD»? !P*838,V8:iyurK 
inRcn D«n ips^Tinipnyo IBJ P « "38i 
-'DD'f'BD'BBP 8 I'B P^DDU'O 1JH .Dn'13 
."ltaitro. i n
 f"D83P3yiw njn ,33nynin ipr 
oap^ D iRo*ia»n ni /nponpmyanya'B, tin 
iy3*yn ,oann3 in«u»n ; ivon npon* on'tt 
~383 pn lmv^yD D8np3 pic c'notfs o»n 
330yi1P3 iPD"3nR IJrt D'D P'DBB '^D Pi" 
DJina iriBtrn iwnip njn — CI^B'VBO \'.* 
B D'o y^ yeK- nyoo^'D pn ovasnm DBP 
nil ty ^ m /in** B $25,000 IIB D^ Rnya 
TB D3'tfa "W ?M« JDR'IDRB "ituwii . P'P 
n pB D^ a non^o p w y x n onn^ D iaR>33? 
•jnyD3'R n pR nva , ^ * B PB lyDjnyoa'B 
•DB?P iye"DD^BD'B8P pB !PD 
-onnya nyn ,^n8o JTWB'n iy3"*aDDin -
IBB ,*iyp>DHp Ty»n«DD*n PR D8"IPD^ 1PD 
D»3 D1811 "IJH38 |"P DIP I83t3"n jycP" 
DI8PTPB ^ 8 3 nB38» — *PP13V„ Ml OB^ PJ 
npn D*D D*a DD*DC IP ^ m ,uny»an *i 
I»R '&nBO .n^R .P'D'58B "iyBMDD>?8D'S«? 
8 iRJ ,]Pnya o»a DO^B*V8D; p»p ?BOJ**P 
-ya y^p 'oca yanip ' i .5»pnin ny'oi?B 
P3'D1B3PTP'CnPD ,y3l!P « B IP'"" 
f • 
-
•ja W IV»ID yte'vyao f»M jy5jm oy nm 
.oyn Tyo"3nn yjya^py: (5 
pptfnm'K |IK iy*p»oiK y5y*yyBD (6 
•an PR Was »iay»yn nyD"anR iyn nys'R 
• 
po iwv'icw ,BTD3 33iai»iya j u w T*ID 
."VS'nr MynyryHR .yooiMiwa 
;K'.I |yaKT yB»nKTPD»5 njn« iy»trm (7 
•Kpm 5jPxyao oyii yo*cRp ^yiwo'iv 1 
.jjnnayo 
Of .$WM D'3 t'R JK^ B TMMK1 1VT 
Tjra« p r n ^'K jjia«o yoK'.TiB pna PR 
!y?yot?3jnynmv jyp |R5B RIH inyay33iR TK 
.D^RPR^ yf>K PR i"it j pa oytPDjma yJ* 
-yoya- K D«H nyty$ n pa nyvo'K b*w 
"wimi oayoiw D'T^„ i n oyn JR5S iin 
j'DaMi T»R J»»TB 'T .rR^s lyaysaR lyan 
•uy: nn»K Jw jya TK D3ymyc PR 3i3ya 
.jynirrariK o»na pR 
-i*P ptfyraii am |pavj atfwo R rysRr 
-on* o>31«3 imjm Ottawa n ni 33*5 *w 
•"5ya iy oansK Tin D'o i«t ama-opnya 
•tnyii oiynyjo'w aaia**o m r *n»n jyipi 
.IP^'ii iyc3ira a-ayii iny» owi T»R mv »i 
PR TinyD n iyonya it o"V jyaip TJHR 
ViK iyp3«ny3 jny»t lyayicnu. JTM Ta*n 
nyi lyajrn .-no R PR P^RO K a*s nysKB 
"iya oy .^ yawn D'a mia i"p ny3"p »r»io 
•yn oyem"B toss yD'iiys R TK 3»I onytM? 
-cyo pc njma TRB tyayayaiK «nyn jy* 
.cnya 
-K3 |S5jni Dyrn>'B foRy ycran R (3 
v n o y^yyea IKD jmyii lyayaw y*\>o 
. w - p o cojjna tmr pD UNHID 
-3R «*W pK p'T jy^Rt D^y^Kcny H (4 
I'IKD oJyHKOHy yj"oy3^« ,iyaaif"*no 
imy 1KB D^yiKony y^ KPK^  jm Waa T«TD 
,eD".i nip) ^KPK^ "unit Tne pe tro:ina 
? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
-I380ET lytoK^jfKnytMiH Q'WDn CVT SJ'IH, ivnyoff nynoinnyfi VBIBJ 
liia nya^TBBMw IJJT - i'?Ka*np$jB vcyn ITS aa^Ty'tsv xrcrttft n - .opiw 
P^BJ,T 
oa«TWD iya"i PR ,D3yos^i»B PR umha 
iyc»' 0^8 utoD^8P*rro n pc lyiHiiy; 
jpj»I' «i _ -pjsi, lyo^anR oiv nynom 
;my38,v^8»jn ya»»an n lyiwuys oyic 
iP3*u lyoD^spna^D *1 pc vtyb najnnjm 
. "cwj^n , y'biirB un»»ya i$x? nwm 
o*e ">jn»3„ lyns* JIR iyD»*io8B yoa^piyD 
•yVa ts^yii ytnnypiyD 8 — "! iyi?0'H n 
•jya 
-«P y3i«o DasnaysD^R E3«rf .non^o n 
-«D Tin ,]80i3*'n .iyt3DBio38P PR IJnrJ 
•tsBipifojri a«»vifD Tyc^33y i n pe iyo 
-'la pu D»D Dijn lya^mi ,niRBCt3y>a iw 
.K Pi 
• 
n s n S n y3i33 3au?;rny ya^Tviiini 
•yoB» yayasmy n CK iyoo^K^y»D n PR 
PR ;i3«^33y PR tveo^'yvo n pa Mi> 
t»«n iyo yajjni ,yo3'oy:y3 n oy (ya" 
iyT8 "yj'-nyoKii. TRD jyt^snya -vyr-i 
ny»P 'ii jyoRsya ya^y»8 .|jm*CRiiiyD38P 
-^yii ,ynyi3R PK n?R3«npKO nam ,*rm 
•jmiuo n D'a DTnoRBD'.o UCR :ya«n ya 
•P3 a»a pra«i jiR .p'DWiys TWVW IID iyv 
.DPTRD 2-IBP pa iya»n38 y33*nop i»p jyn 
-^8B nsn^a iyT pa iy33ys OVR \m") — 
ya5yn ,«i j a n y a n TyB»>aa» nm po P'o 
•m ly^RTya^ iyn »^o iyo*DC tsa* lysy^a 
' 
%•£ 
.yDDTMirvpBvi n jyaanyw W«IIB>D *I 
5«!3jn i»tK^v w yuvy5 n pn |y>jw »n 
-BID yjnpB1 H iy « i n i»n pK ty? VKW 
tB isw ;yj*r DKH u»OTjra^n*uw *i |io p»» 
nortfo pwn its ;nor,5o yovy? n PK DBT 
DIJT lyornyo BBBVK PK BVWDIK mm 
iya»My3 ijn iyti TB ; ftronw vcnvm&'a 
pnyit tsyDD^iyc mm mnyoma'o-Dsynp 
-JB as*** nyT i'B ^yaoyu'DipnynD "tfn mm 
-3"K yooiB B >'5B PK D«i .jywyfc ptt'Vi 
ya>mPB n TB iyan5a jyo ;PP TKW jartf'a 
WDijBDjn y»a B pD annjB Tin t'K nortfo 
y^a; jypjnt? »"3; BBBVK PK ys'CDB'tfBD 
PK innKBya y»a ; ay^nHBS; y*1: ; niK:t* 
B pD anna* nyi PK ay .tywnaoiyB y»a 
-iB3 'DBiPBoyT nBD "11*3 tw ,B"Y y-iyBD:>B 
.IB'VBp^ni'x nyv3B3 iyi "IKE ypso 
*iyt3iK 1KB jmnifcpiv tyDB r te VDK*,, 
B iy3BD iffp IPD hi lynyt vo*? pK P*BB 
.P^33IK lytyn *,v HID 
w p .BBBI^K p« D3BQ ynaytnyn n jin 
"W tjn .jyaama'HK ao naifcs ww p« JR 
•w«na pB ovaviB oy o«n i«y*8BB3-Tyap 
-yn mo PB I 3 8 ^ a " i .iKBijn &>?I«XK 
Vfoaya»K iBBnjn PB aaspya ata DPBE ;jn 
-ynaya a*a *iaaBP os'in "VPK BIPK n D$I 
.*U8?an ivays j« 
IX 31393 P1BDI? pn |B"t W> 1)Vfo\\ 
oyn n .iymn y^ B PB i:8$aay w in ipcnyj 
T K ]yi?BIOD ayn n ; jytB pK tnsnrutnM 
.linyii »B"iwi3K ojm jy*D"iya .B3*a p« tjm 
nyoDyB i«3 jyo^sn iypo i n ayn I;B5;;B 
n <11D *3 HID PK DK11 ,IKEK> O'O tycgllV 
VB"V.B^D-IBB n .innt IKB insEya yocyi: 
T35yii ytfniBto.B PB vvvx *i •manm 
pw .iyay> 6y^3 iyoipya oyn .DBBtmm 
t3»nj?j BI\D PK oy jyii eijn BBBI^K 3*W 
oy oyii ,un83iB3 JIB 5KB38 D»"J « TBC 
Djypya O?B^I ivo 3'iK ,DPIW?D38B nyn pn 
D5B» 33iayiiy3 ye*mB^ D3BB n iyDBiip;« 
jw»n i in"5 .jysBn iv mio Dijit ijniys c ; 
si FIDDTIJK ijnsiK rs uatTDgB 
B C)MK "|M DP^ll DJJ — -IV^V^'n VpD»piyCD |W |y^03»0 ypDt3B17»D ,yajjj? 
tyvpjKjny DtymwapyDtiBD nyi'M-iaoy n .Kpnyotrm BJ^K aaiaBBn 
D38^V p.B | y : P 8 J18 'DiB^^'DBDB |1D JBB^B'DBDB J8 
-n .8 pa 
pn m$n n n w ytyn IID iira^ne nyi 
-y3 Miyp"iBit -biK3 Dn»>. .aw DDU'IK oyi 
-;K^ PB ysKia *ijn PK *K ipsa K pn OEHB 
-BID nyn yat33 n< ,DDypycn yxiip iynK ya 
,!« .IBI»D lyDsy^s' nytB !W5« M pa ya 
PK ntK^aa w»n TB DMIK iny© r^ K in B3»x 
iya"t DDypyem n -omanaya ma jynya 
»T 03"-!. jyo — IIK yjaB^ oayoo^D ypsa 
oy jyn ,OIPK t« ,i»an53 "mm oyn PK 
PK DP'.K^P "3 ^ tnyac PK n>3 D « PK 
-JH3K PK DOl'DDKP
 fO»orn 
t>io tK jyaKbiyi i n \v5v\\ iyty^ n 
-niya pK jyo o^n pmv lybBa^a wmnw 
CBT D t^y cyT lypirwaB bBnsya lymv r= 
,D3yotjny ,iy-iyii WJ*Kn oyii iKt»o ir* 
K T . P pB yaK^ D Tin nya'K ^yoic nyi ay^vs 
- " P V fcoypytrn yaaB^ nyn« ooypyn" 
cnwi .KBBV'K pK non^o nyi lyan* ,DJCC 
cyay »«a ly^yti w n jy^ Kt jycayo vo:»t 
cntj i n 8i ma PK VISBP iBBn n jyJycr 
-aiiys K >n iy3Bn onrn ID .iinnyjony iv 
-ayo ytyuB m lypipivt iv iy3»3yanyE ijnr 
.nsn n a? in jyoy jvr 
• 
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•JJ !P«W P$*B DRI B5RM .pnyiv ByBD'3 
ojm ,BV*R own tmnb -PB m iyaB .Btoya 
jjn'^ px iVB^cnvc i"i ftftjs ya^iR DRI 
...3385 m m 
jrrnyo'^B i"« iwmy>3i» iir^ jni TO» 
Tp |P2yYl TD pR (l3R^I?B"l) }PB81PRBM8 
-43 jjtt BBH BB .(I3R5DII) jnjnaws pK»w 
-JMPB jnpis'.K ps U « » R »8 Bfayvnyi o«n 
8 iv apiyaya BRH lycoya-iya^a yap 
-?8n3Rr »yii nartfa % : Dn:y3?»D 13'iB 
i3»5on i»5jm iyBB3ip 18 —nn«» *m iyo 
H pR i38^>B"i jyay3 iPDBayp n;»53jy PR 
p« ISB^CB'H lv^yn iyaB383 18 PIPIJB 
PR DRI ."ISB^DII \vm lypBayp IJVSUSI 
•U38 .[yanaiya'R JIK CBBBBII DRiiay 
.pM vfcya inyt JPP ^BT BIB 
4ynmtfa B*3 JBIR owa IBP I385:TB*H„ 
pK i?w v« >ys38a po iinyn aayMya ayii n 
1'BMR IJWM >R» M !Pii IRSRI ,HBM3 iy33in 
PR »V:83'B pR C'^ RIRB ....I^ PEBaB *^.? 
.»i5aa VPR pn y ^ y ayii DRI PR W H ? M 
T ivaff't ayu ypnyii ivpi B3inD ,p3. 
*):y lyp vh 5'Mi ; yaaya yB3,3,,RiyD »i a»3 
iya*$DH|PJ"BPJ B iy2B^ 1385D11 P* "»B* 
•RT3WDMR BBH nanto m y i " R ^83 ?3PM 
n I^H fynyt iyaMnp338 pip *yo BBH jya 
•iv jpaRn (138&33P) v a IB "lyBwyo yaMn„ 
rutiny IR3B» .njB^ DV) .IRB tRnayj 5yc 
rsp n t y iB^cnR *RB B30»R BR.I *yi> 
D3"vy3 BRH DRM ,i»5oti iv yaua «jr pE 
D»M1 IV ]V3"» VB !8 ; V* 0"3 3313»0 pM IB 
-lyaBiPiPD 
.iPipu a i m y n y ayn "OB*IS>B'H 3 ' W . 
ifi typ i38?33y ? imm) lya^rny ayn nyn 
"iiyj n pr? Djyoo"© -iyi'iiya BSU i»;yn 
•amp jy?yn DBn D»»3I#BP. " t n i w B iy3 
ay« ^*np3RiB -lyBDB? jnn»R ;yD«a v i 
Dy^ B^BP » n r « w B ;y3Miy3 iD3"^aDyi 
Mm, n .iy33nyaB "^DB>5y VIH TICCR PR 
yam. B lysjB^ipD^^ ntrcR JIR y^  ICCR 
.iyiRB-1.TR 1RD 1^3 
.eny*i3B r383 -1P3B r'R iJBten a>aB 
-ip^ B ,ynBanyo prftm ^MR ayii ISB^DII 
P'MBtPnyiBaRO IJTR DBM PR ip'y I P I 
"D'Diyp'^a in»R ..jyiyn acnoy^sB ayii 




PR ,i3B*33y iPPiBBsnyc PR iinyDn3iyc 
-,y a^n.B'onin is B-iya*py3 B'3 BBH an-R 
-ya3'R n ijpvom fOrmaj njn as^ BDycya 
[y2BH yVBT '^lVV pR DP13B">B P-D IPDin 
•yii ^BI "T3B*an ps aasa H :B aiyiBcya 
•.iy3Biip Bn 
/ n u n WP iiK n^83Bipya I'njya ,p3 
renJa iy i pD IPSBHIR *I PD aiyi jya jyii 
P»B*>»B pL-"i:y^ DMR n nyna ,i38^3y t»R 
*n 3H&ic 5y»c 'us ap3*!B /jn3 nRiny p.c 
-Ba^'a iypB"njnB ,-iyp'p ipra^H nyi 
(i3B^y jyp'iiv 33«u»mw> . H jswin 
"B* PR 138?33y pR ,1310011 PR ""1P3R1D 
JPD8B iv ijRpro'H iyaynays a«n ,JRB 
-I^O in'R ip:y£8P5sc IIR lypiBBtr r^s 
.J'CBD lya 
-3;y-p>TK lyoan^iys iy i ,«I>RH BMDI5 
,P'B'^BS ypnsy^D^iR isa^R ipa^ic Ttm»»5 
IRE 1B3 B8-1 ,i;83B'lV Opl *UW 3H3yBMl 
\ywp no oy is ,B3Bty3 niR*23 ;jnnR* "iiv 
.R2((i"R t'R iR3-ai?a jys-av'R art 
DB» >** "aipi ^BI yao^Tvupiyo n 
ly .aD'^ BBjyB'Bsyo p«p a*3 t^ R I^B3BIPPO 
Cyi JIB 1R ,P3R1P3 DPI pD BP'V03y B*3 T>R 
-pi3 B "83 ipaipciiR tsyn p»S6w lyonu 
-lyai'D Bis po ~R3 as'imya'R ,wi iinyo 
3ijy3 a^s t*R iy .lyiy^i MI P»^33IR \m$ 
iya?"ii ^yo'2B inyt iv 3i3y3 ijnnBiny pR 
•3"i3 ayii nan^a n ts
 rVW$* DRII n pu 
•RV'R PR lyaBBBC PB3^3"RiyD, B IV JP3 
"38 yiy"» PR 'THjn i y p ,i^B38ipya ."BB 
ya3'3"RiPD„ 8 iP^yn iyip3 ipa^wii iy33".l 
iyi8 ,"R3B1"R PC IPDSBBr yP'BD^8*SRB 
-'BD'&PVBD., H in8 "paa»3"RiynB 
myi D C W W *IIK 18J IV3"» "un"? 
Bay? P^ RB OR! .ItfDD t^fPl^ M H^RV P31 
.iyo5B^ya*B po typ3»iy3 *i pi; ^ B 
•yapBiBa my: yau^R «i iy*:ny3 i»a 
"'BIB IR D'l^ 83BTppa pC IP^ PBC y'p 
."^8P P"1**' W« ^ PK lyap'tny PR CBU 
D8H PR BW .182B,,1Bt^ ya31R PR p»3R^  PM 
•P3Bia PR i38?3jy »B .njya iyi naa a3Rt iy 
-*'R ;y"iDy2 nan^a ipa'BVR ipi pR ^i»i 
:B3Rt iy .^R' lywiyo'^a c/j» SSRI 
vcnya^'a n n»3>nyo jy^»i v o imi. 
-iyo IPBIRI «t MI iBiR «t8 <IMR jyaBBFiyn 
P R , " l ip'nspo . R P H P O R -jysRo *i03 ]PX3R3 
"POP tt 313VJ H*n {IK 313P3 31*P .313P3 DM13 
pR PR D3>,P Off Ml PR .DP1RO P3P3"R ]P^ 
^lnpD iposnp Tin IPIRHP3 03R0P3 R3RP»E* 
1MB R TIOR PR PR OR11 DTlpD R «|MR 
,p»5« O*MI irvR DRII — np™ .ippin 
R JPUP3 RSRp'C pR PR OR3RO IVDSP* 
R 03"SP3 01R1 IPD D»H ,33l5pOP DMR 5"BD 
*IR»B PEnpjpo R ipSpvti tm DHU O V I P D 
"US PR DR11 ,D«PM«ir"1W 01R1 R
 r|PtMJl 
P3 D V I P D n 0Rn jpo .133 p 'R OIRB pR 
O'D'D PDM1P3 R ,M"lB R 183 ,D3"XP3 1R3 
D'D'D .DR3 pR ]P3K1Dp3 T."PK Dtp l«D3RK*n 
n D-inp5piy p ^ R ipn3K3 DRH jRDSRtyn 
1P3MR1 IPn pB Ma31D"iP3 0?V11„ PDM13 
n P U P i p n pR OR ,"QV1PD-0"P3*3"R-"1W„ 
pa iposiH p.K caynjo *?3p own DTlpO n 
,BVlpO H PR 1PPM1 T? BV'» in»K 2'1R .2R1R j 
^BO3*'K I*.M EJjn&B ^joa»R BICI eVjjByspnRB 
IjnysjnpijranR BBIRI in '« i jn I?3R .iy=Ji« 
B3-J1RB DJH JS^JtSplM W R CIU3 IRplKB K 
PR .BiJTfRB I'O'O 1P031R ojn 1 » IffBilR l '0 'O 
,|M»-iyi03RO ijfj»Bsn R MI OMR enyi in 'R 
B3"t "IJTORO . ] ? P i n 1RR1 jr t j 'RI ,p'nDR 1R PR 
y a n m 11 Ban urtjpnDi* B'3 r^R i(j3 in 'R 
SSRDJU tlM t»R pR DBJJpRB Ipifi W3«J ETipD 
oaiRp'BjB
 # t p r n n 1JJ031R p<? E«3 i p m jyo !R 
.oyBMiotr r>jn!« ir>« 
pR D^RB HR W E ' D O3PO0'DR n p l 
TP3MR1 "Un 1RB D*1PDD";P3 Dlt?B PR R3RP 
lP3,u RSKP'S? pR -IPPW p'o y* .DVIPD 
P3MRT n |P3"I ,D"?D*}RD |P'HD RT 
PR -IPDK1P3 m " t 1RB IPPin TP1B DDV1PD 
1»7H3 *JMP R 1P3PP » | IP^Pll 133 PO DPI 
.P?3 '11 5P3P 
-TP 'D3RD3NE*n 'D'D'D SHSPipnD'lR 
PDiDPB p'D fcnwi R^ D«n 33nnp?p 
>1R ,TP t33Rt >»11 J3DPnDHy33R *lpD3»5 
PR IP^BP-PDVR pR Jp5BP;pni<D niRT IPO 
"3"R n .P0R>3 p*P 0*3 DPBP ilETpO n ^RT 
-jm m»iPO 1P(PH PR DRll -tRJ PK fftt P3'X 
1p IPBR-n ]1R 1PDM? 1P3PP IPM1D H JP5 
IP^SI 1P3«11 1R 1R11 0'3 1R« IR^ lirDpT3 
"PHP3 !P>nU H TP3R ."jpr'vi n PK limy,, 
"P3 MI ,pR nppnRor I H R ' R DRII onp« J,»J 
"PO HRD B'ma**^, ROORO TH'R PR ,O0Uffi 
-»PP .^RIRO PR 0»,13"53 ' / I P m a IW 15J 
.D3P3>jJI>1j;D jnPIJK pKTji 
^"ii , IPDK5C O'j ipjpp IPOD'O'Dys H 
->!!>: 0"H3»^3 P13PD1P H tR R11D ]p3»n "t 
-R3 n ipnpDpi3iPD opii Tpoappippa n |in? 
t»»v» n pD D"p3»>njnD punvna^p ps^^a 
"RIB P f >OD'0'DPB 1P"1 IS mo R 1P3K2 pH 
PD^nPID 1R IP3P? PR J?3 R PK DP .JSTK 
,"iP3Po P3*5p>i»3 pR yjjnynBix ;y3Ko jpnic 
•'DD'D'DBR IK pR TPlS'p pS^nplD .PIJIIH 
-3R npT 110 iyOD>D'OBK ^ . ^ 3 3 PDC(T1 7T 
,D3R3"3 ]1R 3«0»3 ,&$ jyOSRID 0" ! TpTJTI 
»3»?P»?J P3MRT H OR IPIpDJPnyjipi IV 'H 
.0"JT 
-RD>:R np5o3pn ipmo n DRII DRT ny:« 
,DpnRPO 0^0 I I W D D M R 0 0 ]P3yp P1«0 
.pp'OpRns O'o D>IR jyoDnRo >T ana*a 
IPJ3»13 ^Rt IPD IP11 DR1 ,IP3"0 " t IR D*» 
,TP3«3Pii npnw inpo ,33n»^P PR o»n3"h 
"3"R IM p'5R VI I1D 5R1RO n pit? Dtll 
D»fc3 P5* 1MR PPRD "1 IP0"31R .IP J^Wr 
.IPa^PVWPD IS 5BPTR IP3MR1 CP 
!yiKHP3 03R01P1 TpnnD p w PR DP 
IRD yiKo nyi PK P ' I R I*R oy pnRW MI 
•'«• PPDORl^RD Ml DplR^p IP3R1D IX |P»VH 
-RPIPPD pR IPPR1RP Ml IP^PD'H pK pfo] 
' i Ml DMR ipnpi ^y^oD'Mi n ^MK ,;CD 
PD n MI iy3^pp n .tprnaiD PPDTX*C« 
•MH Ml ny'i? DOIMPQ n .JPDRT3 P3'D"X"KS: 
1PT PR IP1K11P3 PR niRB l^'ER pR ,T 
.DyiJRIB IP3R0 ^P>1"a P"5Pt31R ,« ' .PIIP 
tM ,R13D R PR DP .niRB " 3 pW lyO^Rn "I 
"DHRO H VW .T1P3 pM oyil POD3y3 Dip 
PP11B 1P3R np3 ^ R .JP3M^3 IV )'^8 PH |P0 
TPIR DD1MpDw ,PR piRIEJ n — 0P3JB Jtt 
pD 0P31B ^PD'O "1P1 DS'R PR R3RP'P 
MIR .DP1KO JPM1D IS 31VP3 pR D^Pll I T 
5P3RCP3 n po i jnn 'B ^ IP3RT D3PDDr:p« 
•JP PD IRVR'DRDR D*lPP"ODim ]1R D»1"> 
• • I • . • . . 
• 
.iyp-iK,n n j y m « a D H « ^ i j n 32 
-i;2U3iH osnpnya J*R 1RJ s*n iSR? D'3 ft »•: S"DD iyj^ DW r^K US3 V TJT7KT /ytfivft) PI 
lli*D ijn -="-iK7i ty» ='3 =*« 170 tin ,a'-n IKB "pn ayi v» ;yo**% PBm nr&vnf^B 
pjnis K
 p1Mt3 ,IH j'najtt *^ ! ppi yyiip 
•tWK irtyui* K IPMIB n e»a ^poypppn 
IK PC IMK3 ,TM**tW K ,IffP DB IK ; jnffT 
JlTtfQ KPP * B2K2 yoto 
5fi?B3 0*3 K1 "I CO H»t ?*H T * .Mpll 
i p ' n J P D W o»mpo3iiM sp* ™* t ^ T .pn 
n IK ppso Tftttto .p»*:ynpB JPP 'BKW^B 
-yiypipu HV TPIMI 3'ijp^pn ,Dp3«3 po$s 
n IPSK ; ooppypn yviip ^i IITIPIKB jp5 
! JP>D«0 " 3 D<3 — -^tfttwfl pK l!tfl»D P3;i' 
PPDQKI^KP yjjN^ ]yc"i33B ;ira ira «i IKE 
•M ypVKitfP iyiK PPOKPIPPD pK ]y?0JKc 
Yin ypKD IP3«n iv^jra'n V33KO ; v f t r e 
IJD'D PK imjTBB D'D
 (D3)ntfB JIB DPPP81 
DIPP>»PK:KM MI D*J5 .y;tr»D K ni sap 
P 3 ' T W * B I 35 H nao ,tpi»oiKftin OIBDC 
n PB *po;nps |"J IPEMP .IPMIE IKE DOID 
.ppi PUKS* D»D SOPD I * J DiyoKooBp 
IPCKIK^B PJMKI »i v o jpoip oawna'K 
DKII ,tpp:yb yp>p3yiB-ote W r MI I B B 
•ny *i ;IM onw pi H IK r?« i w JP3M?} 
DIP p»p "1 *IMK jP3Bi JPOPKE .onppp 
IK cpjtrj I?D .ipannyii* Bplf "WW " " =¥-i 
jj'TSjtfp'O R JjS'lmR V* =?» b»3ia C;' »1 IR; 
•ptfjm I'M aTBff »»3 IPt&WBi =-» can , ' i 'a 
-37 n iRfi ERnyj »oie in««-"n e*n i?a ,pn* 
;-?=- n \yzin iwipi pie ^"oo pit ijwanjn 
r^i O'am m» »i i»: .seMp^j ='a ypMii p'p 
.isyn n pe l j c n =:r» ITO 
jy;ni ,iyo cant ,on«DD lypnw' ni rt 
cp J / IKK« pK ipoipya n i p .n-'iB *«K ,IMC 
ijfosy? Tyn pa DOVP 1*K DDIKP D*IH ivSnyo 
•>KDiyT iVBitn cyii iy'83 I»»K D'3 -Visa 
ojni imo p'K D*J pK ,p3cni p i ;yDy:3« 
.HID ly'viKiit? « ]ye«3 Dnyn3 yj^KT H JIB 
DVK .D^J T IK DKT JMD lyoD^o'Dye *i "IKB 
,jyp oy IK ,o^y nyi iypyr«?2K »\ 0*\\ 
^v<ft»5p PI>IK nr»p* N pM ^*3 ,n5^ni on 
-'DD'oiDys m»" i ?]in ,I?'DK p i c iynyt "I 
I P D
 fT>ow ; pmyi jya^ KE n ,iy??*i3 yp 
» ,3"ii PK i»o pnPnK mpiSno y jy iyp 
Mt K pK D11KP "D1««Hp H pK '»»3 JP»3 
,ny:yb WITBH^DJM IMK 
\m onposp inytJiK jw»i w » iy3« 
1KT | » « | «t ?DiyDinfe iw D^O^l 
-ya in j 5KI \VO jyii »K ,fiiyjr-nyw»iK nrn 
jynyj P?K D^yn;w3 »1 iiB svn DB^B K |V3 
n vs p3iK» jyj*D"i K . I 'napnn) '.%»vi K 
n«; 0*3.0**5 JK*JP y*»io pK D«5Typ»*fi8P 
"Vfln IP^ KT jypnB *1 »K 331D3K DPlKpK 
-t:p K pM >KI DP 3'iK ( . v a v imyn o^yo 
ow>p n |y>pii ny^",,,^P IMK nnp* ^VP "W* ny^3"ii iw ^ P 5 T ' O IK ijnjiKn K D 
(D-iyV.PBpPBlJKD .1PT'3P3K JPDDany DK "'^PPJ PHKD DK3 pK IHWD'1"W [P^Jni Ijtf 
KtK U»3"&J IJPKCPRB «>Ty?R pK ,C'TmD «V*?i IPO"5 O'O .DPI 
J2J If*!1 ^ 3 w w ^ " ' ™«™ ^ IPW* » ^ m
 T» » n S 
1P0»31R mPHlK PtJKB \V?W .iP3y?KHPP3 ' ' - ' ' 
-D"P3'3"^P » iyD'3Ki^iB-iyT jynyt v* » » ' » • " r K P"»» »««w»o " » x 
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